FARM GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

cipled as Democracy has ever proved itself in
the past, let our fli>? 1 >e furled, our voices l>c

department brief suggestions, fact?
vnerieiiei > are solicited from housekeeji-.
tanuers and gardeners.
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hushed and our principles forever 'ink beneath
the dark waves of oDiivicn.
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Sweet Potato-Boil two
sized potatoes; mash line with
:i"
''spoonful of butter ; but in half a
.|p "t sugar, half a cup of sweet milk;
mix w-i!; break in three eggs and stir
tin1'mighly : make a good pastry crust
and : >ur in
igh for two pies, t orn
Mi .;
niii fourth pound corn meal, one
atogether fifteen minutes,
me tout th pound
butter, six eggs,
w. !"f. salt and
sugar to taste, (,’hol’u! one and one-half pints of
ah a cup of sugar, into a farina
ii;11 -ft into water; boll two table: ootilios ot
Baker's chocolate, shaved
:ic. a half a pint of milk, mix a large
*•
of cornstarch with a little
i-i:
■
stir into the boiling milk, add the
..••(•lute and live whipped eggs. Stir till
smooth.
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pint; turpentine ii pint; camI or. three ounces. Wrap the woollen
"tlics
linen and place in the box with
'■■rumpled pieces of paper dipped in
he 1 ipiiid or sprinkle the clothes in a
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tight lining box witli benzine. Do not
mg a light near when lirst opening the
i">\, as the vapor of the benzine is in-

ti tmmable. But the

only

sure

preventives

air and* cleanliness.
I
moth loves darkness, dirt and damp,
■md give them these conditions, do badlym'liiiig articles will keep them away,
■hnirnal of Applied Science.
e

dryness, light,

The yearly
y 111 -79, .‘101

dairy product of New York
pounds of butter and 98,'~5,i72 pounds of cheese. Of this total,
thirty-three counties make annually 83,1~'-7:10 pounds of butter, and 95,988,920

pounds of cheese.
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Peter Cox invested nothing in politeness. ,\t all events he did not do it when
he entered business.
Peter was a builder by trade, and one
of the most thorough and faithful workIf he undertook a
men in the country
contract, he was sure to perforin his part
punctually and properly. Still he was not
One Experience from Many.
s
■i li;nl been sick and miserable so long, and had j alway
employed, for many who might
caused my husband so much trouble and expense, ; otherwise have hired him, were repulsed
no mu' seemed 1" know what ailed me, that I was
his uncouth manner of treating them,
oinpleteiy disheartened and discouraged. In this I by
frame of mind 1 got a bottle of Hop Bitters and ! and sought assistance elsewhere.
n-c them unknown *•> m; family.
I soon began to
“Peter,’’ said his wife to him, one eveimprove an*l gained so ia-t that my hu-hand and
family thought strange and uiiuatural, hut when 1 ning, "do you know that you have lost
; i! t! n i,
wiiat had helped me they said‘Hurrah
a good job by offending Mr. Hraham !"
for Hop Bitters! i -ng may they prosper, for they
Peter looked lip from his paper and
The
have made mother wad! am! us happy.*"
mother.
asked her what she meant.
1 mean,’’she replied, “that Mr. HraArahi Bey used up a million dollar- in his war*
With
iittle prudence Arahi might have spent the
ham has hired Leavitt to build his new
summer at Niagara Kali- with the money, and had \
house.”
a good time.
wliat of it ■" said Peter, rather
"Well
The \cry best iron preparation, and the one havcrustily
ing the largest sale, i- l‘»r wnN Iron Bitters.
“Why, I am sure that he meant to have
A tl y dial lo-es him-cli in a lawyer’.- otli e is lost
hired you to do the job : and that he
in de<
would have done >o had you not offended
Then l- ii" bitter- in th market which will do
without tiie risk ol doing any
him.”
many pc pie
nooy barm a- Wheat Bitter"How did 1 offend him
Bugle trimming- are recommended for a w indy j
"liy not listening to lijin w hen he w ishday.
ed tu describe tne plan for the building."
.1. A. >. Mott, of St John. V B., writes:
••llis plan was a foolish one.”
“One-halt a
cut bottl'* of Adamson’s Botam
“Well, suppose it was: if you had felt
Cough Balsam cured me of tin* worst coughs and ! it to he your business to tell him so. you
cold on lung- i ever had."
might have dime it in a polite way.''
“Come up higher," said the choir leader l«> the j
"Hall!" cried Peter with a snap of his
-at with tin* congregation.
ten- r .v’i•
linger, ‘.‘don't talk of politeness in busiNo cheap mixture P- impose on <*redulon- hu
ll I were to bother myself to he
ness.
iiiiiudv i- Wheat Bitter-, it is a most p"tetit toni
1 ry it and be convinced
and rccuperantpolite to everybody who happened to call
on me. I should have my hands full.”
1 never hoar anything that's -ai I again.-t me."
"1 think it would pay," ventured the
remarke 1 Lite deaf man.
wife.
Nothing Ever Did or Ever Can
1
Peter ponhed at the idea, and then mid
gi\c such entile rPi-faction a- Pearl While <,dye.
It ! his wife he wanted tu rcau.
erine. for tin* <•tire of al! diseases of tin -kin
eradicate- nil spot-, freckles, ninth patches, black
About a month after this, Peter came
worms, pimple- ami many other faults of the comHe had been
home in unusual spirits.
plexion
out
wmk smile time, and lie bad been
>! Verdantville. 1.ought a “letter
Mi-- \cvdaiit
rather moody and crusty. His wife nowriter," and .in-.. a rote an indignant Pel tor to tin*
bookseller hecau.-c -In- had. o> write tin* ie!t< r- hcrticed the change, and asked what had

Stat stical Agent :
sheep have been purchased
inhei's, tin old plan of driving
..-1 ket at Brighton. Mass., havsorted ! > instead of sending
i n on y. ins
pad been the
: evict ice.
It is found that the
h Boston in better condition,
-'.linkage. and at a very slight
cost " er those transported
thei: l ettcr condition giv es
w hicii
:
m ii c than
e,
1mlextra cost ot putting them
\nd what i quite worthy
e hogs, in large numbers,
: used at sc' clal points
by
Boston t Brighton) market.
:
* ] b; se ot the live
:
( ar loads have
stii;
: rw;.i
c;i a dozen points,
:ei
r_ 7 ■_ to !) cents pci
'•
\nd why should
wojght
m ,n<
>t stock husbandry be
on-.ness with our farmers.'
S; ...••• .ho,
ouuty tanner who has
le v
X cows has •solMl will til
kid this fall.
-11uil ies m last month's rehop-. ot which our state
inr from .'ion,(MM)
lly m
Merc than four fifths of all
Mod
d i, .Maine are raised
p
:
i.
iweivi towns in Oxford t ouuty
liav. 'oi thirty years past been
o'
'-d to this croj.
I'he yield
isi*ir .ry light, the plants hav
er
if i imdly last winter.
In
o
-on
nj average \ ieid is si HI
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Politeness

the *aine :i- those in last week, sheep cost 5<i
Lamb* 5ij512(‘ V tb, live weight. Those from
Maine taken by butchers to slaughter and market
at a commission.
svvint—Western fat hog* cost, landed at the
slaughter houses, 7 to 7'2c tr lb, live weight. < >11
store pigs prices are from <• to 10c ¥ it, for live
head.
weight; or £1 5u to

tic

act

[Alfred Tennyson.

>•0-;
5 a

1

in

i'lie air i' dump, and hushed and close.
As a rich man‘> room where lie faketh repose
An hour before death :
My very h«*art faints, and my whole soul gi iev< .>
At the moist, rich smell of the rutting h aves.
And the breath
of the fading edges of box beneath, and the
v< ar’.' last rose;
Heav ily bangs tie- broad sunflower
< ivc-r its
grave, the earth 'O eliilly :
Heavily hangs the hollyhock,
II avily hangs the tiger lily.

live weight.
Sheep and Lambs—1The supply from the West

report from the 1 tepartmeut
:■

Market.

U ED.VhSDAI 1 >e<*.
A mount "1 stock it market: Cattle, 1211; sheep
in11 lambs, 4200; swine, 14,514; veals, 45; numiu-•
»f western cattle, "71 ; nortb.crn ami eastern -.till:-,
140.
l’rices of beef cattle 4r b*0 lb live weight, extra
piality. $7 <H»a7 50, lir.-t, .*•*. oo«r, >7 h ; second, S5
M»a5 "7-_. ; third, ^4 < n * a 4 >7‘2; poorest grades ot l
•oar-e oven, bulls, etc., $3 ona3 s72.
}
Brighton Hides, 10c # It.; Brighton Tallow,
V & lb: Country Hides, light one-, 7',r ¥* It.;
>m*
lb;
C
heavy,
Country Pal low, 5c p tb. sheep
md Lamb skins, s.V«$l 12 2.
si-.re t attle—Yearling*. $7al4 ; 2 years old, ;!3 1
a.’s
3 years old, $23<j4s ea ,li.
Most of the small !
•alt ic and c-.ws that arc suitable for beef arc bought
1
v butcher* to
up
slaughter.
M idi Co\v*- Kvtra, ;?55jjS0: ordinary, s?l"«5n,
springers for $lsa05 & head.
Veal calves in good demand, at 2*2 toTCe
lb,

age laina r ti■ iteep large
leh cows, there was little of
e it tie for sale;
only the culls
i

m

spirit haunts the year’s last hours.
Dwelling amidst these yellowing bowers:
To himself he talk':
For at eventide, listening earnestly.
At his work you may hear him sol) and sigh,
i n the walk'!
Karthward la* bowelh the heavy stalks of the
mouldering ilowers:
Heavily hangs tie broad sunflower
t>v» r ii> gravt
the earth so eliilly:
Heavily hangs the hollyhock.
Heavily hangs the tiger lily.
A

forth, may

saturating them in common porter, and
then laying them llat between white
sheets of paper (without more pressure
than the leaves of an ordinary book bear

in

umeis

Fkkxs.

and beautiful

felicitous.

e

glove to

Ordinarily. Air. Editor, 1 should expect to he
roundly abused fora letter of this nature: hut

of the New

correspondent

he thus throws down his

lastly

the Fusion press, and with lance in rest and
visor down awaits the onslaughts of the foe:

while he was busy at his bench, a man
j
came end watched him at his work for a
few moments without speaking
lie was
SKINNY MEN.
a midd'.o-aged man. rather coarsely clad,
“Weilllc.dtli Renew, r’’ restore- le a th and
and Teii r supposed it must be some one
vigor, cure- ?i -pi*p-ia, impotence, sexual Debiliwho wanted work.
ty. c-i
JyriT
“ll«ov dy'edo.'" said the stranger, as
H \ level w .• worn very light this year, and Hie
i’eter 1 iid aside the slat which he had just
inert a-mg popularity of malaria bid- I air to driv
tinisked.
til** Jorun-r !’:• I,?*-ii*i*lt* complaint entirely out "i
“How dyV do?" returned I’eter in a
society.
sort of uncouth grunt.
“BUCHU P AIB A
That looks like good lumber you're
fjujck. c jp'.etc cure, nil annoy iug Kidney I dad
1
ai -1 ITb, try Diseases.
$!. Druggist-.
working there,’' remarked tin visitor.
vey a stream in Missouri near-li.iA "rid-a
"It's good enough," was the response.
"Drive over as fast as you wad to. and
legend
■•What i- sie li lumber worth here
iic dm ne-1
everybody, therefore, drive- at a
•1 don’t know." And as I’eter thus
walk.
answered
iie took another slat and began
“HOUGH ON RATS.”
to plane it.
Cleais .»ut rats, mice, roache-. flies, ant*5, bed
■1 suppose you buy some lumber, sir .'”
hugs, kimks. cliipmunks, gojthei.-. !.'»•*. Druggists
-I do when 1 want it." returned I’eter,
I’ll, lie nudist .-ays: "Lvery man ..-a-ionally
what he "light to’ he perpetually.’’ Then again,
without looking up from his work.
sum
men are perpetually what they ought to be i
■■Is there any in town to he sold ?
only orrasionally.
I hcy’ll tell you at the mill. 1 don’t
Restorer i- the man « i
Dk. 1\i.ini s Croat N.*i
saw lumber myself."
All lit- -lopped
of the age tor all Nerve Diseases.
free.
Send to dl Arch >treet, Pliila. Pit. tiw4s
"lbit you know the value of it," icmarked the stranger, with a slight touch
Paslii'■ 11 o\v decrees that a bridal tour m od not
hist over three days. Most any sort ot a couple can t ■ if feeling in iiis tone.
remain within doors that long.
■•Who told you ?" retorted i’eter.
Why Welcome.
"1 supposed, as you were in the habit
on
What makes 1* lore-ton Cologne welcome
e\cry
of using considerable lumber of various
lady ’.- toilet table is its lasting fragrance and rich,
kinds that you would be a proper person
flowery odor.
to ask."
)id Caul, of Bitter Creek, was an impenitent old
sinner until -m day in* tell down -lair- with a box
"Well, sir," said our grouty builder, in
of pepper in ids hand-. That brought him to his
his uncouth, unkind, and ungentlemanly
sec/.e.
way. "it o happens that I have someOood Advice.
thing else to attend to besides keeping
You will prevent slid rare tlx* greater part of the
the price of lumber for everybody who
ills that alllx t mankind in this or any section, if you
keep your -t«»niaeh, liver and kidney- in perfect may happen to want a few boards.”
working order, l'here is no medicine known that
"Alt! yes; 1 didn’t know you were so
doe- this a surely as Parker's Ginger ionic, it will
busy," returned the visitor, intlie coldest
keep \ our Flood rich and pure, and give y«>u good
health at little <>st. see other column.
and most polite manner imaginable.
Wind
iiaracteristie'ot a watch''
“I’ardon me if I have interrupted you.”
Modesty, for
it keep.- its hands »efore it- f o e and runs down its
And with this he left the shop.
own works.
l’etev fox had done no inure in this inOne of the Brightest Charms
stance tlia i he had done a great many
Of a fair face i- a line set of teeth. Tie.* ladies betimes before, yet he could not put it out
ing fully alive to this fact, patronize M >/.< >1 m »NT in
of mind.
Somehow it clung to him, and
11reference to any other dentifrice, since they know
i>\ experience that it preserves like n«» oilier the
even after an hum had passed, lie found
the
and
cleanliness
of
aixl
whiteness
teeth,
pristine
himself w ishing that he had treated his
make- a naturally sweet breath additionally fra*d the Oniu.c sex
Ii i- one of the privilege
grant.
visitor with a little more decency. Hut it
to look io e|> and that proportion ot it which uses
was too late now.
>')/.ODON'J ha- learned that the article contribAll
ute- iu no small degree to tlx* end ill view.
I’eter got his blinds all made, and then
Im4l>
druggists sell it.
awaited news from Hy field, as it was exIIow gayly many a man skips along home, -wingthat Sumner Wilkins would soon
ing a brace of partridges, who couldn't he induced pected
make arrangements to commence operto carry home a salt codlish.
ations.
lie felt sure of the job, as his
Virtue Acknowledged.
friend had seen Wilkins, and recommendMr-. Ir Muiholland, Albany, N. Y., write- “For
ed him strongly.
several years 1 have suffered from oft recurring
It would be as good as
bilious iieadaches, constipation, dysiiepsia, and
three dollars a day to him for several
«
unpiainl- peculiar to my -ex. Since Using your
months.
Iti kimii k Blood Bi ikks I am entirely relieved.*'
Price 81.00, trial size 10 cents. For sale by IB H.
inn- morning, as l’eter came out outlie
Moody, Belfast.
street, lie heard it remarked that Wilkins
A book agent had the misfortune to Freak his leg
had got his hands all engaged, and would
at a camp meeting in Butler, Georgia, the other
day, and while the sympathizers were gathered break ground very soon. It could not be
around, as two surgeons set the limn, lie sold three
possible, thought imr builder. Surely he
copies of his book.
would have had some notice of such a
Free of Cost.
move. Half an hour after that, he was
All persons wishing to test the merit- of a great
at the door of a grocery, w hen a
remedy-one that will positively cure Consump- standing
man drove up in a carriage and be came
tion, Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, or air. af
lection o tlx* I hroal and Bungs—are requested i.o
into the store. He bowed to one or two
call at IB IB Moody’s Drug More and get a Trial
wlio stood there, but gave l’eter only a
Bottle ol Dr. King’- New Discovery lor C'onsumotion,//■<!•« of cost, whieh will show you what a regu- cold look. It was tlie man who had called
lar dollai -ize bottle will do.
at his shop two weeks before, and inquired the price of lumber. He was dressed
“Ye-," saida farmer," barbed wire fences an expensive, but the hired man doesn’t .-lop and iv-l as
plainlv ns ever, but lie drove a splendid
he
has
climb
to
one.
every time
hoise, and the carriage was a costly one.
.Mts&rs. Fly Bros., Druggi-t-, Owego. N Y.:
"Who is that man ?” l’eter asked, after
Gent—I have improved greatly -ie.ee I commenced
the stranget had gone.
Using ( ream Balm for Catarrh. I feel like a new
man.
Fly’s Cream Bairn is a blessing to mi tiering
1'liat
returned the bystander, in
humanity. -Iohn D. Fakwlli, Hartford, Conn.
evident surprise, "don’t you know him ?”
Gent-—1
Fly's (ream Balm Co., <>w• •g» N. Y
have never found anything line Bly s ( ream Balm
“No. Who was it?”
for the cure of Catarrh. W P. Bails, Ido JIanovei
“Why. that is .Mr. Wilkins.”
M.. Boston, Mas.-.
*
at
with Catarrh,
I have been a sufferer for
“.Sunnier Wilkins of Hyliekl ? The man
and under a physician's treatment for over a year,
who is going to build the factory ?”
have tried a number of “sun cure" remedb s and
"Yes.”
obtained no relict I was advised to try FJy'sCreain
Balm. It gave me immediate relief. I believe I am
Peter t 11\ leit the room with a sinking
G. S. Davis, First National
now entirely cured.
Bank, Elizabeth, N. .B, Aug. I«, 1*7‘.».
heart: and I>\ the time he had reached
woO
Price 50 cents.
his shop ite was almost sick. What a. fall
it was ! lie went home to dinner, and ere
the
with
Texas steers are more than delighted
barbed wire fences. They now have something t<*
his wife had learned the whole story.
long
scratch on and to wear t lx* wrinkles off their horns.
She had already learned that the great
CON SU MBTION CUBED.
jolt had been given to another, and knew
An old physician, retired from practice, haxing
it had been done.
why
had placed in his hands by an East India missiondidn't he let me know who ho
“Why
of
a
for
simple vegetable remedy
ary the formula
was when he came to my shop ?” said
the speedy and permanent cure for Consumption,
Bronchiti
Catarrh, Asthma and all throat ami
Peter, in a petulant mood.
Lung Affections, also a positive and radical cure
“That isn’t the question,’’ suggested
for Nervous Debility and all Nervous Complaints,
after having tt sted its wonderful curative powers
his wife, speaking as considerately as
in thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make
possible. “I would he better, Peter, it
it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated by this
motive and a desire to relieve human suffering, 1
you would treat people respectfully. I do
will send free of charge, to all who desire it, this
not wonder that the man was repulsed by
recipe, in German, French or English, with full directions for preparing and using. Sent by mail by
your rudeness.”
addressing with stamp, naming ibis paper, W. A
It was Saturday afternoon, and Peter
X.
Y.
Power's
14'.»
Block,
Rochester,
NOYES,
was in his shop thinking, when some one
13teow40
Many l.oml n ladie- crop their iiair-imri. It. i\ Meet that ‘In- nurrh d men m ti.
jiiiinI nl:•by
will -'-on loose ltn. ii grip.

■

!
>

>
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entered. He looked up and saw Mr. Wilkins.
“How dye do ?" said tbe capitalist.
“How c]y’e do?" returned the builder.
“You are not very busy, I take it," added Wilkins.
A quick, rough answer was making its
way to Peter's lips; but he did not speak
He
it. lie recollected himself in season.
had taken a s iemn obligation upon himself that he would not allow any such
words to go out from his mouth to his
fellow-nn n.
“No, su ." he replied, ns soon as the old
spirit had neon quelled : “I am not very
busy just now."
“Perhaps you would like to work for
me ?”
“As you wish it."
“Weil," said Wilkins, “1 am in want of
help, and should like to employ you. 1
meant to have employed you before : and
perhaps you can imagine why I did not.
However," he added, as he saw Peter's
countenance fall, “there's no need of referring to that only for the lesson it teaches.
1 felt the cut of your rudeness very
deeply : and the more so because I could
not see wherein I had given any occasion
for it."
•1 was rude." returned Peter, frankly ;
“and as \ou have intimated, I found a
lesson in the result: and I hope 1 may
profit by it."
And so we'll let
i hat’s enough, sir.
the p ist go." W ilkins extended his hand
as he spoke, and Peter grasped it warm■

ly.
“And now," the visitor continued, “let's
The man whom I
to our busine.-s.
engaged to supei intend the erection of my
mill, has so much other business that he
would be spared from this: soil' you will
take it, I will let him go."
of course Peter took it : and when the
mill was done, so well and faitlifullv had
he performed his work, that he had more
tiers of valuable contracts than be could
possible attend to.
come

Hie prime
lit* knew In
was eminently qualified as an architect
lie
and builder: but this was not all.
also knew that the first lesson he had
learned was the most valuable one that
investment he had made was yielding
And. morehim the gn*atest interest.
over, the income from the politeness
w hich he had come to possess w as not all
No, no -one of its high
gross material.
est and purest fruits was that which
came to his heart, and which remained
with him to bless him. wherever he went.
lint Deter! ox did not

torget

secret of this new success.

Mill 11 INS

ton KINliNKsS.

Kingston, N. V. About three years
Thomas McDermott, a destitute
Irishman, eame here in search of emA young mechanic named
ployment.
Alai tin gave him temporary work on the
dyke. After being with him about two
ago

months, he went on the Delaware and
Hudson canal ill the spring of 1-7!'.
While employed here Ak-Dermott made a
confident of his employer and told him ot
Disi parents residing in England, and that
his family connections wet wealthy. At
times he had his employer w rite letters
In .lime,
for him to tt.e old country.
!■•■>(I, a person came t> this city to .earn
the whereabouts of M* 1 (ermott. 1! was
found, and was informed that a wealthy
uncle had died, and having no family,
had wiiied his property to McDermott's
father, who, however, was also dead, and
he in turn having no other heirs, the
property had descended to Thomas. He
at once went to England and entered Into possession of the property.
Thomas
did not long have the good of it, for he
died in March las:.
At his death he
willed his entire property to his former
employer here and wife. ‘Mi Tuesday
last the agent who had come from England to hunt up the person named in the
will returned with full proof of identity
in his possession. The estate is said to
bo valued at £7.*50,OOP. Immediately
upon arrival of the solicitor in England
the will will he admitted to probate
Speculators have offered the young mechanic half a iiiilli'in dollars in hand for
Ids windfall, and they take all chances,
hut he declines, as the inventory of cash
on hand is considerably more than that.
The

Life-Saving Service.

The following is an abstract of the annual report of the (i' in ntl Superintendent of the LifeSaving Service:
1'lie number of disasters to doeuniented v<*ssels within the field of station operations during
tiie year was 2N7. There were 2.2(is persons on
board these vessels, of whom 2.2'Xi were saved,
and only 12 were lost. The number of the
>hipwreeked who required succor at tin* stations was Lio, and to these 1,334 days’ relief in
the aggregate were alforded. Tlie estimated
value of the vessels involved in these disasters
w:i< 811.2(1“).silo, and that of their
cargoes 81.4'»2.0H2, making tin* total value of property imperilled 84.757,832. Of this amount 83.033,537
wa-» saved, and 81 ,i >58,355 lost.
The numher of J
disasters involving the total destruction of ves- i
sels was (17. hi addition to tin* foregoing, there
have been 5s instances of disasters to small !
craft, as sail-boats, row-boats, etc., on which 1
wen* 12S persons, all of whom were saved.
The property involved in tlie latter disasters
was 87,s70. of which 8(!,47o were saved and 81.400 lost. The results of all the disasters in the
scope of the service aggregate therefore as ;
follows:
Total number of disasters..
345
T<*lal value of property involvi d.$(f7*l.ri,7<12 i
Total value of property saved. 3,l(‘»(!,<ios
Total value of property lost. 1 ,G">4,7.7.7 !
Total number of persons involved.
2,3m; ;
Total nmnljer of persons saved.
2,384 j
There were lib persons rescued in addition to
those saved from vessels (they having fallen
from wharves, piers, etc.) w ho would certainly have been drowned but for the assistance
rendered by life-saving crews. The investigations held in each ease show that the twelve
persons lost during the year were entirely beyond the reach of human aid. Although there
were -14 more disasters than during any previous year since the general extension of the
service, the loss of life is smaller, with one ex- j
ception, than that of any year preceding. The
assistance rendered in saving vessels and cargoes has peeii very great this year, 2!t8 vessels
having been worked off when stranded, piloted
out of dangerous places, repaired w hen damaged. or assisted in similar w ays by the station
crews.
There were, beside, 7li instances when
vessels running into danger of stranding were
warned off by the night signals of the patrols,
and thus probably saving most of them from
partial loss or destruction.
The report records the fact that the Lifesaving Service lias now been in operation, under the present system, fora complete decade,
and gives tlie results in the following table.
Number of disasters.
J,692
\ able ot property involved.$-J!l,278,-411
Value of property saved. lS,0(i4,!KI2
Value of property lost. 11,414,447
Number ot persons involved.
I t,Tiki
Number of persons saved.
14,-gtKi
Number ot persons lost.
107
Number of shipwrecked persons recovered at stations.
Number of days succor afforded.

Mr

Blaine

4,mm
s,4si

Interviewed.

The Washington l’ost has published an iuterview witli .Fames (S. Blaine In relation to tile
proposition of construction of the inter-ocean
canal in Nicaragua a- embrawd in tlie Kasson
bill and reports. Tlie reporter asked Blaine if
be thought ( ongress would l«- induced to make
tlie grant. "I sincerely hope not," was the
reply. "I never heard,’’ be added, “a more
extraordinary proposition than for the I'nitod
Mates to expend $7o,OUO,OUO in a country where
we have no control, and when wt have "a treaty
with another country binding us not In assume
control. We have no treaty with Nicaragua
giving u- control of the canal after we shall
have constructed it, w hile we have a treaty
with that country forbidding our control. I
inrun further that by the unfortunate t laytonUtilwer treaty we engaged with (treat Britain
not to fortify the canal when built in any manWith these two treaties iii force
lier w hatever.
it would he reckless folly for the Initial States
to’i xpend a large sum of money on the proposed canal.”

Chicago’s First Citizen.
The Chicago Tribune, in closing an elaborate
article on Hull. Carter II. Harrison, Mayor of
that city, gives the following as Mr. Harrison’s
opinion of St. Jacobs Oil: ■•When I first found
myself suffering from the rheumatism, my leading thought naturally was to call a physician,
but my neighbors all advised me to try St. Jacobs Oil, the (treat German remedy. I procured some of it immediately and found it excellent for that, ailment."

Navigation

lias closed at

Quebec.

American

Shipping Laws.

No I.AW
(

14, 1882.
The affairs of this

apt. 1'. I‘. Nichols of ship Frank Pendleton,

discourse-

as

follow

in his

.-picy

i- a

little paper,

wonder that among the many Ameri-

ship-masters and owners none of them ever
attempt w riting an article to -how the absurd-

can

ity

of the

Shipping

Vmcrican

Laws:

i

A

OF WRATH ON ITSlOX AND ITSIONISTS.
DEMO< RA< V
1USSF( FED.
<; KEEN BACKERS
( OEXSF.LLED TO STAND BY THEIR COLORS.

say

portrayed

of Kdw. A. Freeman and Herbert Spencer, who
have written out their impressions for Knglish

periodicals.
to complain

that il might become a law
had
desin to have an act for the benefit
of tlm Merchant Marine, their sole object being
plunder. Let a person read the English Law.
and compare il with the American Law, and
the only (inference lie will lind, is. Congress
substituted for Parliament, and any article in
which there are no stealings, and would be of
benefit to a ship, is omitted and tilled in w ith an
Vmcrican clause (daws) such as England
would not tolerate, the only object being an additional fee. Why will not the "Kennebeccr”
or somt one. -how up the inconsistency of some
of these laws, which xve allow look very well
in print, but what is their value!’ About every
>. Act" says: "Any seasection ill the "l
man or apprentice."—in the name of Heaven,
who ever saw an apprentice on bottl’d of an
Ana l'icaii ship? For twent)-tw o years, and in
most parts of the world, and on hoard of American ships in every port, and I have yet to learn
of an apprentice on board of an American ship,
and. by the laws, no one is allowed to hind
an apprentice to a ship, and in so doing lay
tbem-elvc- liable to a line, and yet about every
sentence throughout tin Act mentions "apprentices.” A> the law is now. you w ill come to a
section which looks fair: look fart In r on and
) ou will lind another section that wholly does
aw ay with the tiv-t: farther yet. ami find atiotlicr to overthrow that: still further, and then the
focus; it is left to the Judge. Commissioner, or
Consul: < tod help you then : draw your pocketbook and a-sttage their craving appetite. The
F.s.Act purports to be tot the protection
of seamen, w lien as it is no protection, and they
are robbed worse than ever.
Before the Act
w as pus-cd. mi’ll were taken in o a -hip's cabin
or private olticc and given their money, but now
they have to be advertised for twenty-four
hours to give every one a chance to rob them,
tints: Fitter the ('ommissionc ■•- oftiia and on
the black-board you will see.-Shipwill pay
otl' to-morrow at ten o'clock." Interpreted—
"Tims wheat- watching over Hie seamen from
ship -. w ill get them about half drunk and
fetch them to this office at ten o’clock to-morrow
stopping outside themselves to see that none
get away. We will give them their money, and
when they come out, ‘go for them.’" When
we consider that the average lime seamen serve
on board of American ships is less than live
months, and ninety-live out of every hundred
are robbed of one to three month- pay, before
they go on board of a ship by the people on
shore, and most likely by the same ones that
got, the little tli" men were paid otl' with on
their arrival, docs it not look as if the law
branched oft' in a strange direction to protect
seamen?
Many parts of the law look like
reason and justice; but. what do they amount
to? In-tancc, Sec. dl. (I.aw of 1-72.) "For
desertion la 'hall he liable to imprisonment,
nl.-u t,> forfeit all of his clothes or effects, ami
all the wages lie has then earned." That is fair
to titc -hip.
Now look at sec. dll. "All eiotlieand wages which an forfeited for desertion,
shall be applied, first in payment of expenses
incurred bv tile master or owner, on account of
desertion." ithc mil) “expense-" allowed are
t oil-ill's fee- if the mail
gets clear.) "and the
balance shall b paid to the shipping commissioner at the port which terminates the voyage." Is not this justice?
The man who outlined that seel ion < if lie
e\ er went to sea ; must lie Ihe (’apt .who argued
"If the cargo oxcrnius. it belongs to the ( apt.
but if it fails short, the ship must pax for it."
At mix ia'
he must have been a stop-water

Congress

On the

whole,

we

have

no

j

reason

of the criticisms upon our people
and government. We are proud of our coun-

a

try, of its progress and prosperity, hut

we

are

willing

to admit that our institutions are not
perfect, and that blemishes exist which it would
he vvt II to remove. We can. and do. however,

challenge comparison

with other countries.
evil existing here a like evil may be
found under other governments. Indeed, in
For

even

respects we may fairly claim superiority.
r country is the path so easy to the
poor hoy to rise to affluence or to attain the
highest political honors: in no other country is
some

In no otic

enterprise

so

well

rewarded;

in

no

other coun-

try is tin average condition of the people so
high. There are more homes in this country
and

a

greater degree of comfort,

the

iu.xury.
globe,

A

recent

sav

we

might

even

than are to be found elsewhere

on

writer in the

Amt

Cnder date of Nov. 17,
Solon Chase
writes from the home of “Them Steers" to
Prof. I.. c. Bateman, of Searsinont. now in

and the seamy side of politics exhibited: and in part to the recent visits

s. s. Act of 1872, is
American Laws .-—the l
American law : it is a bastard law adopted bx the country. England i- the mother, and
tin father is not know n. Those w ho placed the
not

have of late attract-

an

men arc

not an

hil! before

country

unusual degree of attention in Kngland.
This is due in part to the publication in that
country of an American novel, entitled ‘-Democracy,” in which the worst types of our public
ed

the Ocean Chronicle:
It

NUMBER 50.

Our Institutions.

AT AM,.

not expect to he
honored in this manner, knowing, as l do. the
cowardly and craven nature of the men with
whom I am dealing. Thev are experts in the
art of stabbing u man in Ins back and striking
in the dark, imt have not the manhood to meet
in open conflict a foeman worthy of their steel.
I However, should these political thugs screw
their courage up to the sticking point of attack
Prof. Bateman on the War Path.
i will say to them one and all, in the language
I.ETTEli FROM SOLON CHASE ENCORES A VIAL
of the immortal Hard of Avon :

I

.Notes

The

Professor

length indeed,

that

replies
we

are

at

the

by

Way.

H'liTIIKIi la.IMI’SES OF NOVA SCOTIA.
HU:
PEOPLE AND PROItrcTS OF till: PROVIXt I
TITE WINDSOR COTTOX FA' IOKV.

Pennsylvania on a lecturing tour, as follows:
Knowing that you in common with thousands

desire to unite the Greenbackers of Maine and
of the country into one harmonious party. !
write this to you to correct an impression that
some honest Greenbackers out of the Slate have
of the situation in Maine. It is said that the
fused to
“straight” Greenbackers of Maine
support Gov. Plaisted. Congressmen Ladd.
Tiling andMurcb. because Democrats voted for
them. Was there 11M more than that to i: ? Do
you believe that Greenback principles would be
advanced any by Democratic ascendancy? If
you will write out your views of this matter in
full, and give your opinion as to the best course
for the Greenbackers of Maine tv) pursue in the
future for publication in Them Steers, you will
confer a great favor upon every true Greenbacker in this State.

I.ay on, MurDutT;
dam't-d be he that first cries, “Hold, enough
i.. (
Batkman.
Truly Yours,

Correspondence
:

of the Journal.

Windsor. Nova Srotia. Nov. 2S, 1SS;>.
find

Brooklyn

to be

We

quiet one horse town,
with very little doing except at the bar of the
hotel, which is nicely fitted up and well patronized by mini) who ought to save the money
squandered there for the support of their families. From Brooklyn we pass up the centre of
the county through Hawdon and Scotch village.
Here we find ourselves in the locality of the
calcine plaster quarries, and the inn was newly
plastered with this material,the honest yeoman
having quarried and burned the rock himself.
a

It is put on without hair or sand, as we use it
f"r hard finish, and makes very durable walls,
it ts the cheapest thing to be obtained here. It

length—at such
reproduce

unable to

his letter in full.

In the outset he says:
The “straight" Greenbackers of Maine with
held their support from Gov. Plaisted ami the
Congressional ticket, from a higher motive
than the mere fact of then endorsement In
Democrats. It was because tney believed those
men were not true to Greenback
principles, but
were intending to hand our party over tv* the Democracy as soon as the possession of power,
would enable them to carry out their infamous
contract.

sets

or

hardens quickly after it is wet, and lias

to be handled

caref&Ily on this account. We saw
several barrels of It, or what had been in barrels, piled tip in

perfectly
tiee quite

one

worthless.

place, hard

Along

a-

flint, and

this route we

im-

Fortnightly Review
a change in the appearance of the soil
(London) in discussing “Some Aspects of
from that seen on the coast. Here it is a light
American Public Life,” after a well informed
gravel, and evidently not very productive as a
review of our political system, says: “The
rule. There are also more stones to be seen in
The following description of f usion
graph
management of the affairs of the ordinary ic anil accurate:
the fields, but nothing .to what w> have in Maine.
towns and cities may not be the best possible
The forests an1 mostly black growth, and we
The recent fusion movement in Maine was
—neither is that of our own municipalities—but
conceived in iniquity and brought forth in sin:
have seen little else as yet. Spruce is mainly
it was hound together by no sir..tiger ties than
it is. taking one place with another, tolerably
used in the building of vessels here, and agritlie cohesive power of public plunder, and it'
honest and competent, as good as can be looked
eulturi is evidently not a very profitable busioverthrow wastin' legitimate colts tquenc.. an
for in such a world as the present * * Taking
outraged public conscience. Xo party in Maine ness. There seems to be but little money
ever
started out witli fairer prospects than ours :
the American political system as a whole, the
moving, and prices average about one-half vvliat
no party was ever
brought down so low bv in- j
shadows, regretibie as they are, arc less conand
they are w ith us. The people are very snug in
faithless
As
i,
competent
leadership.
long
spicuous than the lights. If it is to be judged we kept clear from all '•entangling alliances" their dealings, how- v r. and will h.iid on to a
by its tendency to promote the welfare and se- our party constantly grew, but the monn nt that penny until the graven image of Victoria squats.
"Fusion" became the established police, tinThe "(lore" is tin- capital of East Hants and we
curity of the individual citizen, and give free process of
disintegration began and ha- emit blscope to his exertions, a dispassionate observer ued until the whole organization lias been re
naturally desired to visit the court house and
will pronounce it superior to those of France, duced to a moral cinder-heap.
other official buildings. We were much surThe gallant I’laisted and three of the Fusion
or Germany, or Italy, and will perceive that it
minion ole -story wooden
prised to find it a
lias solved some problems which we in Kngland candidates for Congress arc thus portrayed:
building situated nearly halt a mile from anyFor the past two years we have been treated
have still to solve."
thing else, without a store or public building
by the Fusion press’to such a surfeit of senti- within five miles of it. It was
evidently placed
mental gusli about the "gallant I’laisted. etc."
Generalities.
as to nauseate any one not
possessed of a east- on the hill in the geographical centre of the
iron political stomach. Personally. 1 regard
county, regardless of convenience or common
The cost of the war ill Egypt is estimated at
Harris M. I’laisted. both historically and sciensense.
There is evidently little business for
§10.000,1 KHI.
tifically, as one of the most cold blooded, seltish.
designing and treacherous iletuagogmthat lawyers here. Having a dozen miles to drive
Republican mayors were elected in Hover N. ever
contributed totbe ruin of a political party. we had counted upon a good livery team to put
11.. and Providence R. 1.
Hi' lias nevel* sincerely believed one single i nnus through, and in engaging our team of the esThe semi-annual dividends payable in Boston ciple of the Greenback party, blit tie1 sole aim
and end of his connection with that organiza- quire we were particular to inquire if the horse
in December aggregate $4,00’-’.nil.
*

■

c

The Christ P. E. Church at Cambridge, Aid.,
was burned Friday.

erected in IT'.'T.

Tie* new coal circular issued at Philadelphia
makes no change in the Eastern prices.
Den. Tyler, second in command at the tirst
Bull Run battle, died in New York. Thursday.

The < auadiau Paeilie Railway Co. lias raised
its capital stuck from si.A.oon.ooo to sdOO.OOn.Ono.
It is many years since so much snow was seen
in Boston on Thanksgiving day as on Thursday.
A society of Philadelphia ladies hind themselves not to kiss ;i young man who indulges in
strong drink.

tion ha- heeii his own personal ailvaneenn nt.
There ha- never been a moment since lie lias
been the recognized leader of the party that he
would not have willingly sin ritieed its cverv
principle and hound it hand and foot ova r tl>
the 1 teniocracy if by so doing lie could have secured a seat in tile Fluted States Senate.
A a
leader of the otiiec seeking horde who constitute tin fusion party of to-day. lie is a bright
and shining oruameiil: hut as a member of a
party composed of true Grronbackers he is anuieii out of place as .Indus Iscariot was among
tin- twelve a|i,istli
A s for the recent congressional candidates. Geo. \\\ Ladd lias never
been anything but a Bourbon Democrat. Daniel 11. Tiling has been, and is to-day ready to be
anything or to do any thing that \\ i’il give him a
seat in congress: wliilt the voice and vote of
the Hon. I. H. Mu fell are -o seldom heat’d or
recorded in congress as to render it extremely
ditlieiilt to place him: but no doubt that when
tie' proper lime comes he will b" dulv found on
tin- side of the loan s ami lishi
A hue trio to
build up and lead a great political party. truly I
Dump the whole three of tle-m into one, and
the amalgamated product would not be siitlieient material to make one fourth rate eongress-

had any bad habits—if lie would run away, etc.
We were assured the horse was perfectly kind
and

gentle,

and

tin- animal was

s,i

vv.'

found: for oh! horrors,

old

run down stager, tintied up with rope yarn, the whip
was an alder -tick, the
wagon was minus a
dasher, one spring broken, a rug for a cushion,
an old bed quilt
for a role; and. in fact, we

harness

j

j

an

was

concluded the concern uni't he the original
from which was drawn tie caricature for the
advertisement of Sin ridan's Condition Powdors.
We are not particularly squeamish,

however, in regard

to

a

little matter like this,

and so in grand style wo descended tic hill ami
dailies W. Clark of Syracuse. X. A., ana
Any seaman who shall r
says :
left the august locality
W. wish to be fair,
wilful- ! others, have just purchased t.Ooo.nno acres of
wilfully damage the -hip. embezzle.
ly damage the Mores or cargo, shall forfeit out land in Texas.
however, and must say that the beast made the
<>f his wag**'! a sum equal in amount to the !■»—
mud tiv in a very satisfactory manner after lie
The otlieial vote of Wisconsin for Congressthen by sustained." Now any man that would
got well warned up to liis work, lie was somewilfully do damage, does it befor he is out of men gives a Democratic plurality of xkif.
debt to th- -hip or not at all. What does that
Republican plurality last year ll.ti.V7.
thing like Mark Twain's horse that lie rode in
section anmunt to: Apply it.
A man ships
At St. Louis, AIo.. the grand jury of the crimli is eastern travels and died "Haolbec" beeaits.
on hoard of a
-hip in N. Y. hound for Rio. at inal court will return an ignored hill in John A.
lie was a magnificent ruin. There are nice
£1’> a month, and S'Jo advance; on tie* pa-sage
man.
Cockerill ease, who killed Col. playback.
out lie fa neie- th.ei
is too miieh washing off for
horses here, hut they don't average as well a»
The I’rofessor asks the question. \\i; i t,ivenhim, and in the night throw- overboard buck- i
The hulk of Thurlow Weed's property, about
with 1C. and vv find n > sieh driving teams
ets, brooms, and every thing pertaining to half a million in value, is divided equally among hai'k principles he advanced by D mo •ratie astic farm' rs as we
it. \v aldo utility.
washing. It i- afterward prown against the bis three daughters and six grandchildren.
cendancy:" and uusw rs it eilipliatically in tile among
man ami cut- red in the oftieial log-book, He n
In a driving storm we took the train for WindCongressman iiaseltine of Missouri, is the negative. Ib- emitimtes:
read .»wr to him. On the remainder of the
's!'. vvlcre we arrived
owner of an enormous orchard, from which lie
Saturday evening and
To begin with, the Denioiralie pirty was
pas-age there an* several more entries similar.
this year lias shipped bt.OOU barrels of apples.
found comfortable quarters at tic Clifton
The -l;i;> arrives in liio altera passage of forty
ncM'j' known to advanee correet
of
prineiples
day -. and the t 'apt. reports the man to the Cond. T. I pdegratf, Republican Congressman
any kind, am! its political recorii is mn in u hieli
II.ms
Viler tlnvo days
irry here, we find
sul. telling him he cannot keep that man on
no lovei of ins country can taki pridi
From
elect for the 17tli district of Ohio, died .Hit
it a smart littli place with fine schools, nice
board as lie is quarrels me and destructive. I
noth, lilt., at All. Pleasant, lie wa~ (to n av- it- earliest inception down to the ’Orson! time, church' -. and cultured
Then the Consul says to him. “You can have i oid.
it Ini' opposed
s.ieiety. King's .>1 h gr,
Very noble and progressive
*
him discharged < aptain. but you will have u» ;
movement, and in turn has championed verv
is loeatt d here and attracts many young men
l**ave ■*/.»••
1 lie state board ol canvassers of \ irginia.
vile anil discra ‘I'l'nl cause,
ji- pa.hv.uv it ‘<: for him. (in ease- like
who arc interested ill cdmntionai nuitt-rs.
V
\\ ednesday awarded the eertitieate ol congress- i strewn with the wrecks of xploueil fa a. a
this som«- will only demand one mouth, but they
large foundry gives employment to quit" a
while it has blighted like the ileadiv upas every
ha\egot tie* hang of keeping < iovernme-nt ac- man-at-large to the coalition candidate. John
counts) witii me."
“Hut." says the Captain,
Wise.
thing that has come within its withering influ- number of men. ami there i- a machine shop in
“he i- now owing die ship more than twmiiv
ence.
It u ver had but one sincere and di voted connection with it. There is also a
furniture
A .Methodist pivaelier in Washington, in his
dollar-."
That makes no difference," -ay the
principle, and that principle was to fun-v ,.mthe
sermon,
denounced
AtThursdtiy. severely
( onsul. “the thn *• mouths' pay must be intact:
iilazon the black ettrse of slavery upon our na- factory that does a large bii'Ac'S. Tie- town
tornev Deneral for his treatment of .Marshal
is also tinlitre for a large distriei. ami the
hut you can k• *• |> the man until you return to
tional escutcheon. I IO hack to t’liiiso dark dav
Henry.
tin i
retain hi- wages and have him punwhen treason reared it- ghastly head, ami tinstores are numerous and well fitted up.
W.
ished,"- perhaps. So thi* (Government's claim
fate
of
our
nation
sienied trembling in the balThe debt statement issued Dee. 1st. shows a do
have visited the new ""lion factory which is
for extra wage-goes before any claim for dam- crease oft he
ance. and what do you find its record?
public debt during November to he
now operated by foreign workmen, and
ag* <lom : not only befure it. but it lias to be
being
After picturing iu burning words the attitu ic
jsi.b.'U.Uil.s-l. The cash in tile treasury i> s2>7.paid by (lie one who ha- been damaged. “Our Mi7.17tt.bd.
a new thing the doors are
strictly guarded. A
of
a portion of the D' tnoorai y during the vv u\
laws are very strict on sailors."
niin
press certificate, however, is an open
Hit 1’rofessor sav -;
Ail instance of the injustice of this law. ImTile coinage executed at the I'llited Mates
cuiiie under my own observation within the
mint in Philadelphia, during the month of
('nming down to tin- campaign of issn. wc timl and we had tic privilege of looking tile "stablast few months, w hich I w ill relate.
November, aggregated 7.1SH.4W pieces, valued there was only one plank in their platform that
lisiuneiSi ovr. It is a line building tlire, stories
In Is>sl tie bark Minnie M. Watts shipped a
at sKulK.-ib-L
had any meaning at all. and that was the plank
high, Iniilt of brick, and will, when completed,
crew in Cardiff, and emuc to Kin: discharged
u liiclt dei hired for "A tariff for ret entie
inly."
It. l’orter Lee, lute president of :i liutionui
cargo, settled up all his accounts, cleared the
However, the sensal ion of having one statesman- give employment in some two hundred vvoikbank in Buffalo, convicted at Syracuse of emCustom Hou-e. (,’oiis*;:!, ( aptain of the port and
like plank upon which men who honestly beluen. The cotton i» shipped here in a raw state
ordered the steamer to tow* him to -ea the fol- bezzlement, was sentenced to ten years im- lieved in T’l'ec Trade mul. I stand, was
altogetli- and leaves the iniilding fini~h d elm
The fir-!
prisonment.
On
aboard
lie
found
morning.
going
lowing
r too oppressive a load for the white flag of
W' b of cotton ever manufactured in this i’rov
th* cook and steward had ju-t got through a
and
Hourhonism.
the whole party imm. diaiely
Mrs. Langtry refuses to accept some of tliu
pitched battI each threatening vengeance* on photographs other taken by Sarony on the plea shouted itself hoarse trying to prove that the illee was woven here a few day sine, and dithe other. The cook pleaded with the Captain that
in
didn't
nn an any thingaml that
:
made
her
She
said
"l
alii
not
plank
ipit'slion
they
pretty.
..si of in samples. The editor of the Windto let him leave, ami rather than nave continthey were fur I’roteetiou all tile time! In order sor Mail, a smart little
pretty but beautiful."
ued disturbance on hoard, tin* Captain consentpa pi r published Iciv.
to give greater
to their sincerity, their caned after aset rtaiuing that a ship near by would
The Alaska T'ur Seal Company has paid al- didate, Hancock,
to an openproposes to frame li is sample as a keep-sake to
calmly
anijouueed
exchange, and he being a man of 1 onor, and ready to the government a revenue of $10,000.- mouthed and admiring Democracy that tin-ta- lie handed down to
posterity. < >ntv a few opernot wishing to wrong his cook, gave him what
000. or $4,000,000 more than the price paid to Rus- ritrwas
merely a local ipiesiion that had once atives are
was elite—about six dollars- and let him go.
sia for t he Territory.*
employed ai present, as inn litlle of
heen agitated in li is native village! During that
the machinery i- in running »rdi'f.
signing the other man in hi- stead. stating on
memorable
did we hear anv Di inoSomebody who claims to know, estimates that eratie oratorscampaign the
the articles, “shipped after clearing." The vesgreat claims of huMucli of the proper!y in Hants Co. has Icii
Judge llilton lost, during his futile endeavor to man rights, orupholding
sel makes the voyage* to Chili and hack to Engdenouncing with righteous in- obtained by navigation, and tin y claim to have
carry on the business of A. T. Stewart ,V Co.,
land. where tin- crew all lejr.e, and anotne*r crew
the
towards
dignation
tendency
monarchy to
not less than six millions of dollars.
i- shipped. Tin* Minnie AC Watts sails for and
which we are -o fast hastening? Nothing of more capital investc I in tiii- business than any
arrives in Rio again in iss*j, and not having been
The comptroller of the currency reports 7.- the kind. The great turn of that party were en- county with an qiial number of inhabitants in
to the T. S. her original article-ami the* articles Jng bank- in ihr
country, with a total capital of gaged in pouring out the vilest abuse upon the the world. Whellier tins j, so or not vv do
of the year before, are a.taehed to the present
now sainted (iartiehi. and prowling ;nmn l in
7li! millions. During the year 171 banks have
•articles, and the Consul look-them over, and
the dead hours of night chalking over door wavs not know, but tic statement lias often been
been organized, and 10 discontinued.
and on old fences, and water-closets, the rali.il-ays: “What's this:- ‘Shipped after clearing.'
made to ic. They Imild larger vessels, as a
that's illegal. Why did y«»u not come to my ofAt Louisville, Ivy., Captain Allen May of btic figures "dJP!" that was tin
of rule, than vve do. and quite a portion of each is
highest
flight
fice?'* the meaning of which was why did you
llardiu county, aged one hundred and one years, statesmanship to which the
average I temoeratie owned at home. To-morrow we
not le*t your ship remain in port another day so
expect to rid
recently procured a license to marry a young mind could rise.
that I might have seen the man sign, and re- lady aged nineteen of the same county.
The lack of consistency in the Democratic
through the far famed Annapolis Valley, and
ceived si.no for so doing?
party has heen as marked as its lack of princi- will make our notes by the way.
Hut sip i:.
A law of I’ennsy Ivania imposes a line of $1000
H llrli mo -ii 11> v\ as 1 'any u
sra, me
aptatn
ple. l! has always been willing and anxious to
one year’s imprisonment on any person who
and
his clearance, anil was
wont In tlio Consul fo
and
that
would
a
few
join
tiling
bring
any
every
A. Boys.
The L. F
informed by the Consul's l>ep ity that lie could shall •‘playfully on wantonly point or discharge
voters into its fold, li is for hard money in one
a gun. pistol or other fire-arms at any other
not have his papers, as the Consul was sick and
State, and soft money in another. In line secLewiston
more of the “boys of W"
Two
wished to see him about that man of the year person."
tion it proclaims for Free Trade, while in allFalls Academy have hern In ard from. < barb*.
before, and the demand was made for the three
ot
w
tier
is
here Protection
more popular it shouts
Hannibal D. Norton, principal clerk of the
month's pay, which unjust demand the Captain third assistant
A. < 'urtis, then of Ilallowell, now a captain in
post m stcr general's office, has for a high tariff.
would not accede to, but after keeping the ves- bel li removed
the
of
Atrecommendation
upon
\\ e regret to see that tlic Professor does not
the { S. Army ami professor < f military « isel four days he was forced to yield to them,
torney (leneral Brewster, it is thought on ac- altogether
and pay over lie—§70.00.then as a bandit re- count of
approve of the Republican part). lmt » nee at Fairbault. Minn., <nnl> an interesting
sy mpathy with the Star route defendleases ids victim on receiving the ransom, so ants
bestows a portion of his invectives unit, lie aeeount of his life after leaving Auburn. Hi
the Minnie M. Watts was allowed to go to sea.
“In the spring of l*b! 1 was at Bowdoin
.Mi>. Frances Hodgson Burnett, tHe novelist, admits, however, that "the Republican party, >ays:
It is said—how true I know not—that the
of student*, and left
Knglish have descended from a hand of w hat left Lancashire, England, when she was thir- with all its faults, has always been led bv hon- (’ollege drilling a company
teen years old and settled in Tennessee.
She is
at the present would be called pirates.
Xow
est men who have had the courage of their confor Virginia on the 17th of June with the tlth
of square. English form, with fair brown hair,
as the I'nited States is all offspring of Kngland,
victions," while "the Democracy on the other Maine Infantry, i served as pri\ato military
a long, straight nose, a wide, well shaped mouth,
a country and people noted for their strict adinstructor t-> tin- colonel <>f that iegim>-ut for a
hand, with its grovelling nature like tic serpent
herence in truth and justice, is it not wonder- and large, beautiful blue eyes.
while, and was next on Hen. Hancock** stall’.
ful that she should so bring out the hereditary
in Kden, is always trying to seduce someone
The N. V. House of Assembly just elected is
law of nature by "taking back" to her first ancomposed of .'it! lawyers, 5 journalists. '2 hank- from tin path of principle, in return for which Through his r<eomiiK ndation I was appointed
cestors!'
ers, 1 farmers,
contractors, ."> hotel keepers, 1 it leaves nothing but its
As the laws now are. it is impossible for a dentist, I
slimy trail behind." an officer in the regular army. 1 was ordered
produce dealer, I plumber, I police
to New Mexico and w rote :t >*Ties of letters, on
Consul to do a ship justice, vet he can—but a
In concluding the Professor dips into finance
g book agents, and fit gentlemen who
justlei
very few do—do a great deal to relieve the have no visible means of support.
and tin- laws of trade and then soars aloft on
my journey, to th- Lewiston Fall* Journal. Afpressure of the government .load, instead of
.Mr. A. M. Gibson, who has worked
the the wings of prophesy :
ter the rebellion ended I served against the
adding to it, as most of them do. Such a one as evidence for the Government in the starup
route
ami Apache Indian*, up and dow n the
.Ino. >. Mushy. C. .•'.Consul at Hong Kong is
One word to the G reen I lackers of Maine, and
Navajo
eases, denies emphatically the truth of certain
1 am done. Stand firm by your colors!
rarely met: in his letter (X. V. Maritime ItegThe
llio (Jramie valley into Arizona ami finally to
statements
to
on
cast
doubts
teuding
newspaper
ister. Oct. tl. issui to the Hon. Charles l’ayson
Greenback party is nut dead. Republican editI came home by way of PanPresident Garfield's integrity of purpose regardthe Pacific coast.
he says, "1 have endeavored to reduce the colors and
Fusion traitors to the contrari notof
the
the
ofl'euders.
ing
prosecution
lection of extra wages to a minimum, yet the
withstanding. That it is at a very low ebb at ama in Ison, married and again went to New
records show more money collected under my
the present writing I am perfectly free to adMexico. In iNl'.t | w;i> in command of a post.
rule, with no increase of shipping than Mr.
mit. Just at the present moment we are riding
Maine Congressmen on the Message.
Fort Reynolds, in Colorado, and iu 1*70 canm
His
of
extra
annual
on
the
crest
of
a
Hailey's.
average
wages,
great wave of commercial
returned, was about §700 which was all absorb■It is an excellent State paper, and one that prosperity brought about by several causes, ea*t to be professor of military science at Nored by vouchers for the relief of destitute seabut more especially by the immense crops of
1 think will be cheerfully indorsed by the Rewich Fniversity by order of the President. In
men: while in eleven months I have collected
the past few years, for which the Republican
publican party." [Senator Frye.
How
l*so 1 wa< put on similar duty here.
about §11100 with no charges for relief." lie
It is a very strong message and fully repreparty gets lin* entire credit and (toil Almightv
strongly opposes the extra pay as but few Con- sents the views of the Republican party, as all none. \ short time longer and these condi- many memories your article sot to moving
suls do. livery one knows that ships are a
of tin’ President’s communications do.
[Sena- tions willin' reversed. The mutterings of the through my head. The old Democratic Adbenefit to government, and if Consuls, etc. are tor Hale.
coming storm can already be heard in the dis- vocate! How well I remember even workLet our imports once heavily over
necessary for the government why should not
Congressman Reed, speaking of the Presi- tance.
the government pay their salary ': Why should dent's message, says: “It is a
balance our exports, and it will be necessary to man on il: better than 1 can remember many
message very
few
the
ship-owners pay salaries which should comprehensive ami suggestive. There are many send our gold to foreign countries. As soon as acquaintances of longer duration since. The
be paid by the wind people': If they cannot
things in it which the people of the Fnited the basis is drawn from beneath our circulating foreman, (ieorge Merrill, the workmen. Ford,
be supported except by ships, why not raise
States will be glad to read. The figures he
medium another linaneial collapse will occur,
our "tonnage tax" a few edits, and do away
gives as the combined lesultsof increased busi- and the scenes of 1ST.'! to lsfs will again be re- Nutting. Nate Parker. < ad Moore. I wrote for
with these fees, then foreigners would contri- ness and honest, skillful management in the peated. The hellish linaneial
legislation of the it. set type for it. and was allowed the use of
What would manufaeturies
bute iheir part.
Post Office Department, are especially satisfac- past few years will then be apparent to all, and
its type, presses. Ac., to set up and print my
and all corporations say if compelled to engage tory.
His reference as to the river and harbor the Greenback party will again come to tin
hindrance.**
all of their labor in the presence of a govern- expenditures show full
appreciation of the dif- front. In the mean time a great political up- youthful productions without let or
ment official, paying him §1.00 for each ; or if
heaval is at hand. That the Democrats vyill
ficulties attending that kind of legislation. His
C. P. Mattocks, eounsellor-at-Iaw. Portland,
wanting to let one leave, to be obliged to pay first suggestion, as a remedy, may well seem come into power in tss.) is an event liv no and
proprietor of the well-known Biverddi
the government three month's pay for the
unsatisfactory to himself, yet no one who has means improbable. That they will be kicked Farm at Fast Baldwin, writes: ”1 have reout again four years later nothing is more cerprivilege':
not been a member of the House, can at all realIs there a Grcenbacker in Maine so ceivcd the newspaper with reminiscences of the
Why not they as well as shipowners':
ize the Gleet of dividing the improvements into tain.
|
A person with a t-a-l-e-n-t for writing, one
separate bills. We do that on public buildings, politically purblind as to suppose for out* mo- j Lewiston Falls Academy, which were very grawho knows just how to express his ideas, if ac- and the result is not
ment
that
the
rule
while
Our
in
Democrats
encouraging.
power will
quainted with ships and their laws could write renders consolidation inevitable. The consti- advance or execute one Greenback principle!'’ tifying to me. 1 am glad to see that you keep
an inteiesting article on the absurdity of the
interest in the old association."
If so. he is doomed to be woefully disappointtutional amendment giving power to veto
j up so much
American Shipping ],aw. Xo attempt will now
items, deserves serious consideration. One ob- ed. They stand upon precisely the same plat- ; 'Three of “the boys" have now reported—and
be made as the writer is Wholly incapable of
jection to that has always been the great in- form as the Republicans—belief in a gold basis, ! a fourth is T rank L.
the task: not because ideas are wanting, but crease of
Dingley. of the Lewiston
power which it would give to the Ex- national banks, monied monopolies and stealing
should the attempt be made to express them, it ecutive, but as the
tendency seems now to be all tin y can. \Yc shall simply have exchanged Journal, one of tin* best journalists in Maine.
would be as mixed and devoid of sense, as the to strip him of more or lessof the power of ap- one set of mash rs for another. That the ReIf others have done as well as these the old
law itself, and there is no man would like to
pointment. that objection will lose some of its publicans are corrupt there can be no doubt.
own he was author of that.
Academy has no reason to feel ashamed of it>
That the Democrats arc still more corrupt is
force.
The encroaching power of Congress is
too evident to require argument.
The Repub- students of a quarter of a century ago.
so great that theexecutive ought to continue at
least as powerful us the Constitution makes licans have fed at the public crib until they
Mrs. Man < '|< mimr. writing from Washing- him. His recommendation as to the coinage of have become sleek and fat. The Democrats
Chili has preferred a claim of twenty million
silver
nu
n
dollars, ought to be attended to. More will conic into power lean and hungry and the
ton. says that the mentally strong
among
whole operation of robbing the treasury will dollars against the I'nited States of Columbia
the Democrats, like lSayard, Hutler of South dollars have already been coined than can be
for allowing arm> and military stores from the
have to be performed over. Again 1 repeat to
Carolina. Kandall and others, have penetration justified, even by those who voted for the bill.
I’nited States to pass across the isthmus to Peru
enough to see that tlieirnntumnal triumph is far Wo shall find this over-coinage of silver a seri- those Greenbackers who are not seeking after and
Bolivia. It is believed this is simply a prefirm
office—stand
ous clement of disaster, when the next business
by your colors! Rather than
more a Kepublicau rebuke than it is absolutely
revulsion occurs."
a Democratie victory.
join a party with a record so black and unprin- text to gain possession of the Isthmus.
-‘l,
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The semi-annual session of the Maine Reform
Clubs was held In Portland last wo k.
The following report from tlie Committee on resolutions was adopted:
Tite Reform Clubs of Maine, in semi-annual
eonveiiiion assembled, this Tilt day of December 1NS2, realizing that Cod has blessed our
work in flu' past and trusting hi.*^guidance for
the future, we do therefore resolve.
1.
That in view of the glorious results for
good accomplished, a- we believe bv the simplicity of our organization, we reaffirm as our
chief corner stone its original motto- “Non-sectarian. non- political and noil-prosecuting, with
malice toward none but charity for all."
2.
that while so expressing ourselves we
extend the right hand of fellowship to ,-vcrv
temperance organization of whatever name or
nature engaged in this great war for Cod and
the right.
l>.
That in Rallies' kid Societies. Crusades.
Womans’ Christian Temperance I niniis and
other kindred associations, vvo ccognize our
most powerful aid. and ask Cod's richest blessing to rest upon them.
4.
That our thunks are due and are hereby
lvartily given to the transportation companies
for reduced fares, to the press for courtesies
xtended. and tothePortland Reform t dub and
their friends in Portland who have so cordially
opened their hospitable homes to its.
Cur earnest prayer i- that Cod may shield
them from the giant evil of the day.
The following State Committee Was appointed : Aroostook.
M. Parks. Pre-ipie Is|e;
Androscoggin. K. II. Horr, Lewiston : Cumberland. Cco. II. Lefavor. Portland: Franklin,
John Allen. Farmington: Hancock. Joseph Tilloek. liueksport: Lincoln. F. C. French, l'liornt on ; Kennel I,,. R. kk .Dunn. Watervillo : Knox.
1 >r. W iggitt. Rockland : < txford. W. W. Abbot I.
Dixtield : Penobscot, J. P,. Ay er. Rancor: Piscataquis. K R. o ib, Dover: Sagadahoc. P. 11.
(tlivi r. Ratli: Somerset. >. P. Kun-rson. Madison : Washington. W. II. Nichols. Calais: k oi k.
1. II. Coldthwaite. Hiddeford.
It was voted
to hold quarterly instead of semi-annual meetings, and that the next meeting be at Lisbon
Falls.
i'll lSFlI .1.1» l’AR \(.R \FIIS.

••Somerset” \vrit<
ns follows:
<’apt. iho.
W. Thompson <.»f this town, .lied per. •_>u«i. Ho
a man respi et-.| by all who knew him.
People in thi- village an complaining ->i low
we|]> .in-] rain is -my much needed.A in
corn -pondenl paid a
i-it to tin -indents of M.
<
liistitut* Amicinian Soeiet\ Fridav evening.
Pec. <th and was highly entertained with tlie
\< rcises.
Tin society was called to order hy
P: -ident. Ira d< nkin-. Prof. <>. 1!. Drake
eth-red prayer after which i
\\ abaci ( base
iv red an orati. n. Then follow. 1 tin* .pm
■it. whidi wa- a- follow- : IP -oh d.
ha il.«
:
n
mightier than the sword. The d:-cu>-a n was opened in tin
affirmative by F. \\
*
w
n and in tin negative
by F. L. Truudy.
i
i
Maee wa- -eeond on tin affirmative am!
Mi-s .Minnie K. Ki«*li on tin* negative. Otherfollowed. and after a Ii\• 1 \ diseu--ion it was
decided in the affirmative i.y a vote of into h.
J. M.
spee<
W atson. Nelson. Brown and oile r-,
J. Dana
Phillip- was railed upon to criticise tin* doings
of the meeting which in* did in a ,.rv abn*
j
manner.
Tin* question for di--us>ioii in*\t
|
*u m-ham-cFriday ev» ning i-. Re-.>!\. ,!. tha;
hav** more to do in making tin man than The 1
mind. Un tin affirm;*: iv
lP*-c
Nejson:-»ii
'!c negative. F. K. Ma*-.Mi-- Ann « li. !'-rKins. Miss Carrie li. l.ihiiy.
<

wa-

<
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cold -nap of

Pin*

Thur-day niglr and Friin. tin* Kennel.ee
remain
until
ice cutting commences !
ught<'
at
A it hough in
>n.<
few
had
;
lields ha\'t 1»< ell formed. Oil a wlcm j: > pronounced by those acquainted with tin* matter
To i*e tin* h—t free/.- our :•* gall;- i--r- ha\
had
tor a start for tin* !a-t
n y ears. Tin* ice i- now ;
aboii two inches thick, and if tin* cold weather
continue- -craping will .-.cm commence. The
misine-s promise- to he ful \ a- .\ten-i\c tlast sea-on. about ail ih-* larg- r companies hav- I
ing added to their capacity for -to: ing. ami now j
'(iardipropo-e to til] up their empty h >uday has probably sealed

j

ein

|
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Reporter.

m r

uluistmas tree business is just now
in Maine. The trees are now lea ing
tlie State daily in carloads numbering about
1000.
Governor l’laisted lias nominated the following as trustees of the Reform School: Win. E.
Grant, Portland, Mark 1’. Emery, Portland.
Frederick Fox, Portland, 1>. O’Connell O’Dotiohue, Portland, Hamlin J. Eaton, Norridgcwoek.
Also as commissioner of Pharmacy,
John H. Hammond, Lewiston, in place of
Selilottei heek, resigned.
Augusta has no city council but aldermanic
rule. Now tlie aldermen think they should
have salaries.
The East port Sentinel deplores the tendency
of people lo eat and drink, to the exclusion of
church-going, on Thanksgiving Day. About
lifty persons went to eliureh in Eastport. The
Gall in the evening was crowded.
A F. Crockett, Esq., of Rockland, is a candidate for the Governor’s Council from the 5th
district, and the Boston Journal’s Maine correspondent say- lie has no opposition.
People living in the shore towns of eastern
Maine are determined to have a railroad. The
Maehias
Union says they
are
bound
to
have a way out. and are ready to combine with
Jay Gould, "the public be blanked," or any
nth r malt who will help secure the road.
The Lewiston Journal's Washington correspondent says that Congressman Mureli has retired from the control of the national labor
journal at Troy, X. Y., and now intends to
take lip bis permanent residence at the national
eapitol. wlieii the 4th of March next shall make
him a private citizen.
\i the M. E. Church fair in Edmunds,
Thanksgiving eve., the Parsonage quilt was
sold ai auction for 820. The quilt was made
up of red, white and blue material, and contained 222 names. In the centre of the quilt
was the name of President Arthur written in
his own hand. Among other prominent names
were those of Col. Robie. Hon. C. A. Boutelle.
Seth !.. Milliken, Joseph Dane, Janies R. Talbot
and others.
The wife of William G. York, a marine
painter, a native of Maine, was discovered in
male attire. She is crippled from an accident.
The family consisting of York, wife and child,
are living in a half sunken canal boat in the
Erie Basin. N. Y. 5 ork is njj; Mrs. York is 25
and hot s. They are destitute.
Mrs. Catherine Finn, a widow lady aged 7:1.
has died in Bangor from injuries received by
falling on a cook stove, sustaining terrible
burns.
Gardiner lias lost this week two of her honoiied and most respected citizens. Captain P. C.
Holmes and Captain Barker Allen Neal.
Thursday afternoon Mrs. Bailey of East
1 irtield. left her two children, one 2 years old,
tic otlr r about 5. alone in a. crib while she
went out a few minutes.
During her absence
tin
hihlreii played with tire.
Tile eldest one
i\ as hunted to death, and the oth r cannot live.
1-. It. Toirev's brass foundry, in Bath. Me.,
it as damaged to the extent of $10,000 by tire
rimrsJav night: insured.
Tic- AmtiMa Journal says that the First National Bank of Augusta lias received from tic
estate of I he late Israel Boothhv 82500 toward
ill"
mount of Boothby's defalcation, and has
compromised the balance of the claim against
-aid •'late in tlie siiil against his sureties for
82' .eon and cost of suit.
lion. Hannibal Hamlin. United Slate- Minis;• r to Spain, arrived home at Bangor, Friday
idling, accompanied by his wife. Both are in
\eeili nl health, and though no public demons', ration was made, the venerable statesman rce.iicd privatelya cordial welcome home by a
arc
number of neighbors and friends.
4 In- Maine Historical Society is to hold its
u inter-ion on Dee. 20th, in Portland, and it
Iris xb-uded an invitation to a number of per-hi-, u ilhin and without the State for that evening. That date i- the eighty-fourth birthday of
Pi •;-ir A(plious S. Packard. I>. D.. of P.owb' in c dlego. who lias been for many years an
"lie r of the society, and Dr. Packard is to be
presen; to receive the congratulations of his
friends.
James (irace, of Bangor, was found Friday
morning about s o'clock, frozen to death beside
ilie oad, about one mile out of the city, on Stillwater avenue.
He had been out into the country ]" 'Idling li-h. and was returning home, and
i- supposed to have become chilled during the
i''lent snow storm which was raging at that
time, and fell from liis sled. He was a steady.
industrious man. and leaves a wife and me
Tin-
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The niainiiaeture of ice begins in arm -: from I son.
Dakota to Maim*, but in Maine there i- aardly
A
family group of photographs represent
vvater ciiougl: left t«. run down hii
on account
Mr-, "arali ''mall, of Boivduinham, aged 100
i»t‘tin* unprecedented drouth.
It doc-in.t look,
u tirs. and her daughter. Mis. Elizabeth Ilinkhowever as if tin* demand lor Main* ice would
I lev. aged mi year-, her granddaughter. .Mr-. Sabe very large next sea-on. a- immense .plantirail Goodwin, aged 54 years, her great grandtie- of ice are now -tor.-d <m tin Hudson <*f last
J daughter. Mr-. Lydia Bickford, aged tin veal's.
vear’s crop.
It i- trm however, that Maine ] and her great great granddaughter. Miss Annie
ice i- nice and wanted ali tin* way tnun the
Bickford, aged lti years.
Knickerbocker region to the mint-julep line ot
N. w Orleans. W. hear that an aiig- nn nts an*
being made for exon-jv.* South- rn shipm-mThe Lames’ Temperance Society.
of ice from the Kennebec to Savannali ami
other Southern ports.
llsuli.liA 1 INIi WOlik.
AN UTKAI. Foil AID.
tRevvi-ton Journal.
Mi:. Kiitnu::

Will you allow the Ladies'
Temperance society a little space in your excellent paper to lay before your readers the ob-

r.I'ISCoI’AI. I5M.VKH (.)■■ MISSIONS.

Tie

Episcopal Board of Missions for t In- dioof Maim opcieal it' sessions in
Bangor.
Tie -day evening, bth in-t
in tin -i. -lojinEpiseopal church. lit. Rev. Bishop N'mlyadtnini-tered tie- tipo-talii rite of eontirniation to
the Hass [irepared I>\ Rev. I>r. Ei.-kc. the rector.
An address vva- ni-e given In the Bishop.
Several prominert E: iseopai clergymen were
in attendance,
l ie sessions continued V\. dn- -day.
After tie ■oiifirmation hy Right lev.
Bishop Neely, an aide paper on "Conversion’’
vva-read hy Rev. II. P. N r-hol-of Brnnsvv iek.
and this vva- followed hy remark- from lh-v.
Samuel I'piohn and the Bight Rev. Bishop
Neely "11 t Ilf same -llhjeet. Holy ( ommunioD
"as celebrated ill the forenoon at which
Right
It v. Bishop Neely and Rev. 1 >r. f i-ke. rector
of >t. .lolm's Episcopal (Jbitrcb of Bangor officiated. The closing session of the E| iseopai
Board n mission work was held in fheev ning.
Addresses were given hy Revs. Tittle of Portland. Samuel I'pjolmof Augusta. II. P. Nichols
of Brunswick, and Right Rev. Bishop
X"e|y.

cese
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IN I t.KV II'.VV WITH JH »N. .1. Jl. IiIJl VIMUNI).

lloli. J. 11. I'niminond. of J’ortland, who
know- a> much about tie opinion- of Maine
1!' p hlieans as any man in the State, lias t'"
utly I" n interv iewed in Chicago, lie told
tIn Time- representative that (in-i nhackism
had had its day in Maine: that prohibition ithe -ettied policy of tile State: that
large majority of the voters of Maine a re in fa v >r •. f the
oti'i'tivc
:
that
Mr.
Blaine
a strong
lias
ju
policy
h Id upon the a liceti(>11— of tin R. publicans ot
the State and could haven solid delegation to
tin- next Republican national convention if lie
wanted it. hul i-stronger herutise he i- not a
candidate: that civil service reform is attracting attention in Maine, and that the Republican
parly vvill succeed in l-sg hy nutting forward a
man -Hong with the people", like (.aili.-bl.
Its
only danger will he the defection of a large prohibition element in a few States.
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Prof. Ai. (
l-Vruald of tin- Alaim Stale College had made Itiborate arrangement- to take
ol»en at ion- in Rangor of the transit of Venus.
During the ton noon the-tin was obscured bv
cloud- and the tir.-t observation was made at
l-J.H.'i p. m. Rangor time. During the afternoon
tin transit wa- perfectly observed the greater
part ot the time. The last interval of eontaet
was observed at till. 12m. oils., but no observation was taken of the final external eontaet.
I be Advertiser says <>f the obsi rvation- in Portland : At half-past one. the plane! could he seen
a- a small black speck, about as
big a~ a pea.
Ii wa- then on the lower edge of the sun's
di-k. The spoetaeb elo-ed shortly after thr- e
o'clock and then the lookers-on put away their
gla -e-. presumably to wait until A. I). gold,
when the perforniaiin will be repeated.
M icmi: IN

KOI KI.AM).

Early Thursday morning. Kan Young, a nowoman living at south end, Rockland,
ran out of tile house and ylled to a passer-by
that a woman 'inside was dead in bed.
It was
pronounced a ca-e of suicide, but a coroner's

torious

neee-sary. The d. ad woman's name
formerly Ella AI. Fish, -be wa- a resident
of Bangor in l-so. and married Trank Post, a
sailor from Rockland.
I bey have not lived logether for several mouths. In a slocking on the
iloor of the room in which the body lay was
found a package of arsenic, which she bought
of the druggist the night before for poisoning
rats, as she said.
Air-. Young heard her mix it
in a luuibb r. after retiring.
Al-o in the stockAirs. Klla AI. Pos'. Rockland,
ing this note:
Tell Frank Post I died for him."
aged tlo.
The suicide is the close of an extended debauch.

'piest

was

was

KNOX

& I.IN'mr.N K. It.

At tin- annual meeting of the Knox and Lincoln Railroad, held at Waldoboro Dee. nth. the
old board of officer- was re-elected with the
addition of Fdwin Five. Newcastle, ai.d D. W.
Chapman. Daniariseotta. giving tle-s,. towns a
representation, of which they were deprived
last year. The boa is I is now as follow-: John
T. ilerrv. Francis Cobh, Geo W. Kimball,
Rockland. Edmund Wilson, Thomasion. Edwin (). Clark, Waldoboro. Henry Ingalls, Wiseasset. Fdwin Five, Newca-tie.
D. W. (.'napman. Daniariseotta. John G. Richardson, Geo.
A. Preble, T. W. Hyde, Rath. The u-nal routine business was transacted.
IS GKNI KAI,.

Mrs. Blaine will not go to Europe.
Epizootic is reported as prevailing among
horses in this State.
Diamond F. Littlefield of Saco lias shipped
2T1MJ barrels of apples to England thi- fall.
A Lewi'tou firm shipped apples to London,
to Scotland and to Belgium last week.
A Bangor captain, recently arrived at Xt w
Bedford, fed his crew on baked beans twentyfour times in a week.
Senator Frye lias been heartily congratulated
by his colleagues in Washington on the magnificent victory won in Maine.
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin will not return to
Spain, but will cultivate the deserved repose of
a well-rounded career under his own roof-tree
in Bangor.
Mr. Willis A. Joy of Ellsworth, a graduate
of Colby University, class of "Tit, has been admitted to the bar at Grand Forks, Dakota.
The Journal says the annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Maine Central railroad is to
be holden at the station in Augusta, Wednesday, December 20th, at 10 o’clock A. M.
The State Grange Patrons of Husbandry will
hold its ninth annual session in Lewiston, on
Tuesday, Dec. llttli. Hon. Frederick Itobie,
Worthy Master of the State Grange, will pre-

side.

One hundred and fifty-two feet is the depth
that Mr. Arthur Sewali's artesian well, lor his
shipyard was sunk in the solid rock. There is
an abundant supply of water, enough, Mr. Sewall thinks, to supply the city of Bath.
It is understood that three-fourths of the
Katahdin Iron Company’s creditors have signified their willingness to capitalize their bills
and the company is likely to continue business.
The works are in full operation now. Men
employed will lose nothing.

ject and work of the Society?
awaken
f:n

healthy public,

more
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Our

object

is to

sentiment in

of temperance and to aid those who suffer from intemperance. We feel that suffering
or

helpless children are not responsible forthe misery brought upon them by those
who drink the intoxicating glass; that it is a
and

women

shall!'

for them to suffer while the rumseller
i' getting rich upon the ill gotten gains taken

from thus'
b

has

|

so

make the burden more easy for them
We v ish we could tell you bow much
li.i-n done in this charitable work: the

try

wi

to

who should care for them, and

to

ar.

days of \ isiting these poor families, the
yards of cloth distributed, the amount of
bedding made and given away by judicious
hand-"inr of tin* best ladies in our city having this matter in charge. The means to do
ihi' noble work have conic largely from gener-
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gift'from

many lriends—so we have been the
almoners of their bounty. We cannot tell you
of,tile happiness and comfort these gifts have
'i

given,

on

homes of want witli
the relief and

know

only

can

us

and
of

happiness

by going to these
seeing for yourself
the needy ones aid-

ed.
1'Iktv may lie those in our city who are not
able to go among these destitute ones and carry

! needed relief, yet
do it.

to

work.
ven

so

we

are

able to

give us the
help u>

n-k for aid to

means

in our

We need money and we call make a
use of articles of clothing or bedding:

good

also of all

things

that can he used iti the

Will not our friends

help

family.
glad
help must

to make

tis

many weary ones who but for such
sutler from the pinching hunger and cold of
ti.i- wintry season.
“Inasmuch as ye do it
unto

one

of the least of these ye do it unto me;
a cheerful giver.”

(iod lovetli

ontributions may be
•Johnson.
(

Its ohiiek in

sent

to Mrs. H.
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Why Maine Republicans did
President Hayes.

not

Endorse

( A STINK. Dec. Util. 1-ss”.
T" mi. liiirroi: oe the Jot ten a i. :
The
minister of the (iospel. speaking it is to besupa
from
po-ed
higher plane, and in a purer attno-pliere than that of the politician or ordinary citizen, is hound above all men w ho assume
to instruct tlie public to lie careful in his statements of
and to lie very sure, especially
in matters that have transpired near home, anil
ree-ntly. and where the truth can easily be ascertained. that lie utters the truth.
Tin spirited Thanksgiving sermon of liev.
Mr. Russ, published in your last issue, contains
much in the way of opinion, calling for hearty
assent, and much also, that is very open to criticism.
ISut there is one statement (1 trust that
it was carelessly made, though it should not
have be. n made even carelessly) which is Iborotighh untrue, and a libel on thousands of Republicans in our own State, who seek neither
the spoils nor the power of office. He gays that
Mr. Hayes ••chose as his cabinet not mere hack
politicians." "refused to hand patronage over to
bosses." “did some liing towards reforming the
civii service," and “for t Ins" "State conventions,
our own included, refused the
customary vote
of commendation and. ndorsenient.”
Now. whether Mr. Hayes did thisornot.it
was not
(hi." that our State convention refused its endorsement, and it would seem as if
ever_\ man at all interested in political matters,
living here in 1*77, the year of the great contest on the subject, would know the
contrary.
The question of endorsing or not endorsing
Mr. Haves hinged entirely on approval or disapproval of bis Southern policy. I do not wish
at thi- late day to re-argue its propriety, but a
decided majority of the convention that year
disapproved of it. and therefore refused to endorse his administration. Many of us believed
and still believe that it was contrary to Republican principles, dishonorable, wrong and essentially dishonest, and so believing would have
welcomed defeat sooner than commend it.
All who attended that convention and witnessed the scene of excitement which followed
the presentation of resolutions endorsing the
Administration, and the sharp discussion which
succeeded, will testify, I doubt not, to the truth
of my statement, and the error of Mr. Ross'.
It was not love for hack politicians and bosses. or hatred of civil service reform, hut devotion to principles of right and honesty, which
we believed the administration was
violating,
that determined our course.
U. h. w.

Modest Suggestion.
If the proud and scholarly State of 'Massachusetts, which puts so much Latin upon every official
State document, stamped upon it by il» great seal,
would put a bottle of Hunt’s Remedy on its seal instead, it would be briefer, and answer every purpose. There is a vigorous arm with a sword" striking Latin blows, and an Indian shooting Latin
Hut Hum’s Remedy does more than this.
arrows.
It strikes blows in Latin, English, French and Herman, and in every language, against the most insidious and deadly enemies of the human frame,
and shoots destructive arrows into disease.
It
wages war against kidney diseases, so
common in our afflicted humanity; and cures ailments of the kidneys, bladder, liver and urinary
organs, and brings health again to the
If Massachusetts doesn’t wish to change its seal,

specially

despairing.

Hunt’s Remedy would be a significant design for
the seal of some new State.

one.

Boston.

S. M. Pettkngii.l & Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
203 Broadway, N. Y.
Horace Dodd, 205 Washington st., Boston.
Geo. P. Rowell & Co., in spruce st.. New York.
,J. H. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.
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The Lewiston Journal says:
One-fourth of the population of the State is
1112,23(1, and to divide the State, into four equal
districts as near this number of inhabitants as
[io sihle should he given to each. There is a
great desire to respect county lilies; hut it is no
easy matter to make equally populous districts
and respect these lines. In order to effect an
equal division, one plan proposes to divide Penobscot county. Another proposes to divide Sagadahoc, place a part of the towns in the first and
the other part in the second district, in order that
Lincoln county may he Included in the second
district, it being contiguous to the Sagadahoc
towns which under this plan would he included
in the second. Another plan proposes to divide
Oxford county and place the western towns in
the first and the eastern towns in the second
district. Whether Kennebec county shall be
iticluded in the second or in the third district is
another point of discussion. When the legislators meet and exchange views, harmony and
justice will undoubtedly he the result of their
action.
The Journal

The

Message.

mond. and
I>.
not

the President's message, published last week.contained all bis recommenda-

they will

tions. but

concise form. The

suggestions

hear repetition in even more
following are the President's

to

Congress:
First—To stop the coinage of silver ollars

letters

on

interview with Senator-elect W.

an

Pennell, of Androscoggin. The latter
prepared to give a decided opinion,

was

but

gave some of the divisions which have been
talked over by various parties. The first named
would avoid, if possible, dividing the counties.
Mr. Milliken wrote as follows:

next

synopsis of

Tin*

publishes

this question
from lion. .So li L. Mililken, Postmaster Manly
of Augusta, and Gen. J. W. Spalding, of Hicli-

lilU.l'ASl. Dec. Slh, 1SS2.
-You ask for my views upon our

Pear Sir:

Congressional apportionin'

nt.

I can coneeive of no way to apportion the
Stale for members of Congress without dismembering tile central district, that is.the old
third. The extremes of the State must, of
course, remain together, or go with New L’.runswick or New Hampshire.
Taking it for settled that the third district is
to he dismembered. 1 think il w ould be wise to
maintain the integrity of the other four districts
as far as possible. Having been bound together
in the past twenty years they have become acquainted with each other and will be likely to
act together more intelligently and harmoniously tlinn if they should lie made up entirely of
counties that have not acted together in the

and retire the silver eertilicatcs.
fecund- To repeal enough taxes to abolish
the monstrosity of a surplus revenue.
Third -To do this hy repealing all the internal taxes except those relating to spirits, and
reforming the tariff by adding largely to tlnlree list and a simplification of tin- duties «»n
past.
cotton goods, iron and steel, with a substantial
I think it very objeetionabb to div ide counred lit tioii of the duties on these articles, and on
ties in making the apportionment. A discrepanwool
and
woolen
molasses,
silk,
goods.
sugar,
cy of a few thousand in the population of the
Fourth- To pass no river and harbor bill at
tlill'erent districts would he altogether less harmtin- session.
ful than to divide counties, unless the counties
Fifth To take nn asui<s to replace our pn*sshould express a willingness to submit to div isnf cruising vcs-els by iron or steel ship.-, the
ion. It should also be the purpose of the Legismonitors by modern arnn d ves-ds, and the nalature In adding new counties to make up the
val armament hy high power rilled gun-.
new districts, to put those together which would
Sixth To redilee letter postage to two cent-. 1 In
likely to act In harmony. Wherever there
.Seventh To pa--a bankrupt law.
have been old ft ud< between counties, if such
Fightli To pass laws preserving the timber have existed, they should not he
put together
land ow ned by tin1 government.
in the same district if possible to prevent it.
Ninth To pas-a law prohibiting the lev ying !
Then the political complexion of the in w disof political a-se-smejit-.
trict- -boiild be regarded so far a- i' can be
Tenth To enact law- for the better manage- j
without dividing counties. Ami in thi; done
ment of the civil service o’, the federal governcount ctiun it should be remembered that
tin
men:.
It’ publican majorities in the laistern enmities
That all of tlie.-e recommendations will be- | are made up almost entirely of large Republican
gains made ;,i the la-t election, and art. tlicrecome law during tin* pre-t lit ses-ion of < miiare. much It's- reliable in a hard-fought contin to expect. With regress it would b- in
test than thosi in the Western comities whose
!b<
i
Democrats of this
gard to internal ta\ema.ioriti' > are of olden dale and wit.gains at
the last election were comparatively -mall.
Congress are on record as oppo-< d to any r*
I: seem- to me that the counties of Washingduction which doe- not include spirits and tobjc- :
ton. Hancock. Waldo. Kennebec. Somerset, Riunit on the
co; and the Republic.tn- at-, n-»t
ca taquis, lVnobscot and Aroostook must conquestion of the repeal of the internal taxes with stitute the two pastern districts. Tltcir population is very nearly half that of the State; their
the exceptions suggested. There i- al-» euotigii
interest anti indu-i rit are much the same, and
difference of opinion to prevent such legi-lation
though their Republican majorities at the la-l
■ led inn
as i> called for by tin first recommendation, and
aggregate somewhat more than tho-c of
the remaining countries. I think that their resome doubt the expediency of reducing tb letliable majorities can hardly be said to bt greatter
from thiv. to two cents.
The re-

postage

maining

er.

six

recommendations

while all. regarded from

standpoint,

hardly

can

en-

opposition even

seriou-

counter

from parti-an-.
liberal and patriotic

a

judicious,

arc

and should

i\<-

iv..

the careful consideration of

ongre--.
Unfortunately the pr«— nt is the >hort -e—ion
and expire- bv limitation on the 41h of March
and the regular appropriation bill- nm-t
necessarily tak«- up tlie greater portion of the

next,

few weeks for
for tin-

ment

legislation, as the usual adjournholidays will hardly be omitted.

I*, is unfortunate, again, that tie- t'-rtti- of n ;uy
of the members c\pnv with th«- Congress or
rather, that

they have failed to sure a re-'lection and consequently w ill not feel, in most instances, tin* sense of responsibility which they
It

otherwise would.
the

people

i-*

ident, however, that

e\

not to !>*• trilled with.

are

'1 In

arc

\

demanding reforms in most if not all tie directions recommended by the President. and in
be mi-und- istood. In deference

not to

language

this sentiment the President may tiud it expedient to call an extra session of < ongivs-. The
to

only objection

t<*

doing

hi*

so

seem-

Democrats would tle-n

the

That should have

no

question

one or

vvliethei

weight

ii- patronage.
It i- only a

all.

at

hundred

two

that

to !<«•

immediate

ur<

<

House, and of

control of the

employ-

few months or give way
to their Democratic successors. Fii« Di Minerals
ees

retain ollice ror

ity

next

House, and it i-

shoulder tin*

as

responsibil-

later.

now as

A subscriber

who,

regret

we

lo

we

Republican party lues
course, to the falling oil'

lie refers, of

gone,
in the

at the late elections. The fact

Republican
is. the Republican
vote

party has not gone anywhere. Its absence from
tho

polls

this year is due to the fact that thousands upon thousands of earnest and honest lie-

publicans sought Ibis way <>f emphasizing their
rebuke of certain practices of those who hate
been but will never more be leaders. That is
The party is intact, and will be till the
stronger for its self-purilication. Before two

all.

years have elapsed tile Democrats, who have
secured a majority of the next National House,
will have demonstrated,

as on

former occasions,

their unfitness to assume the reins of government, and the Republican party will again come
the front.

to

m

The saying that "sain

c

for the goose is sauce

for the
the

gander" applies to the proposition of
Democrats to investigate Congressman

Hubbell: ami .Senator Hale, of Maine, accord-

The assessment «»f

special

taxes upon rail-

roads, telegraph and express companies have
bet

susiaiii' d in th**

Supreme < onrt of IMait»«•
corporations have already
paid the tax. A test case is now pending
with regard t<» insurance companies.
Telephone lines are not covered by the statute, and
Attorney-General Cleaves recommend- legislation to supply this omission. The Poitland Adn

and

of these

some

vertiser says:

Gradually the law is becoming settled concerning these taxes, which bring about s pje.non

annually into tin* State treasury.

The savings
banks pay about ssu.ooo more. The counties
contribute the balance of about s'.ioo.ooo. required for current expenses md the gradual
extinction of the State debt. The taxes upon
corporations are just and equitable, and have
been uniformly sustained by the courts.
The Attorney-General suggests also.that corporations organized here hut doing business in
other States, should be required at least to pay
a fee for the privilege of
organization. The-e
corporations have recently become quite numerous and the suggestion deserves the attention
Of the legislature.
Another schoolmate
heard

from

since

the

at

Auburn

article

on

lias

been

the outside

as a

among
rule, with

healthy bodies,
ful habits, they merit attention. Mr. Greene
not only takes ground against moderate drinking, but protests against the notion, so prevalent
and so industriously urged, that beer is harmand what arc considered

less and
trated
sum
use

desirable substitute for more

a

liquors.

He concluded

of the lessons of our
alcohol in ail its forms

need and
never

only

as a

to

as

care-

concen-

follows: “The

experience is this:
only for an actual

the actual extent of that need,

indulgence or for pleasure, or
certainly be a deceased'and enand a too early death."

mere

the result will
feebled life

In the I'nitcd States Senate

on

Friday

Mr. Hale made the assertion, without any “ifs”
“buts,” that the “liquor men'’of the old Hay
State subscribed one hundred thousand dollars
to defray the expenses of the Butler canvass;
and the New York Herald adds. “That they

put it where it did the

most

good is abundantly

the returns." So it appears that Butler is not a reform but a rum Governor. We

by

ns

much.

of the Maine Legislature draws near, by
the usual announcement from the Kennebec

ing

Journal that it will furnish the

public

with full

and reliable reports of the proceedings of that
body, together with the news of the day, for #2.
As the session will be
a

liberal

a

long

and

matters

important

precipitated

upon

our

law-

makers, must necessarily protract the session
and make it
In

a

very

busy

one.

one.

Journal, which succeeds the Farmington Herald. It is a neatly printed and wellfilled sheet. Henry 1’. White, formerly of this
city, is the managing editor.

Rockland authorities want Oscar Lurrabee, of
rnitv.

The

Pickering at J. V. Cottrell’s yard in this city, is rapidly approaching completion and will probably launch the last of this

letter to the editor of the Brunswick

a

Telegraph,

(

apt.

John Oodraan. the free

ship

advocate, says:
The Maine ship-owners still labor under a disadvantage not pressing upon those of New York
or Massachusetts.
These .'states have relieved
ships from taxation as personal property.
Maine will be obliged to do the same thing,
or she will see her ship-owning interests drifting to those States.

Anthony Trollope, the widely-known and
popular English author, died last week in
London, lie was a prolific writer, and overwork

doubt hastened his death.

no

His loss

by a large circle of readers who
greatly enjoyed his pictures of English society.
will be

fell

Members of the late Fusion
will find

something

party

of Maine

of interest on the first page
As Brof.
Bateman

Journal.

boiled over somewhat, we had to boil his letter
down. The residue is meaty reading.

ped

drop-

the Union and returned to its original name
The Journal is for the

of Biddeford Journal.

Union all the

same.

The Bangor policemen are to have a hall. As
every policeman has a club there is no reason
why they should not indulge in other social en-

joyments.
AVe are indebted to lion.

public

documents.

Eugene

Hale for

Story

of

Uabbit

a

Chase.

Belfast man who recently applied for a penreceived the following from the department—
•A our claim received and tiled and will be reached
A

in two years and four
Mrs.

s.nah, wife of Josiah Mitchell, died In this
Thursday of last week, aged til years. She
had been ill for more than a year with sciatic

city,

rheumatism, and

great sufferer.

was a

Mr.

George Mureh, of Morrill, supposed to have
been lost at sea, is a member of Waldo
Lodge, I. O.
F. of Belfast, and also a member of the Relief
Association which pays $1500

on

his death.

a dozen smelters’ tents are
pitched on
above the upper bridge, but the majority of
ratchers will come later. Some fair catches have

Some half

on

There is

by

ure

Finery, Ksq.,

of

marine

a

Brooks. John II. Gordon, at his pants
factory,
now w orking nineteen hands in the
shop, and 22.')
outside, who take the work to their homes. Hi
manufactures 125 dozen pants per week. Mr. Gordon has just put in a new live horse
power pel roleum engine, which
gives great satisfaction. The ma
chine burns five gallons of oil
daily, at an expense
ot co cts-S. L. Dodge manufactures loon
vests
per week, employing 200 outside hands
..<
t
Bam1 is making 200 kits daily, but lias been troubled
lately for the want of water-Mrs. Munroe has
begun the erection of a building at the village, to
be used as a millinery and fancy goods .-tore.
is

Bucksport,

the

on

Mr.

White,

<).

overseer

of

poor of this

the

city, has been notified that Minnie h. Mcrrithew,of
Belfast, was committed to the Industrial school for
girls at Hallowed, on the 11th, during her minority,
to keep her from falling into the ways of vice. The
girl Is a daughter of Isaac B. Mcrrithew, about it
years old. The family moved here from dockland

exhibiting forty pounds

exhibition in Bangor

on

James

—

a dozen ladies selected
partners and
floor for an exhibition waltz, a committee of live being selected as judge. The premium was awarded to Miss Annie Rus.-ell. The
prize was given by Mr. Smith, foreman of the
Belfast shoe factory.

went

the ice

one man

ly by a dog-The mumps are raging here, in the
village and out-Franklin ( base has been draw n
juryman from this town to serve at the next term
of court
We have a new dressmaker here, Miss
Dora Chase-II. E. Haley, the driver of Lady
Brooks, offers to match her for a purse of $100
against any horse owned in Waldo county, w ith or
without a record, for one mile or twenty.

mission about

Thursday of last week, the steamer May
Queen brought from Castine and lslesboro to this
city, about lifts people to trade. Our merchants
are well patronized by our
neighbors over the bay.

lately,
Monday.

Monkok. fhe Grangers are making preparations for a Christmas tree at the town hall on
Christmas eve-Messrs John Garland & Twom
bly lost a sheep and bad six others injured recent

Last week a prize dance was given at Pierce’s
Hall with a premium of a $5 g >ld piece to the
champion female waltzer of this city. After inter-

<>n

been taken

Black’s.

morning—Steamer Katahdin laid at her wharf in
this city during the storm of Monday night leaving
at« a. m. ou Tuesday-The storms of late have
disarranged the trips of the Boston steamers.

on

pict-

repre-

senting the yacht sport going to the relief of the
City of Richmond in Penobscot Bay. It is highly

year ago, and about live weeks ago Minnie
went to that city with her mother.
Belfast is not
responsible for her maintenance.
one

complimented.
Mrs. Benson Walker,of this city, has a tine oleandei tree that r i<■ h«
from the floor to the ceiling.

Chi

Rev. T. 15. Cregory, of Lapeer,
Mich., occupied the Cniversalist pulpit in this city,
At tin present time it is densely covered with llovron Sunday last, as a candidate for the pastorate.
iT" and buds, estimated as high as 1,000.
They are j His discourse gave much satisfaction to the socieso numerous it is almost
impossible to count them.
ty. He will preach at the same place next Sunday.
A u Pome rain storm set in about noon oil ThursSubject of morning service, “Mystery;” evening,
day o| last week. A good deal of rain fell. In the “Faith’s Power”.\t the North Church on muiafternoon the air beeame colder and the rain changed
day next the topic of Rev. Mr. Ross* morning
into sleet ant snow. The wind I dew hard in the
sermon will he, “The Integrity of the New Testanight and on Friday morning the mercury was
ment.''
Prayer meeting in the evening.... Rev.
m arly down I > zero.
Mr. Libby, Methodist, of this city, will hold sen ices
Mr. < has.
II. Jlieks of the Madison Square
next Sunday at Brown's corner, Northport.
The
Theatre. V Y., will he in Belfast shortly to arservices will include a
Notes.

ri ii

paptism.

popular

production of “The Professor” the
.medy which was presented nearly

Hie

for

range

farce

Tombstone Daily Republican of Nov. l:5th,
records the death of Leorge .\. 15. Berry, in Calu)*
ville, ( alifornia. Mr. Berry was a native of this
The

the .Madison square Theatre. It is an
uproariously comic character comedy full of lively
action and will be presented here with a special
company and so. ial scenery.
times at

Jon

\.

G

Ii

R

.'ii

er

T'F

W.

M

-h ill

u

Wednesday evening

low-—< hai
I

H.

ma-

Baker. ('out.

,e-

Frank W. Berry.
where lie has since resided. lie was an active Republican ami may be said to have lo*t his life in
the service of his partv.
While suffering from a
wound he undertook to distribute votes through a
portion of Cochise county on horseback, and Hie
exposure and hardship incident to the mission
caused bis death. The Republican say“In bis
death Cocbi.-e couuty ha.-lost a good citizen and a

Post elected of.

week,

of last

A. F

:

city,

<

as fol-

lark, S. V. (J.;

rl, J. V. < ; C. W. Haney, Chap., Philo
Her- y, Qtiur.. \nsel Wadsworth, O. of I>.; Geo.
<>. While, <>.<», R. t.
1 >yer, Surg. The post now
numbers about tiny live men.
J. W. Black, of
>c;ir"port, inspected tie* Post last week.
As

.iibt

<

will be

in

advertising columns, Cal\in limey of Ibis city hn> taken into
partnership
Mr. Ftl. W. kuowlton, a former apprentice to the
wat ii lni"ine--.
Mr. K now lion since leaving Bella"! in DT'.' aas been employed in Boston and at
the Waltham watch factory, at the latter place as
lnspi; tor of watches. 1'his experience in his busim

seen

>. Merchant, who recently moved here
Miramadii, N- B., like all seafaring men has
had many interesting adventures. During the war
of the rebellion lie was in the I’nited states navy,
and ha- wounds to show for his services. When

Mr. John

the pirate >**mme- was confined at Washington
Navy Yard Mi r h int was Master-at Anns of the
Yard and had the care of Scnimcs, taking his meals
His recollection of semnies is that of a
to him.
quiet gentleman in whom he took much interest.
Merchant was also present at the execution of Mrs.
and tin* other conspirators against President Lincoln. After the dost; of the war Merchant
came cast and settled at Searsport, where he comSurratt

manded a small vessel. Drifting into the Province
lie settled at Miramadii, where he has lived for the
past sixteen years. Love for his native land brought
him aw ay and lie has now settled in Belfast, where
he has relatives.

wall between

the two -t

throwing the

re mis

has been removed,
apartment, 11 by 02
The front contain.- -too square feet of plate
into

glass, making
largest plate of glass
tin*

one

as

is
w

uv.-

light
day.
lu:, by ob feel. The

room

-tore

inner

The

as noon

room

used a- a carpet room,
the lower section will he

ill be

while the upper front of

cloak and dress making departIn the rear
room.
w ill he the -hop girls.
An addition has been put on
to the rear of the lower section for a shawl and
cloak room. There arc 2IS feet of counters, and one

xviipied by

the

This is

ment.

a

large, pleasant

whole length ot the store is entirely
covered by show’ cases. The whole establishment
contains .">,000 feet of flooring, and is without doubt
the largest and he.-t arranged store in Waldo county.
counter the

The

Hall,

schools entertainment at I layford
Friday evening of last week, was well

Belfast
on

greatly enjoyed.
patronized
programme
included singing bv Mrs. Ada Oarv Sturgis, a sister
of the renowned Annie Louise Cary, reading by
Miss Laughton, the elocutionist, and music by a
and

The

Belfast orchestra.

Mrs. Sturgis is said to have as
her sister, although not so highly
cultivated. Her lirst song—“1'he Day is Done,”
rendered ami received an encore.
was sweetly
sweet

a

These

voice

were

as

followed

Shower,”
by
Lvcr,” “Sieillian Vespers,” closing
“A

Summer

with “Kathleen Mavourneen,” which was charmingly sung. MLs Laughton is well known in Belfast, where she once taught elocution, and she was
warmly welcomed by her friends. Her selections
were “The Pilot’s Story,” “Awfully Lovely Philosophy,” “Poor Little .Joe,” “McWilliams and the
Lightning.” “The Brakeman at Church,” and “Kitty
The orchestra was composed of B. P.
tiriin.”
Chase, Percy Sanborn and Mis* Mary Faunce, who
rendered

some

very tine music.

TllC following
are the transfers in real estate in Waldo county for
the week ending Dee. 12th— Levi W. Bowden, Winterport, to Julia C. McCormick, same town. Rhoda
Cooper, Montville, to Almira Palmer, Montville,
TKANSKKKS

IN

RKAI.

ESTATE.

and to J. E. Ordway, Providence.

T. 1).

Clements,
Belfast. John

Winterport, to Edwin C. Banks,
Carver, Lineolnville, to Eliza A. Carver, same
E. W. Curtis, Waldo, to James L. Chase,
town.
same town.
Emily J. Dickey, to James L. Chase,
Waldo.

1 airfield F.

Douglass,
Xorthport, to
P.

same

Geo. L.

Belfast,
I'.

dence. U. I.
Erastus T.

tives

Douglass, Knox, to Harvey
George W. Flanders,

to

Ames,

same

Simon

town.

John M.

Jackson, Belmont.
to

Edward

U.

Edward It. Packard, Searsmont, to
Jason K. and Jas.
same town.

Wilson,

11. Ryder, Islesboro, to Beni. L. Ryder, same town.
Leslie II. Wheeler, Coriuth, to Cordelia A. Wheel
er, same town. Larkin s. Wentworth, Hope, to
Arvilht 8. Thorndike, Searsmont.

skakstoht. Sclir. Brunette, Colson, was loaded
with hay by Mr. Win. F. Black and others and
sailed Saturday for Salem-In the gale of Thurs-

day

Notes.
On Thursday Thomas Brown,
Augusta, and Wm. Robbins, of Belfast, were
sentenced to lifteen days ea< h in jail by Justice
Know lion, for intoxication-Judge
Boardmau
last week sentenced James Williams of Bangor, to
lifteen days in Belfast jail for drunkenness. Geo.

•Sides of

for the same luxury.
Belfast, paid
Nason, of Ireland, George Smith, of Lewiston and Thomas Boyce, of Calais were before
Judge Boardmau on Monday, on the charge of
drunkenness and disorderly conduct. They pleaded
James

guilty and were sentenced to thirty days each in
jail.... Before Justice Km>wllon on Tuesday—
Reuben Mayllovver and Arthur Lloyd, f r drunkenness, were sentenced to lifteen days each in jail.
Before the same on Wednesday, John .Smith for
drunkenness was sentenced to lifteen days in jail.
Our city is again infested with tramprinse
formerly committed as tramp- or vagrants now
the law for that class and got commit led us
drunkards. There are good reasons for believing that they are assisted by a Belfast polio man.

evade

shop

this class of vagrants said in

Saturday

on

that

Belfast

a

rum

gave him hi*
told him to hang

policeman

a

dinner at one of the hotels and
around until evening when he would arre.-t him.
Shivering with the cold he said, ‘‘I wish the policeman would hurry up, 1 want to go home”—

enough as soon as
the policeman put in an appearman for drunkenness and lo Ig-

meaning Belfast jail.
darkness

came on

ance, arrested the

Sure

ed him in jail. A Trial Justice in this county isaid to he* in league with this class of criminal-,
and some others are now going beyond their jurisdiction.

Advertisements. Geo. W. Burkett anthe opening of dry and fancy goods for
the holidays.... If. 11. Johnson oilers for twenty
days extra bargains in dry and fancy goods for
the holidays_T. W. Pitcher A Co. make a line
display ©1 holiday goods at their new store... .Mr.
New

nounces

and Mrs. A. I). Chase A Son, at the Ladle*' ex-

change offer the latest novelties

for the

indiday trade
gifts suitable

Man-Held idlers a full line**f
tin* holidays.. Hiram Chase A Son have in
stock a large and line -lock of watches, jewelry,
etc., especially for the holiday trade.\ rich line
of gold and silver goods can he seen it Hervey’s
jewelrx store.Annual meeting of Belfast National Bank. ..1). P. Palmer has in stock a new and
choice lot of holiday goods besides his regular
stock_See notice of Calvin Hcrvey-C J.
Hall offers the trade some extra bargains in .-led
.V. P.

for

shoes and iron work... .See notice of Belfa-t book

bindery..
Three vessels have been added
mackerel Heel this fall.—The Amy Wi.xon,

North II
to

our

w en.

Capt. stone, the J. II. G. Perkins, for Capt.
Elroy Banks, and now F. II. smith i- building one
for Capt. Joseph Crockett. The new .-chooner will
he 112 tons old measurement and 7<» new.I’lie
article ok mackerel fishery in ;i recent number of
the Journal gave much satisfaction here.
Isle-boro.

blew off.

Luckily there were no persons ne u-Uev. Mr. Haley exchanged pulpits w ith lb-v.
Mr. Merrill last sabbath and spoke very
ably from
words found in I*s., LX1.2_The Methodist

the

church is

The oul.-ide of the exten.-ion to the

•Seaside House is about completed, ami presentneat appearance.Daniel Haynes ha- put up

entertainm *nt

an

was in the woods live hours in
...Election of officers at the G

>he

Tuesday evening, Dei
sleighing is now good.
of

amount in notes.

I’p

pocket
in
to

A.

12th_i

B.

n*

pirm.

r

We liave about -i\
present writing and it i- still
Hunt and wife arc spending

sf

on

t

Pa-

*

pro-p-

in
-1.•

o.

,a

("A.STINK.

The

Normal

>chool

eommciae*l

<*n

5th, and at the close of the first week
numbers about f>5 pupils-sdi. Annie Whiting
which has been lying here for a week to repair a
broken rudder, sailed on Saturday, and in beating
out of the harbor misstayed near the Utter rocks,
and was obliged to anchor. The cutter Woodburv

Tuesday

the

happened

becoming in, and took her back int
the harbor, she sailed again on Monday....! apt.
Leltoy Iiropliy has taken command of tin -eh. K
t«»

Wentworth. The vessel lie has lately been in.: '■*«• A
lilting, is now commandeii by >amuel Dcv -I 'Mix
-Capl. Charles Hub hiuson, of srh. Olive < .*•*.by, has been dangerously ill in New York of diphtheria, but has recovered sufficiently to be br*. :ght
\\

to

bina, Me.,

hieli has been bis home -iu<

w

marriage-Mr.

J. U. Potter of

his

••

the Normal '-■•li—!

preached in the Methodist e.huivh

on

Miiid.r

Camdi.n.

day

the

currency and

The

uuobscure't

sun was

at’tei

a

of this week

pm-thm of

a

transit of

the tllli and the

on

Venus

was

witnessed by a large number of *mr iti/e.i
Mi" May McCarthy, one "f ( amden'- line .-diuer-,
has gone to Boston to take a course of instruction
in vocal music... Winter terms of all our-en.xjN

began

last Monday with the same corps of p aC
the last term, except in the ( rainniar »cIi*k*I
b. S. >atnpson of Bate- College, I.evvi-ton. i'oiu
employed instead of Mr. Abbott-b'.-ur hundred
casks lime were shipped last week_Prof. A. K.
Dunton lias been employed by our school directors
as

at

to

giv

of twelve

e a course

High,

Grammar

and

lessons in writing in tin*
Intermediate schools.

two

This is done in

compliance with the e\pre-~ d
wish of many of our leading citizen'- ...On M *.
day evening Mrs. F. J. Stetson, of Boston, who is
visiting friends in Camden, gave an enteivai
at Meguntieook hall, consisting >f r.•• -itati n,-,
pathetic and humorou-. Owing to the storm tl* re
was a small audience, but if our
people could have
known the excellence of the entertainment t h*w.
would have been a full house.
..

W'lNTKitroKT. K. \Y. Kelley, Esq., has .me ,,f
best oftiees in Mie county. It is tirepnxt, with
tire proof vault for valuables.
It U papered, paint-

the

ed ami frescoed in

the neatest

consultation and

for

rooms

style, with private
large addition to In-

a

in

village,

She
a

aged lady,

was an

longtime,

she

and had been an ii
has had the most temiei

ali

M r
only daughter, Mrs. George Da lle'
Lot Vdual, an aged lady living in the back par;
the town, was so severely burned la.-t week by her
clothes accidentally taking tire,
to cau.-v hrr

short time. Her husband and son were
also quite badly burned in trying to save her_
Dur Methodist friends will have a Christmas tret
probably in their church-Quarterly meeting in
a

Methodist Church on thelfith and 17th. Piv-i 1
G. K. Palmer will conduct tin* service

the

ing Elder

-Rev. M. W. Prince of

Bucksport

oxpc.qr.l

wa>

last Sunday, but the storm prevented hi- cmning, very much to the disappointment of the people
••Your correspondent received a telegram frmn
here

Waterboro, lovva, last .Saturday, saying t m rCynthia .1. Brown, wife of W. E. Brown, died >at
urday morning. Mrs. Brown was the eldest daughter of the lute J. B. Rich, of Winterport.Vt the
time of writing this, the wife of C. H. Pierce, E-q
is very sick, and it is feared dangerously s->
We recentl y heard a good story told ef supt.
Tucker of the Maine (.'entral. at lie expense of
(Jen. Neal 1 >ow

11 seems that the two

repairing

the walk in front of the

Supt. Tucker

arise,remarking,‘•(ieneral,
another drop of liquor in

tern

on

them

Just

ai-

I wi-h tie

!c
d

the world."

smile.

made

rather

teaching the school in the village di-trict.\t
writing of this, Dec. 12th, the snow i- about six
inches deep and sleighing quite good.

the

Heap of the Tide. A very able and eloquent
tempo ranee address was delivered in this village
last Saturday evening by Rev. Geo. M. Sanborn,
who has been laboring with us and at Poor’s Mills
for the past month. He has won many friends and
accomplished much good work, and it is with deep
regret that he is soon to sever his connection with
-turned from California,
us_li. A. Gurney has
whither he has been to establish
concert

will

he

given

a

home for his

ing

a

at

happy father,and

College
recently
the following mornwas

prayer in the chapel, he introduced tliiambiguous sentence: "And we (bank

t> Lord, for the sttmir Thou hast given
us," which caused a general smile to creep over
the faces of the class. It is pretty hard for

Thee,

even

the President of a College to use language
some of the boys can construe it.

hut what

so

•

New York
ritanical

city
Sunday

like them.

attempt

was

lias had a taste of the old Pulaws and natural!} did not

In accordance with legislation an
made to enforce these laws on the

next

the

home.

following are the ollicers elecl
Hall Post, 53, Department of Maine, (i.
A. It., Bu cksport: Amasa E. Conant, I’.C., Eben B,
Edward E. Colson, J. \. C'., Ed
Moore, S. V.
ward A. Crocker, Q. M., William Dully, Chap., W
W. Hop
C. Collins, Snrg., Thos. Buldue, (). D., (
kins, O. (j_Prof. N. 1>- Clitl'ord, on account of ill
health, resigned his position as one of the instructors of the East Maine Conference Seminary and ha.*
gone South. Before his departure James Emery
Br< kspokt. The

of James K.

on behalf of the eitizeus, presented him witli
purse of $115.lames E. Hall PostC. A. It. will
hold a fair at Emery Hall, Friday evening, December 15th.

Esq.
a

Morrill.

The

golden weddings of

Stanley l’ullen, Ksq., has been appointed surveyor of customs for the district of Portland
\Ve don't know whether to
and Falmouth.
congratulate him or not. As editor of the Press
he was monarch of all ho surveyed:
to be merely surveyor of customs.

were

the

now

In* is

Tuesday Albert Palmer was electMayor by 2,1115 plurality over Samuel A.
(ireen, liepubliean and Citizens' candidate and
the present incumbent. The Straight DemoIn Boston

ed

cratic Aldermanic ticket is elected, and the
Democrats have a majority ot the Council.

Messrs.

Merriam and IIlake mentioned
week,
source of much pleasure to the many relatives and
friends present, and of profit to the two aged
couples. Mr. Merriam received presents amounting to over *75. lie has been confined to his bed
with sickness for a long time, and is still a helpless
invalid. The picnic supper at Sir. Blake’s was
partaken of by about Til. The presents amounted
last

to

The President has nominated Kv-tiov. Davis
succeed Mr. Smith as Collector of < ustoms at

Bangor.
political
Sir

The removal of Mr. Smith is not for
reasons.

Hugh Allan, founder of the
steamships, is dead.

Allan line of

well known
He

was

in

his 73d year.

attended by I>r. John Stephenson-Kevival
meetings still continue and much interest is mani-

itoscoe Colliding was at the Capitol several
times last week, but did not step inside the
Senate chamber, nor has he done so since retiring therefrom. His failure to call upon his
former associates, or visit the scenes in which
he figured so long, is vigorously commented up-

fested.

on.

In value to over *:>0_Tolinan Bowen, Kstp, lias
been very sick the past two weeks, but seems now
likely to recover, lie is in bis eigthieth year, lie
is

He made several

grab-

he in hot pursuit.
Leaving here his lint.
there part of his latest style coat-tail and utmost
to tile utter rltin of a new pair of shoes, and
went

scratching

his face and hands l>v

frequent

con-

tact vvilli the bushes. At last, cornering the
rabbit he captured him and as he thought was
rewarded for his trouble. Alas! the troubl.
had

just begun.

bite: hut there

scratch: dogs

Oats can

can

combination be-

never was a

tween a dog and eat that could hold a candle to
that rabbit in that profession, lie not omlv
made bis captor's face and hands resemble tie
ltgure- on the Kgvptian obelisk. Imt also cane
near letting light through our friend from front
to bark.
At length subduing hi- antagonist h>
marched down to Ids friend's house with ntir-i;
alacrity. But the expression of surprise on Mr
M infs fact- win ii In* fouml tin* rabbit was m/
theirs at all, was not stirpa.-^ t| wlnm tin* w*.
» ru gambler. at tin* gaun of Poker, fouml- li >
foul- mi'i'n hi att n.
Mr. Man ilroppr-tl that !*■•
hit. Tim animal ran on was ami hr tin o:l
making quotation* from tin* Hihle b.. aim n
rutllf l spirit.
■

vM!:ni>ki>
mi

am*

m:m>

conm a rr.i»
< u
mi. cm

\
\m

x*e.mg your mention of a rabbit rlia-***. in tf
la>t issue of th< .lournal.il reminded m*- •*;
Haro breadth c*.,-ape. m wliieh orra-mn 1
n
pied an or* !-,• -.tru hair, but the age of the \, nit oi-eurr* <1 *»\• r <'*ur Near- ago rath-r •!■■:. :
lie from r*• ia! mg i
4
The rabbit, liK-- tin- cockroach and th*
bug. is a family p -t. They are generally bough
in pairs like sho*
but very soon after the | \.
ehase <-ne gets lost like a collar button, and
about as hard to find. Tin- favorite \ari**t\
nn bite, w i'li
yes as :• d as a spank* d b. y .arid
tail as short ;i>* a soda er.ieker, with a pair ..*
'■ars a lx ait the si/,- ,,f
h. -ole- f a numb
!
boot and an* put on i*» earn him b\
V\ !m i.
tiiey staml up. they ah\ ay- r down, ami wb* n
they walk tin y jump. Theii leg-an no: mu'*
the hind nn*s being about '.wire :i. .a,.b
others, and an* provided with steel -prlngwhieb work tiem lik* trip liamim r>.
Wl:
-md
Hi'*y get hard up they rut "It iheir r
'lx in Io lie- paint*-',-', who Use tie m in g bling
I i- a a-ieinfs for tie- old prov«*r;» that “a r.«»*
bit’s f.»ot i'
:1».
'ign of guilt.*' I Ia \ ilig -1t.
tie of our In i*
He- *«*11 He
-‘ore.
Ag
il«-mau:ii llclt'a-t v\ *s m and* ring <!<*wti p.
om* sumne r * \ < ning. in ; *i«
; ir ’Tx wii
b*- noth-, d a pet rabbi, -ii’nm '**n tIn•
N\ b'-n '•*• rubier -; w
g
mi.
up bis ears and tlin-w tle-iu *>v* r hi- -lioiiM
and ga/* d out of hi- te* ra cot; a
\v
b
sort «*f a pleas -sir-I-am-l**': e.\pn---i,m.
lb
gentleman r*-< ogui/vd the animal as belong.eg
io a little girl «*in 'Iinr«-h St., and stooping a
In* gathered him to hi' bosom nn ith
-**i
Abrahamic motion. X* \v picking up a rabb
is like picking
:*;bl t m-ri.
'i on Nva.m
know n\ le-re to
atcii mi." ami this y onng i:
in
hi'
:
ha!
a
ruble!'-'
supposed
iglioraiiee
Were ma*ie to li-tel: 1*1 book agent’s
w'hell lie ought i*.; have kt)**W|l that til* N W
made t,» tarry them by. il<- remembered lw.
a school t'-aele-r bad min picked him
up 1 y
ear. s.mi*' tw nty
Near- previous. ami ab
ear had m
a-* *1 a I mg. b«
naUira ;
staim-'l from imitating that t.-aeh* r. Tim r; h
bit lay still for a whim, but li«- was w inding u
the sje-ing-in hi- bind h jlie tini*-. \\ h< n
-mhi*-llIn lie h t tic-mg
ami ’a g*-nth-man ;
something strik** him in tin stomach a- th*. igb
a -I'-'ig'- in I la* hands of a blacksmith had
*ln
otl' tin- ham 11**. and caromed * n him. ami be top
he could put his h;lt b:n-k on hi- head anothe,
bolt of lightning ba*l struck him in th*- -an
spot, before h« 1'* :i!iz ! th*.* i« vva- only tl*
rabbit stret*-1iing his leg- -*• as
k* • j * l:- rh*
mat ism <mt *d them.
(Pi’It* ring tin* animal n
el*»s**r in a mo:-** 1«»\ ing '-lnbra. •-. tin g« utiemae
pro*-*' *1* <1 to church stiv* t wh**p- la- depo-it.
his burden in
h• gar«l**n wh**r» hi- mat* w>
nibbling grass. and then w ended hi- way *1««\n
town with a sort of a giv.-ne-a-littl.-p.•],*
mini-feeling ai lii- stomach, in the pia*-- w htin* rabbit had kicked him.
If this story ended lien* then would m»
much of a plot to it. but a lap-- **f about
weeks is supposed to ha\e OeeillT' d. \\ ll' !>
gentleman learned that th* rabbit that b*
so
kindly tot* *1 home, a- ie- f«*ndly ipp*
In* had in reality stolen from in front *■!
house where it belonged. and w i 1*• r ita little girl, h:nl «*ri*-»l lie.
ye- out. ithat
figure of speech,) at the h»- of h**r ! 1111*■ 1
I>id the genrieinan go ami r* 'urn that
w Men
In ■: i,J hi- mistake:
\o.
read'-r. Im* oid n**l. bin T11 iwhat l d*
When I met tie- father of th** littl* girl. !
to him. “Nat. 1 stole your littl** girl*' 1a1
about three Weeks ago. and lugged it dov
( liureli
It nearly kielo-d my oiu-id*
ami I wouldn’t carry ii back for a hum
dollars. If you know how to lug on* *>t
* iis-rd
thing'. (I think that i- wii: I -ai-;.
v*»u go ami get it. for I’il be hanged if l w
And this j- the true -tory of imii- c. orgthe rabbit, ami all other accounts of th** >nm
-•
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d
''he w» i.l
i. lie- railw
keel -ligldl\ damaged,
Koeklan.I ami w i- rejiaii cO.
M. m >w
bailing I p mi 11* •-?•■;•.
•-ell. -I ohn lbuilt and partially owned at < aimlen. wa- pe--rd
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ill'.
I' l'e o | n 1.1 !
Ill i/./en mast- gone al the deck.
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w awv-t
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gone.
I'oaded with me it mi Bangor for lialttn.- r •. ami
lie
-ome
l
mre
nm-t.
uii-tmo
was on her first trip
here, for hit. Me would oriug the vessel mV .1.., !<-•■;
Idle Merri'W w a- again -(•• ken I ►••••
ville, f la.
"a
2.’> miles out-ide oi the t ape.-oi \ irg’.uia
iplireil no assistance, she arrived at Balliim p tinUtil.
iseli. Lois \
haple.-, oi Belfast, now ai N<-\v
York from he ksonville, carried awa; : ret* p a.*-t
on the pa-sage.
ishore in Den l-le
>eh. Miantom.mah, lately
H
Thoroughfare, is ou the railway at Koeklan !
fore foot i- gone and a hole was knocked l!
ugh
In*/ side.
row le\
Sell. Adelade, of ,11>iie-jm• I, < apt. K. I),
irgo •!'!'.
from Ih-rtland f--r Kll-w m-. w it: .»
Ko\ l.-km
and other merehamli-e, running I u
Thoroughf ire. ran a-bop m f i ller'- I.«
m the evening of Pe*
I, aooiit
(Tabtrre Point
even, wind sniilii, weather thick, and Imam -ea
running. The e--el soon bilged and tin immleit
Dm
her w ith their ii\e- and w hat they-lood ii.
ing the night the vessel went to p eers and tinwreckage was -r.ultrrrd on the bay
tr**m !’.••
uiiiiei Nash, ot Port ( i y d
The -eh.
ton light, went a-liore on tile Brother-' I.edge- in
hiv
I
o’clock
Tm
making Port t'lvde barb*r al
and i- a total loss, the rivw wer
morning Dec.
<
\\ ximpson A
saved, she was owned by <
Sell. Kmpress, for Belfast, with coal for m\.h, a
Sibley Bros., put into New London the Ttii in-t
damaged to the extent <d £4tM». having been run in
to night of »Uh inst. otT Kaee IJoek by tug ('ora s|
pies, sin* w ill repair and proceed.
Seh. Bangor, of LUswortli, struck Mu-pub !-•
>

The President of Tuft's

Those
:id inst. but it was a failure, of course.
Monday
were arrested who should not have been, while
benefit of the church-Frank
others went scot free who should have been arMitchell, of Chicago, 111., has been visiting Ids old |
rested.

family_A
evening for

bunny down.

fort lie rabbit, but only succeeded in clutching
the atmosphere with the clutch of a drowning
man.
Over fences, hedges, through gardens,

re

it is said that the face of tie great temperance
apostle did not beam on the Supt. with a loving

lbs_Annual election of oilicers of star of
Progress Grange next Sat. eve....Mr. W. B. Reed

public-spirited

<

along and

eatne

not

was

t.. v

planks

porarily. The (ieneral in stepping
eideutdlly caught his foot and fell.
m>

genth

neighbors in Portland, and the city

men were

formed the

for

tiWrmi

her

death in

quickly

Mrs.

Holmes, Miss Trevett and Mi.
Holt.
Miss Trevett was buried on the up instant
in h rankfort, beside her father, the late Beniamin
Trevett. she was fifty-three years of a_re. Mr.
Holt was buried on .Sunday last, aged twenty
years, and Mrs. Holmes died Sunday morning
our

had failed to lind it-M. s. stiles slaughtered
months old hog that weighed when
an eighteen
dressed .‘>01 lbs; and Wm. Hogan one that weighed

is

ed to run

law library of rare and valuable book-. II is all
ready for business.... Your correspondent last
week referred to three persons who were verv

he

oOO

mini 1 and he

resolution to capture that rabbit and return it
to its lawful owner. He whistled, lie called,
lie coaxed ; but all in'vain. At last lie attempt-

..

work.

al's house and had laid down some

pocket hook
Thanksgiving

Monday

terrific

a

a

II. ( ales h»t hi*

contained about

It

if the

ing-W 11
days in Boston.... II. N. I tennis, and -!'*■. ( ii 'pui
shod 25 horses last Friday, besi*U doii.u a

him to

through

the

snow at

did

day.
large

week

Town meeting is called for Dec. I lth to till the v acancy-During the violent storm of Thursday
last a young lady named Littlefield, of M mtville,
while at tempting to cross a'pasture and through
the woods from Ualpli Mason’s to Charles Me.
< bum's became bewildered
by the snow and did not
find her way out until eight o’clock in the evening.

lever.

on

this

Libkuti
Mr. J. A. Clough has resigned the po
sithm of Town Treasurer on account of poor health.

story building 20 by :>f, feet, to be used for
blacksmith and wheelwright shop-B. L. R ler
recently lost a valuable mare Empre-- by lung

hole in his coat

their hall

at

some of his most intimate friends
had pet rabbits and that probably one of them
had escaped. "l»o unto others as you would
they would do unto you" passed through hi-

\\

hen tin

w

favorable.

eather prove:,

w

a

new two

a

and

was

a

Jackson. Mr. Ja>.

rapidly nearing completion

ished itwill lx as line a church as found in any
part of the state. Uev. Mr. Prime ami Uev. Mr.
Gerrish are to ieliver the sermons when tin* house
is newly dedicated which will be in two or three
weeks... .The Good Templar member- will have

Police

One of

Mr. Geo. L. Merrill’s upper -pool

the roof of

•shed

noon.

and friends in this section the past week.”

of

town.

Knight, Searsmonl,
Packard, same town. Eliza McKeen, Belfast, to
John 11. McGray,
Emma F. Perkins, Belfast.
Waldo, to John McGray, Knox. Howard Murphy,
Belfast, to James E. Jackson, Xorthport. Almira
Palmer
al., Montville, to J. F. Ordway, Provi-

Timothy

I

for

Hi:o. W. Bt nlvi: ri s Mom..
Mr. Burkett has
tlnished the change-, ;ti bis shirt? and now has the
largest c-tablishment in the city. One-half tin*

hi-

Oregon last spring, returned home on Saturday. They report the lb dfa-t boy* at Portland
as doing well.... Mr Robert Collins, who spent la.-t
summer in this city, lias returned to CaliforniaProf. L. (
Bateman, of Searsmont, is lecturing in
Pennsylvania, and meeting with good success. The
local papers are very complimentary-The Gardiner Reporter says—“.Mr. Leonard Landers, of
Warien, former!) one of tin* old stage drivers between Augusta and Belfa.-t. has been vi.-iting rela-

! ’.vent to

of

He has instituted
enburg and L»ueen counties.
over one hundred lodges of this order.

over

Personal. J. Y. < otlrell, of this city, who has
been confined to his house for several weeks with
carbuncle, has recovered sullicieutly to he outFrank A. Patterson and Alfred Patterson, who

the best workHe will have charge of the work
Mr. Hervey **.
Attention i" also
me

loiige in every town in the county, with the ex•■eption of Moekton, l.-Jesboro, Belmont, Montville
and Liberty. 'I’hcre are three lodges in Lincolnville, and two in each of the towns of Belfast,
Northport and Thorndike-There has been thirtyfour lodge- instituted in the Stab: in the past six
week-.M. .J. Dow, of Brooks, is dill in Nova
-ootia at work now for the Hood Templars in Lun-

feet.

true man.”

our

Mr. KnowItuii

o.

Watson Berry and brother of
He went to California in IMP,

of the late

son

bered that

—

Steamer Notes. Steamer Penobscot laid at her
wharf in this city during the storm of Thursday
night of last week. She left at 7 o’clock on Friday

months.”

SPORTSMAN'S VKRSION.

I.OCAL

OH)' of our local vest makers, foremost in all
enterprises of charity as well as mercantile
matters, on returning from supper a few evenings ago, chanced to see a rabbit in a neighboring garden. At the same time he remem-

Miss Jennie Homer, of
ing at Prospect village
Bucksport, has been visiting at (apt. Alexander

Sanborn’s,orchestra furnishes the music.
Sixty-three couples have already signed to attend.
The Daughters of Rebekah, of this city, on Tuesday night, gave a picnic supper to seventy.live Odd
Fellows and their wives, at Odd Fellows Hall.
After supper games were played which resulted in
much enjoyment.

sion,

A

was a barrel of
Hour.
The company numbered about sixty_
School was to have begun tin* 11th, but lias been
postponed a week on account of the prospective
teacher being sick. ...Miss HattieShute is teaching
at the Narrows—Mr. Shepard Blanchard is teach-

week.

A number of Brooks people have petitioned Waldo Lodge 1. O. o. F. in this city, for degrees. They
are to become charter members of a new
lodge at
Brook-.

Fletcher,
The Biddeford Union and Jounial has

The

pound party. The largest package

The old folks course of dances will begin at Hayford Hail, in this city, on Tuesday evening of next

eek.

w

the Belfast police force,

pound casting was made at the Belfast
foundry on Wednesday. It is a centre board well
for a yacht building at Bucksport.
Large quantities of hay came to market on Monday. Thirteen dollars per ton have been paid for
very choice lots, although the average price is below
that figure.

sch. Susan X.

new

on

2500

a

P. s. staples, of ward live, has been appointed a
special policeman by Mayor Johnson.
A new ami handsome sign has been placed on
the front of the Grange store in this city._,

“Forever and

one.

We have received the first number of the
Franklin

private

of this week's

w (; are reminded that tlie time for the meet-

the offer is

lature. the new revision of the statutes, consideration of the reports on the reform school, with
the usual legislative routine and the mass of

last

or

shown

Falls

Sandy Point. Friends of Mr. and Mrs. JefferGoodwin surprised them last week with .a

fourteen prisoners at Belfast jail.

Thomas J. Hopkins,
has resigned.

Prospect.

was

Lewiston

are now

son

from

Academy in
strictly virtuous party ean'do no wrong, and of K>r»-7, and though quite a numoer have passed
course knows nothing of political assessments.
away the majority appear to be happily married
and prosperous. The writer feel- fully repaid
As it can have nothing to conceal it ought not
for putting in print bis somewhat meagre remto dread an investigation, as it evidently does.
iniscences. The messages from early companIndeed. Mr. Reek, speaking for bis Bourbon
associates, resented Mr. Hale's amendment as ions has*' been very grateful, and he is glad P»
an impertinence.
Rut, as there is something know that the memories ol‘days gone bv are md
more than it suspicion that the Democratic
forgotten by those gathered for instruction
committee made beat y as-es-im ills on brewers within the walls of the old Academy.
and licpior dealer- associations, and expended
The coming session of tin* Maine Legislature
the money so collected unlawfully. Mr. Hale's
will hi' an interesting and important one. The
amendment is both timely ami necessary.
Senatorial question i- settled in advance, however. as it was decided at the polls in SeptemThe Weekly l nderwriter of the 2d in-t.
ber that Senator Frye should lie his own sucprints some remarks made by the l’resideut
cessor.
He was chosen by a popular vote, and
of the Connecticut .Mutual l.il'e insurance at a
the Legislature will simply ratify that choice.
recent temperance meeting in Hartford. As the
The redistricting of the State for members of
conclusions of a man whose business has com<
ongress and for Representatives to tile Legispelled him to study the causes of death
class of individuals who start,

There

i-

students at the

a

Vicinity.

day

difficult

That civil service reform and

and

.,

in typ» : but. the letter, though full <d interest. was not intended for publication.
It
gives personal details concerning nearly all of the

see.

Belfast

1. however, do not look for dose congressionmen ia Maine
al districts in Maine in 1—1.
The people have
at
departi.icnt
seen the folly ami fraud of fusion.
The recent
■ alied to the e\.a
Rent display of watches, jewelry,
Democratic victories in the Mi iole State- and
which the new firm now have In stock.
the West rest upon no permanent foundation. eb
They occurred, not because th" people have imMa-cm.
Fla It'It 1..
Robert Morris, of Ken
bibed any more contidcnce in the wisdom or
tucky, the \eterau Masonic lecturer, is now in
patriotism of the Rourbott Democracy. They
were accomplished
by Republicans a-rebuke- Waldo eotiiit and on Friday evening, Dec. lath,
a. ii
lecture bef.err the fr.iternil y .at Masonic Temto certain methods and practices within our
own party. which the
party will take immediate ple in Ilii- city. Mr. Morris has been a great
and ell'eetua' measure- to r< ue tly. and long betraveler, and h i" explored the Holy land, where
fore Issf shall have arrived, it will lie -ten bv
he claims to ha\e trae-d Masonry back over 1200
the country that to the party which saved the
While tliere he was initiated by the Arabs,
years.
nation's 'is and not to that which endea v ort d
who haw no doubt but that their order came
to destroy it: to the party which wisely reeon-M'iietod the government, and not to that otic
straight from King >olomou.
lie will explain the
which resisted reconstruction: to the party
similarity between the Arabs version of Masonry
which has given n- sound tinance alula protcctand oitr ovn. The lecture 1" free to all Master Maive taritf. and not to that which pandered totiat
sons.
money heresies and free trade: to the parly
which has practiced all the civ il service reform
Jiisia11 AI.I.I N‘s W il l..
It Will be seen by the
which has In in seen in tbis country, and not to
adv ertisement elsewhere that the well-known
that which ba- cried aloud for if. but alrcatlv
character e-.median, Neil Burgess, will appear at
begin- to weaken from it- position taken upon
that question, before election, it will h sab and | tie- il.iy1 id opera House in this city oil Wedneswi-e to entrust the great interests, the liberties,
evening, Dee. 20th, as “Josiah Allen’s Wife”
rights and business affairs of Hie tifty-tht ee mil- I in hi" new comedy entitled “My Opinions.” He
lions of people in this land: and the pctijili of will be
supported by the original “Widow Bedottd’
Maine will nut lie backward in making llii- discompany, w hi. h has had "U< h great success. The
indeed,
have
made
it
and
covery.
they
already
their patriotism can In relied upon to show it- ! play i- full of fun, and has been received everyself in the next election a- it so magnificently
where with roar- ul laughter. The company comes
did in the lost.
here under the management of Mr. F. A. Owen, of
1 think it would not he in good taste for me
Bangor, who announces popular prices of 50 and
lo go further than I have done in my
suggestions a- to Hie t \iiign ssional apportionment: to decent". The -a!< of seat opens at F. W. Pole’s,
-tiite what counties should make the dith-rent
Saturday bill in-!.
districts. So far a- I may have any personal
Doom Tkmi*i. \ u Noiks. Central Lodge was ininterest in the subject, if indeed I shall hav e any
stituted at (Vntr* Lincolnville last week, which
at all. I shall be satisfied vvillt any wise and
equitable apportionment, and such I-have no makes twenty -i\ lodges in Waldo county, with a
doubt that the Legislature w ill make.
membership oi about !2oo, a gain of six lodges
S. L. Mn.i.iitivN.
-inee tic last session
f the Hraml Lodge.
There

ingly oll'ered an amendment to include the
Democratic Congressional Committee in the
investigation.
Why the Democrats should
hate been disturbed by this proposition it is
to

of

I5enj. Colson lias been appointed postmaster at

ness

say. i- not in

accord with the Journal, complains
have not told our readers when- the

political
that

a

majority of the.
they should

a

thought
A

full

as a

The following are authorized agents for the Jour
11 a 1:
S. R. Nii.es, No. 250 Washington st., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 1 & 8, Tremont Temple,

well that

it.
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have

tion from Mrs. R.

The Maine Legislature at its coming session
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was a coaster of *.»<..rj tons measurement .register
she has carried lumber from Ellsworth and Bangor
to coastwise poj-ts for many years.
( vs 1’INk, I>ee. !». The revenue cutter Wood nr\
Abbev, reports the bell bm>\ gone from Long
Ledge. Mouut Desert. Till schooner Samos, of
Boston, anchored ofV Hutton's Island, repairing,
split her sails. The cutler took the schooner Annie
Whiting from a dangerous position near Dice’■»
Head and towed her safe to harbor to da\
Bills are now pending in Congress, introduced by
Mr. Mureb. for the erection ot lighthouses on Two
o

and Widow’s islands.
nun and can buoys in \ incyard >ouiul and
Buzzard’s Bay have been removed for the winter.
Spar buoys of corresponding number and codes
have been* substituted.
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Ship Citv of Brooklvn,
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The bark is on the passage to Rio.
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No. 1 Mail St, Belfast.
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NEW STORE!

Will return from Boston this Thursda) morning, December 14th, with the

Latest Novelties
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Holiday Goods

Particular specification of the merchandise hc otter houUI require more
space and expense than Me can afford. We Mould
only 'ay that the price and duality of our sjoods
are t.lAKANTKED Ttl
EVERY CISTOMER. LOOK
ROINII BEFORE YOl BIT. AMI 00 NOT BE DECEIVED. COMPARE THE HOODS AND PRICE BEFORE YOl DECIDE, and you will Hod that
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SATCHELS!
Leather. Flush & Velvet, Fiat
Satchels for hand or belt, in
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Hiram Chase & Son,

strong and perfect that

so

and in

prices

se-

a

stitched Hdkfs-, at 10c,,
12 l-2c., and 25c. to 50c. The
12 l-2e. is an UNPARALLED

order to do

so

we

oui

can

save

money,

l>e.-hv to

call the attention

usually large

and

<>i buyer- t<• ilu'ir
complete stock of

our

tirst-class

a

ters, however,

now

dz.

is the

Gold. Silver. Bronze &

TEA k DINING SETS'

Plate!

fee! that in

Toilet Sets & Vases!

for Holiday and Wedding
which arc not to be found in
any other stock in this city.

A

WATCHES!

project,

In

of

upation

oi

J K W

MAJOLICA WARE,

K JL, R Y !

still

room,

Black Beavers,

the

our

patrons "ill finil
a

first-

A convenient and handsome

class store.

we Imv4* mamifaclured expre-sly for u-, ami
Ivngiisli sterling, or U2a loon lire. Wo have
groat variety of styles, Kngraved, Kmbo--ed,
Ktched. < Kidized, Satin Lilt and Niello.

Tlii"
i-

To

For

Cloakings,

FANCY

we are

selling them at IMiU'KS that

Evening,

Dec, 20,

Belfast. I)*.

Oldest Jewelry Bouse in the State,
25

MAIN

BURGESS

OPPOSITE
Belfast, I)iM

AMERICAS

HOUSE

In hi.

MY

new

eomed),

Wife,

entitled

7, 1>

J.~ *w

supported l>>

Widow Bedott

the

original

Comedy Company.

1 rices,

50 and 35 Cts.

Sale of Reserved Seals open at F. VV. Pole's
1 w.Vi
Saliirda) morning. ltlth Inst.

on

rPHK ANNUAL MEETINC of the stockholders
..I the BELFAST NATIONAL BANK for the
1
-•lioiee of I >irectors and the transaction of any other
busine-s that may eoiue legally before them, will
be In-Id at their Bank Room Jan.’1883, at 10o’clock
A. If BRADBURY, Cashier.
\
\i.
Belfast, Dee. (», iss2.—4wo0

OFF MY TRACK.
Best quality comI. E D >HOEs FOB SALE.
inon iron ;j cts per lb. at Belfast Foundry or W.
K. Morison & Co.’s hardware store. Also bolts and
all kinds of iron at lowest cash prices.
BOLTS cut to order by my new Bolt Threading
machine for less than half the cost of hand work.
•SLEI) SHOES made from the celebrated White
Iron for 5 cents per lb.
C. J. HALL.
^

•7

Belfast, Dec. 13,1882.—3w50

to those in

ices.

serv

m

OUR LINE OF

DICKENS, THACKERAY, SCOTT, MACAULAY. GOETHE, &c.,

GILT 6 VELVET FRAMES,

IB
| Dressing Sets,
ft WRITING DESKS,

large

a

the

PHENIX ROW. BELFAST. ME.
bio of the i. \ KOl-.ST

I

goods

Bibles. Albums. Portemonnaies:

Belfast Book

peddlers

interest to learn

-IN-

ami

m

in the

-t

complet

:

id. «»f

jobbing

share of

our

Country

purposes.

of

will Hnd it
wholesale

our

'U

goods

will

secure

a

the services of

the

and

Spectacles

NOTICL.

Ever

l.D hereby notify my friend- and customthat I have taken Mr. El). W. KNOWLTON
Mr. Iv. will be rea> a partner into my business.
inemhered as one ot my former apprentice?-, where
liis time expired in IsTn. Since leaving me he lias
followed up his education in Boston and Waltham,
with leading practical watch-makers, and has had
position in the Waltham Watch Factory a Inspector of Watches, and hy industry and perseverance
has placed himself in the front rank of workmen.
Mr. K. will have charge of our work department,
and with his tine set of modern tools will be prepared to execute watch work in all its departments,
.■special attention to complicated and high grade of
watches.
New parts, jewels, Ac., made new when
CALVIN HEKVEY.
required.

Eye

Glasses

offered in (hi- section <*f tin state.

mostly brought direct from importers and manufacturers, we think we can offer
better bargains than can be found elsewhere. Parties looking for rich presents for holiday and wed
dings, we would invite to call and examine our
."iw50
goods.
As

IWOl

cur

goods

ED. W

are

K\OWI iON.

GREAT

C. HERVEY

BARGAINS

—1\—

rintliinir. Hats, fans anil

Commissioners’ Notice.

Fiirnisiiins; Goods!

MARK ANDREWS, Proprietor,
It

Belfast. Me.

Phoenix ItiiK,

us

popular salesman,

who will represent

both in the wholesale and

retailing

of

goods.
In conclusion

gratitude

to the

sure

them that

desire to express our

wo

public

and kind wishes
a

ail by the

large

for their patronage

expressed,
generous

courteous attention

and

as-

we

reception

and

will be extended to

force

we

are

obliged

to

employ.
The

To close my -tuck <>!' winter good.' 'ball for tbe
next THIRTY |)AY> offer great inducements
to the public. Those in want of any tiling
in my line should not fail to give me a call.
NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE,

riMlE undersigned having been appointed by the
Hon. Judge <>f Probate for the county of
1,
Waldo, on the second Tuesday of November, A. 1).
1882, commissioners to receive and examine the
claims of creditors against the estate of STLPII KN
S. LEWIS, late of Belfast, in said county, deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give notice
that six months from the date of said appointments
are allowed to said creditors in which to present
and prove their claims, and that they will be in
session at the following place and times f. r the
purpose of receiving the same, viz.; At the office
of Geo. E. Johnson, in said Belfast, on the first
day of February, 1883, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and at said office on the fourteenth day of
May, 1883, at two o’clock in the afternoon,
liated this 12th day of December, A. I). Jss2.
GEO. E. JOHNSON,
BOHAN P. FIELD, , Oomrs.
3w50

people's

A Rook giving a complete description of
Cities and Towns, I.ands, Railroads, Fore-ls and
Rivers
of their Manufacturing, Mercantile, Min
ing, Fruit and sdock Raising interests. Cost of
coining and cost of living here. Ruling prices of
lauds and lots, live stock and articles of daily use.
The appendix and map are well worth the price.
Sent post-paid to anv address for $1.00. Address
HOWAltD A C<
Portland, Oregon.
IjuTiO*

;
1

Watches!

Watches!

I shall make a specialty of Watches, and have
the largest stock In Waldo County, every one
warranted. and a good watch can be bought
for the low sum of $4. Conte and see If you
don't

Geo. W.

obedient servant.

BURKETT,

81 6c 83 Main

GOODS!

Description,

New goods and eliolee patterns.

BRACELETS

St.,

Belfast, Me.

LACE PINS of Latest

Styles,

<(•

Heavy

EYE CLASSES

of all descriptions and prices. Don't pay three dollars for an article that I ran sell you for a dollar.
«# Particular attention paid to tine watch re3w4l»
pairing.

h. e. McDonald.

BUTTON

4

Hdkfs., 62c., 75c.,

KiD

$1.25,

warranted.

Gents’ Hemstitched All

Buy

one

pair

ask Towels

at Bleached Oam-

25c., advancing

price.to $1.50

srs

Boys,

Silk

DOWN TO CLOSE.

Embroidered,

BLANKETS!
Buy one pair of White Blankonly S2, advancing in price
to $10 per pair.

ets

LADIES5 VESTS !
splendid Vest, fine
quality, regular finished Cuff,

All Wool,

pair

one

QUILTS.

only $|.50.

a

onfl/ ~>0 rents.
10 dz. Ladies’ Vests and Pants
onfl/ ■-.» rents.
ELEGANT QUALITIES AT
To n uts to $1.*£o.

SUSPENDERS !

stock has Leon MARKED

pair.

From 65c. *o $3.00. Look
our Marseilles Quilt. 12-4

from 50c. to $1.50.

LEGGINGS,

per

at

We sell

For Men and

in

each box. Specially calculated for Christmas Gifts.

Worsted Goods!
Ladies and Children’s Hoods,

Don't

Forget

Scarfs, Shawls, Jackets, Leg.

It!

gins,
at

r%rni-: SURE AND EXAMINE 01 It
STOCK BEFORE ITUCllASINO.

H. H. Johnson & Co.
All persons indebted to this
firm should call and settle with
us

before Jan.

1,1883,

as

I

In this
fer

an

we

assortment of

House, and as two stores can sell more goods than
the principle holds good that the lurgeriiuantitles we buy the cheaper they can be obtained. It
Is our aim to sell you not only once but to keep
your patronage for years. We recognize that adone

of-

Holiday

Goods not generally carried in
stock, but purchased especialfor this

all

great

OS

vertisements don’t make customers, they attract
to come and see us. but It Is only low prices

people

sale.

GEORGE

unsettled accounts at that date
will be left for collection.

department

now

that

W

etc.

Iii appealing to the public Tor patronage the advertisements instead of misleading, as Is the argument of our competitors, are rather a convincing statement of the truth to show how and wlij
The facts are that
we can sell at such low prices.
we buy in connection withanothcr large llry hoods

splendid bargains.

■Fancy Goods Depart.!

Sets,

and In fart every thing that Is kept In a llrst-rlass
Jewelry Store.
n| |klf^0 ■ Plain Bands and Stone Rings
VTIInIvaO ■ of all kinds. Diamonds and
Pearls, Turquoise, dr., de.
My stock was purchased In New York for cash
and I can make prices that every one nlllarknowledge as bargains.

SPECTACLES

KID GLOVES!

Worsted Scarfs!

(JCAHD, NECK «l FOB CHAINS

Ladies’

50c. to §1.00.

all

Goods.
Boys’ Fancy Ribbon
Silk Ties at 17c. Gents’ Club
House and Puff Ties from 25c.

buy.

Silver Ware of Every

White and Ecru Shades, from

Silk

Have just purchased for Holiday Gifts a NEW LINE cf the
CHOICEST novelties in these

HOODS, CLOUDS,

olt

$3.00.

Shams I

TOILET

Underwear, Hosiery,

In fact all

Prices from

Pillow

Silk Hdkis., at $LGG. Extra
A splendid
size and weight.
Gilt.

TEMPLE.

MASONIC

Immense stock and low prices. Every one will lind
It to their advantage to call before purchasing,
because the goods must be sold If sold at COST.

In bold and Plate.

City Block.

& Washington Territory.
their

H. E. McDonald’s,

be made from

12 i"2c. to

to $1.00.

In every style selling lower than ever before.

tinriti

Oregon

Xmas Goods.

goods
splen-

LINEN TOWELS.

LADIES £ GENTLEMEN'S

line •('

Coin Silver & Plated Ware.

Extra

a

can

a won-

Fancy

and

new

this assortment.
All

BEFORE NAMED.

FANCY

I N-

W atches & J ewelry Mr. J. L. SLEEPER,

Bindery,

Unparalleled

as

large

Ladies’

ail Silk

entirely

did selection

Spot

These

Color.

87c., SLOG, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75.

tor their

attention. We have secured

Cream

GENTS § BOYS’ NECK TIES.

mer

prices,

Fichues, Heck Ties, Collarettes, in White, Black and
are

dz. Ladies’ Pnika

in dz.

Will lit* sold at LOWER PRICES than
over

an

Hdkis., large size, in
shades, at 50c.

stock of

Goods!

Dry

goods

enumer-

LACE GOODS!

County.

Quilts, &c. 5dz.

MAINE.

It EL EAST,

of

variety

ate.

your inassortment that

dozen Ladies

Towels,

^

\

Fancy Bottles,

have not space to

we

for

have

Silk Hdkfs., at 25c.,
derful bargain.

Napkins,

J. S. CALDWELL & CO.,
IRSain Street.

I

Plushes,
Velvets,
Table Linen,

At Lowest Prices !

7

and

and an endless

ex-

PERFECTLY IMMENSE for

i this

Dress Goods,

Carnes, &c.

we

spection

| is

SCRAP BOOKS,

Toys,

||
with

Plain

In

Hair Brushes, Ifiirrors, Soaps,
Fans, Glove Boxes, Combs,
Watch Cases, fSapkm Rings,

:

And other arlieles loo numerous to mention,

Together

to the most

cheapest

Trade

In Sets ver) low.

i

chants and

Belfast, Dec. 14, 1S82.—3\va«

Belfast National Bank.

given

SAnd
i

by

Ingraham,

professional

For jobbing

INSCRIPTIONS

PERFUMERIES!

This assortrneni comprehends
everything in this line, from

latest editions ol'

Box Papers,

!:•

NOW OPENING AT

er.-

OPINIONS,

is niee-

0

14, IstU.—bvjll

14 MAIN STREET.

Josiah Allen’s

reception

room

LINE.

& Silver Goods

STREET,

-AT TIIK-

NEIL

need of her

the

rooms on

to S3.00.

at 25c.

| tity, quality, variety and price.
Anticipating a Grand Holiday

BOOKS,

!i

Wallets, Pocket Books, &c.

The Hell Kniinn rtuiraeter tmnedluii.

large

two

The

h furnished and is conducted

O A RLE.

Hdkfs.,

Sise, from 50c.

Mot-

We have eclipsed
effort in the seformer
every
lection of these goods in quan-

mi

JOHN

to

Edge

in Card, Cabinet and Panel

Silk Hiiiidkirrliitfs!

at the

STAMPED ON

Wendbs .ay

comprises

Depart-

tin rliaiiKt' in m> store. litv vide
eiiuiiterv have been remiived and replaced l»
vbnrler ones arranged etownise of the Ilnur. Ttie
mill arranj;enient of the bind cast of Portland.
Me have the handsomest store In the eitj.
fomi' aiMl

GOLD LETTERS

HAYFORD HALL.

The Dress and Cloak Making

full line of Bar Pins,
Rings, &c.

a

Ear

pensive.

|

I]' you /rout a nice />resent for
your wife, noth toy is so aecejtlahte
as (tis/ies.

Kleganl Hungarian and Japanese Vase* some*
ihlng new
Beautifully wrought Figures in
Bronze, (odd. Mher and Steel spectacles
opera Masses. Swiss ( uckoo and American
( locks, with Cathedral bong". Musical Instruments of all Kinds, Including the celebrated
OlihAVKTT!
< >ui*
good- were selected early fr<>in the largest
impel lers and nianufaoturoi " in N KW 'i < >BK, Ihnenahling u> to secure the mo-t desirai.’ie, and w**
now invite the publie to examine our slock, -ee tin*
-Ivies and «jn.ality of our good", when they will
learn that the place to suit their taste and purses is

Motto

IU

the

Ware !

of which wo mako a -periady, carrying :im iii'imoiiM- -to'-k, hoing double tliai over before kept
in this city', wo invite especial attention, aw«- are enabled t• show great \ariety in
sty 1« and kind at prices Id >W LB
than ovor before offered.

Also

Fancy Lettered
Hdkfs., at 12 8-2c.

1 A dz. Embroidered

will Cl ARANTKK A ijl'lCK SALK

LAUHE

a

AND ALMOST ANYTHING IN THE

our

Finer qualities, 50c. and
62c.

IU

S'i'Ot K of EEEHANT

is well stocked with

Lamps, GMliini,

50c.

from

Velvet Frames for Pictures!

SACKS k DOLMANS,

J.S.Caldwell&Co,

loak and Shawl Hoorn is connected with

ment

Hdkfs., 37
superb bargain, worth

a

Rings

75c, fo $1.00.

I

every aeeominodation accorded to

In all I’m- latest

Solid Silver!

$2.
Ear

Jet

1 A dz. Ladies’

have

we

The second lloor above the; store Xo. sc

designs, Set", I :r<*ps, Pins. Buttons,
Bracelet". stone ami llaim Bings. Charms,
Chains, Lockets,

to

All Linen

l-2c.,

SHAWLS,

We

than A.1)00square feet

more

lUered

store to more

our

whose attention will be

HOLD, >1 i.VKB and N1CKKL, stein and key
wind, chatelaiiis ami calendar-.

Whitby Jet Bracelets from $1

Whitby

Blankets, Flannels,

accom-

notwithstanding

to spare,

room

Mra A. J.

LOT OF

LARGE

JEWELHY!

Colored Bor-

1 A dz. Ladies’ Hand Embroid-

our quar-

inadequate to

were

enlarging

tloor above.

-ents, many of

]>.

Ladies’

dered Ail Linen Hdkfs., at
12 1-2c., S7c. and 25c.

time to purchase

Hoods House, and

Dry

etc., both lor Ladies mid Children.

»nt.lining BUI I .V BAB! NOVK I.TI K> in

From 10c. to $1.00

aim to establish in this

that dailv visited this establishment.

un-

Attractions!

Holiday

Hooks I

have made

that will astonish any customer.

If you wish to

Pocket

BARGAIN.

stock,

U, Dolmans, Shawls,

JEWELERS.

>

Popular

We are determined to reduce

every energy has been exercised to the

t

lss2.—:)\\h0

Plated

ib-rvy aged

I.
an
t, ;igrd 2h year-.

1

city

no

ChristsnaS

We offer better bargains
down stairs, no matter
be had In thi> city.

or

Temple.

Lava, 25c.

AT dz. Ladies All Linen Hem-

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

he relied upon.

of door

designed expressly
Ada

D I ED.

i

store, up

you go, than

Vin-

>n'l'iji
>avage aud Mr-.
N.-u ton, ii-'lh of I iemiaston.
11! 11 Thomas;
l)e<
2d, if. Ad«dbert lia'.ib
l.i.ii'i T. Longfi How, both of >«>. Thouiaston.
Wbae L. Norwood, of Union,
i>n, Nov
Hattie L. Brown of Washington,
o
Kland. N-o. 2 uli, Tlionia.- Uenre-tt, of Thomio ! t at.i, rim/ Madi-oii, of Newcastle.
|<«*i
Colamore and Mrs.
kland N ,v. _s.il
l!
L. iJuckuian. both of RoekJand.
>
Janies E. J *«• Shan and Li/./.in
'o : -aw, Loti, of W. ldoboro.
I
Mi ;!
Lord an i Miss
: laud ion. ! »th of Ellsworth,
i. -..'■!■'I;. \ v. -J'.Uh, Mr. Frank L. Thurber
M
M; ra Ii. McFarland, both of Lllsworth.
M*
Insert. N a. »«ith. Mr. Adelbert II.
'I Mr- Te.-a It. Varnev. both <*t Mount
De.-vrt.

V

A light

CARD RECEIVERS!

^-vJ

tli** liEsr I.IHHTED STuHE in Maine.

the store, where will ho found

»•

I

National Bank,

Opposite

v.

», t. Dili. I \
M i-*
Rev. Win. W Fus•.
I• ai i• P. Hub-in, u-. i.f I'r»M dom, Me., and
y. n
A: ;n r.
Bangui, Me.
! .;!’•.-‘ "I, 1 "
_d. n; Ri*\ s M. Dunton, Mr.
Iln
d Mi-s Nellie D. Dunbar, botli
!■• •liobseot.
N..\
If. Yeazie
!;
aii. Mr. ( iiarh
Ri><-r.|i.»rl,
\!i'« V.
M
ara-, both of Camden.
••:•. N
'l!i Mr <»«■• ». V
Adams, of
,n
Mi'-i.iz./n- A. >pinney, of Camden.
1><
b'iin J; I’ri-s oti, of Ros
a
Yt
daughter of James Perry, Ls«|.,

1

S

Masonic

claim

we

Bargains

ar.-ui,‘iit.

.’•'ii

!

our

li«*!:.t-t, 1

•!. 1*. Sitlioiitotl.
iT111 r. Mr. Ldward
; I
\

R

lIlLDdlfX

!n W hile and ( olored. from *J5r. to $2.00.

-t!.
w

’•i
: na*.

t

UNDERWEAR, No.

MARRIED.

■'

400 square feet, which will

the front of the store,

than double its former size that
J. 1 Dll s, Gh.XTS

x

v

PLATE HI.ASS,

modate the immense throng of customers

-■

iJi

ERENt'lI

Great

MANSFIELD,

Take into consideration the

It has been

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

1‘dlnir Shams in rjrent rarieti/.

■

by any house east

Sets, elegant

full line of Colored Bor-

a

'.)

CORSETS!

littiiur and

unit Hops, C/onEs,
Men
Shawls. Towels. XnjiEins. Titbit Carers, lleil S), reads and

wno ,;r.

unsurpassed

Portland.

oi

present facilities for doing

our

are

consummation of that

for

d-A.R.1D.

A

Also

Plush

styles, S4.0G.

dered, All Linen, at 17c. &, 25c.

A. P.

pat-

our

lection of tie* most difficult shades

iUKIS & M ATS !

v

business

comprise

(Inc case

\Y III. S4YF (INK IIOLLYII.

that

ions

aggregating

15 Dz. Each

SHE.

v:;
Jr. fVlACALASTER S ;: Viol

WE SHALL OFFER

public.

in assuring

pleasure

MASSIVE

BLANKETS !

*
i,
......ierate and steady, linn at
nidi e upwar 1 tendency Loth here and
.*rk; fin-* northern factory. LBil3;.,c;
'll., 47 B t; : •. fair
go.*d. In g Lie ;
ipl' light a: d the present outlook !
ia.r far off, as stocks
m"‘<
j.r.oe' ;•*••
o;n •<- < hirlit as compared with last season i
'iTi.’.'ji ceding lime.
Trah aiiiet. will) a firmer feeling
in
r
In 'll. 53-1 TIB '•
hnad.t ami Prince
** .’•_**■
L. a,
northern New Yorkaml 1
western, :'7.-.

■

■

*1.0(1, (former price

at

si

'•

n

Say

!”

(All-wool)

,,

1 ■'

25 Dz. Lies’ Met Vests,

I»ee.

V.

<piite unsatisfactory

i

.in

\ II-

t

"Al t it I *a

Ida

the

to $3.00.

Plain Hemmed Hdkfs., at
10c., 12 3-2c., 17c., 20c., 25c.

>

Wo lake
Boston

to

dz. Gentlemen’s All Linen

QC
J

L

jiuhfic.

anil iikaima imita-

a sim no:

tion

DAYS!

20

to

TOILET SETS!

< »

-<>

75c.

Picture

5c., 6c. and 13c.

Fancy Bordered Hdkfs.,
all Linen, 12 5-2c.

»U

from

Bags in Brown,
Black, $1.00 to $2.75.

Red and

<

i_* a
;;f

—

»

liuI4

m

IN KID. Ml.K vV

Lam
>kiti".
i.Ina 1 40
Million b' 1?-.
7a"
47 a.r>0
kits, ¥ Lu,
1'oUitoe".
*>0«70
j: .mid II. g b' lb.
7 '2 <is
"ir.-iw b* ton,
.;...n,*7.oo
I
kt-v fc- in.
Fal"
\ iall ¥ lb,
OaO
U o.*l, »vi"lu*d. i- lb,
33
W
m ui.u asln
lb* Ibido-p*
V* '• t«l. a.11 ■!.
'i.otiuh.oo
■’..<>!) a3..r>n
W.MM.i, "-*11,

*

j."

a

Useful I Ornamental

O F-

111.00 g 13.00

!>u.-J.7.oj:;.«>u I,anil* b ft),

ia
>

GRAND OPENING

As

lla> W ton,
Hi'i; p Hi,

-ad

Dolls of every description in
placed upon our lines China and Wax, from six to
for public inspection over four
twenty-seven inches long, stahundred different styles of
tionary and moving eyes, from

LIXKX.

Millions

Street.

11th,

DOLLS.

tion lO dz. Ladies’ Plain Hemmed Ail Linen Hdkfs., 5c., 8c.,

l'fl.

r lb.

■.

■:1

HAMEMEFS!

e our

CURRENT.

No. ", Main

a-

1

propose to hav

we

—o f—

the Journal.

PRICE

iV'fkiy for

U>1

rn

and

completed,

Dec.

the following enumerated specialties : Owing to the extensive
alterations in our store, we shall dispose of our stock in all of
its departments until the 11th inst., regardless of our usual
prices. We are in hopes to complete our repairs and show the
public one of the most convenient and well lighted stores in
the State. Your patronage is kindly solicited.

Slaughter

THE--j

on

We have

trtue-. with satisfactory results in every
i.
in
iiy a sample bottle for 10 cents to
lo—•- w ill relieve t he worst ease. Posi
Druggi-ts on the Western ('onti■F.teow-K;

BELFAST.

GIFTS

that

public

toj|the public

MONDAY,

Tremendous

his store

covered witn

completeh

Our counters

medinine ba\e been given away

•-

GrandHolidayAnnouncement.

inspection

We shall present

Christmas &New Years

ASTONISHING

for

ready

OUR-

Ellsworth,'lias

Which added to

t-l-F-T-S

-FOURTEENTH-

.

Main Street ,

make buyers.

BURKETT,
Ctiy

Block.

83

Some

A BRAVE LADY.
She Endures the Pain of

Severe Surgical Opera-

a

Without Taking Chloroform.

tion

This body, pain-racked, ill.
Shall lie at length, and still.

(From the Courier.)
Mrs. Schoonmaker, of Creek Looks Lister Co.,
V Y., had tin misfortune to entirely lose the sight
•of

her eyes,

through

1 inter the clover and the wind-swept grass,
Nor hear you pass.
That were, indeed, strange sleep,
When even you might weep.
And come, and go—even you -unheard of me
As bird or bee.

accident, and endured painful inflammatory action therein for two
long years. tin other eye linaliy becoming svmpatln tirally affected, her general health seriously
suffering; indeed, she was a mere wreck, a walking skeleton. In this terrible strait she const lted
I>r. David Kennedy, »*f ltondout, N. Y.,'\ho told
her at once that the injured eye must la* removed,
one

"t

an

>ne

-til.*’

< >

kept her

ei.e tone and

1.

strength to tlie system, Dr. Kenned;.
“Favorite ltomedy,” which cleansed

gave the

: am

woi

l’erchance when that release
Hath wrought its spe II of peace.
er this unquiet heart, tong vi xed with woe.
Heart's ease may grow.

blood and imparted new life to the long suffering woman, she rapidly gained health and .strength
tin

and i>

now

well.

blessing

--

Tlie "Favorite itemed'"is
No

t>» women.

Items

“Your
man

family should he with-

Your druggist lias it. if not. send to Dr.
David Kennedy, ltondout. N \v York
imtU

out it.

No

metaphysician ever

language
< Hir

erty.

much

so

as

felt the
the grateful.

of

deficiency
[Colton.

country cannot well subsist without lib-

liberty

nor

[Rousseau.

without virtue.

The desire of knowledge, like the thirst of
riches, increases ever with the acquisition of it.

[Sterne.

MASONIC

FOR

In the habits of legal men every accusation
appears insufficient if they do not exaggerate it
veil to calumny.
It is thus that justice itself
loses its sanctity and its respect amongst men.

[Lamartine.

If we really live under the hope of future
happiness, wi shall taste it by way of anticipation and forethought: an image of it will meet
our minds often, and stay there, as all pleasing
expectations do. [Atterlniry.
If you wish to get on you must do as you
would to get in through a crowd at a gate all
are equally anxious to reach. Hold your
ground
and | U'li hard. To stand still is to give up your

lmpe.

tend a cordial invitation to the

public genwas formerly occupied
erally.
by A. PERRY, and has recently been THOR-

[Lady Mary Montagu.

J.ife is made up. not of great sacrifices or dutic'. hut of little things, in which smiles and
kindnesses and -mall obligations, given habitually. are what win or preserve the heart and secure comfort.
[Sir H. Davy.

This store

OUGHLY RENOVATED and finished for us,
and wilh the IMMENSE FRONT of FRENCH

As a strong body struggles against fumes
with the in..is violence when they begin To be
stilling, a strong soul struggles against pliantasic' with all tin more alarmed energy when
they threaten to govern in the place of thought,
'c. urge Idiot.

PLATE GLASS, gives us one of the BEST
LIGHTED and FINES! STORES in the
State.
rry to leave the c Id store w«» ocmany years, and where we receivs

ed such a liberal

High tilings tn each inind arc the things above
I.et eai li put forth lii- hand for those on hi"'vn level.
It i- diliienlt to think of things as
it.

patronage from the public,

but owing to ne GREA T INGRC ^

E in

high in the abstract. The dining-room table is
high to :t black beetle, but a camelopard can
ensile look in at the first floor windows.
[.Jean

our

busings. and the demand for goods that
lug'low.
we were unable o carry on acco ntefthe1
ai\va,s crowded eo dition of our store, we
forced to procure iiie LARGE and
COMMODIOUS one we nov occupy.

INovember number of

Mifflin

S !OoK and tVerfY DEPARTMEN T will be
f und FILLED with RIjH and

Aldrich i-

at our old

were

stand, we open

closed out

with

NE-rv

a

DESItiASLE

nouncements

1

The SECOND FLOOR is used for

our

WHOLlSaLE cloak 4 SHAWL Dt-’AB rIWEm r.

The former is well stocked with

suitable for the JOBBING

goods

cry beautiful.
lirNtiiia- number of the London G

Tie

GOODS.

I RADE,

Cai

n*. Seal*!*. E ros! ISitcM.
AND VI.I, 01IILit IUHU1.V I’VINS AMI AlHIiS.
>
cvervv.
1-•:
a bottle.
.■ l’i u^rjrists :i'i ; O alt"
IB recti' !i- in 11 1.
liac:

Sold

THKt’IS \IJI.F*s A. VOGFI.FR < <».
m )
A. V -u lll.t
Unitinion-, .lli|„ f. S.
(Sueoeast
■

1

v

painting executed xpressly for this
by .J. E. Millais, It. A. It is a portrait
a

Fancy

DOWN THEY GO!

ers.

The latter is a SPACIOUS and WELL

will suit the closest

buy-

LIGHTED ROOM that is NICELY EiTTEO
and

FURNISHED,

contains

and

VERY

a

RICH LINE of GARMENTS and SHAWLS.
We start

STOCK,

in

our

new

store

with a

NEW

with RENEWED EFFORTS and a

DETERMINATION to DOUBLE OUR PAS I
YEARLY SALES and COMPETE with ANY
HOUSE in New England, and we desire to
expre s our thanks 1o

generous public
for their liberal patronage in the past and
a

to assure tnem that our constant

will always be to merit
their favor.

a

efforts

tontinuance of

ill New York

Street,

OPPOSITE NATIONAL BANK.

We haw this rtaj returned from Boston nitb

r^ULll

a

Line

-OK-

CHRISTMAS GOODS
Please examine our stork before purchasing.

B, L WELLS.

CONQUEROR
OF ALL KIDNEY DISEASES.

imported 50,0

()

copies.

new

New York.

typographical appearance of
tin- Argosy is very fine, the best of paper, ink
and press-work contributing to this result. In
tin first number begins a serial story by Horatio Alger. Jr., entitled "I)o and Dare; or, A
Brave Boy's Eight for Fortune;" also another
serial story by Edw. 8. Ellis, the title of which
is "Nick and Nellie: or. God Helps Them that
Help Themselves." Frank A. Munsey is the
The

editor, and E. L. Warren, late of the Kennebec
Journal, both well known in Maine, is conThe

No. 5 Main

issued, aud one firm

candidate for popular favor is the
< .olden
Argosy, a weekly paper for boys, published b\ E. g. Rideout ,v Co., lit Barclay St.,
A

certed

T, W. Pitcher <&, Co.,

w.-iv

w

ith tile new paper.

Living Age

enter- upon its fortieth year
aims to present the ablest essays
and rev iews, the choicest serial and short store-. the most interesting sketches of travel and

in

l"li.

Ii

discovery, the best poetry, and the most valuable biographical, historical, scientific aud political information from the entire body of foreign
current literature, and from the pens of the
foremost living writers. The subscription price
is cheap for the amount of reading furnished,
but the publishers make a still cheaper offer, to
send the Living Age and any one of the American £4 monthlies or weeklies, a
year, both postpaid, for $10.50: thus furnishing to the subscriber at small cost the cream of both home
and foreign literature. The publishers also offer to send to all new subscribers for the year
1883, remitting before Jan. 1st, the weekly numbers of 1882 issued after the

receipt

scriptions, i/rirtis.
'The Century Co. announces
publication in this country,
sheets, the

tionary.

new

of their sub-

for immediate
from

edition of the

advance

Imperial Dicaccepted in

work which inis been

a

Great Britain for more than a quarter of a century as a standard lexicon of the English language. Tile new edition has been in preparation for more than ten years, and so greatly
lias the vocabulary been augmented and so extensive and

important are the changes resulting
from the revision, that the Imperial Dictionary
ns now
issued, may almost claim to be a new
work. It contains about 130.000 words, with
3000 illustrations.
As the real meanings of

by

means

numbers of these

-AT

BELFAST

HAT,

them

being

of illustrative
are

this

fulness

Has

just opened the largest

stock of the

kind

offered for sale in Belfa.-t. at prices which tlefy
competition, and which must be sold l*y the

ing

LIVES MEDICINE

NEVER KNOWN TO FAIL.
‘•I had suffered twenty years with severe disease
of the? kidneys; before tiding Hunt’s
Remedy two
days I was relieved, and am now well."

READY

AND

1

i

a

M

Tips,

Clams &

huy

LLMFMBLi; PH K PLA< L
CHURCH STREET
I uder Hepubiieaii Journai Ollice,

or

not.

|. .ok it

C.
I*,-.

W.

H£?S£Y,

quotations,

is said to add

greatly

ism*.—swiii

AT

HALF

park

largest and

more

|

trust

for

i'

1

(A Medicine,

spCp.
P. iLev's
and body

...

My

vicinity.

trom the

catchers,

•'

li-t

to

lit.-1

«V

u\

«.'i

tee

Ciams

■

ly i-s

A:i Dfsoasrsof 1 hoStnmacli, Porvols, Plood,
1.1 vcr. Kidm ys, and Urinary Oi pans. >• crvousnesa.
,| specially
1 cmaic (.oiiijcaiuLs.

Cure Your Corns!

W!H bo

t e

ilitb

-urpas-rd iii tlu

in

til'

in lb-

i*

suri

*i11l:

<

eustotm

al\va>

on

ar-.

of

and
tie

boiled

l<>

treshe.-t

order, thus
stock

Clam* by the barrel, bushel

Kntirely harmless;

/

son

of

a

\pcri»*uee

bir^e

a

I 'ball make

fomplet

-i

in

t,ii>

:

Liii-

or

{}

Pedlers Outfits.

All orders

W.

BELFAST,

s. w.

IN

of the universal success of
Brown's Iron Bitters is simply this: It is the best Iron
preparation ever made; is

Kidneys or Liver a re

And think the

COTSWOLD BUCKS

.• //■...-• /
heart case.
WATER in the heart case.
Propsy). I’ac Dr. <;-.■■■' //■ ? /:■

<

FO1?.

SALE

.1. f.'li OSS, l'or<

'•

fcsTA Startling Fact' Ih\.:t t
Ceusum;
gate are i:.r.-:*i**r only t
I>r. Oriivfh* Heart liegulator
$1. per bottle, six bottl* f ir £*■ bv

mini.

IJll

sta:r.pf<»r!a::in.

nt

phy-u*i;i:’s,tri

In Xrrvou«
V".

F.

<l

and rapid
assimilation with the blood,
it reaches every part of the

In

COME

strengthening. Commencing at the foundation
it builds up and restores lost
health—in no other way can
lasting benefit be obtained.

gave me distress,
I have
but little.
tried every thingrecommended, have
taken the prescriptions of a dozen
physicians, butg t no relief until I
took Brown’s Iron Bitters. I feci
rone of the old troubles, and am a
new man.
I am getting much
I am
stronger, and feel first-rate.
a railroad engineer, and now make
my trips regularly. I can not say
t o much in praise of your wonderful medicine.
D. C. Mack.
cat

1‘njier
Writing Sits,
we

have

made

ever

Holidays.

4w4s

AXJ) SEE.

0111 ce

F

r.:

all:

Brown’s Iron Bitters
docs not contain whiskey
or
alcohol, and will not
blacken the teeth, or cause
headache and constipation.
It will cure dyspepsia, indi-

Walnut, Ebony anil Nickel Clocks,
ALL I’llllTS.
Spsctacses

Holidays.

SILVKK PI.VTKH TKASPOONS from 75c. to $2.00
SILVKK I’LATKI) KMVKS as low as $2,511 a dz.
hit-gam patterns hi .IKWKLHV. consisting of
Lace. liar. Scarf and shawl Plus, Neck Chains,
Crosses and Lockets, Stone and Hand Kings, Chain
and Itangle Bracelets in great variety.
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Scissors, Shears and
Itazors from the best makers.
l ine assortment of Hand Bags, Purses, Pocket
and Kill Kooks, pearl and Leather Card l ast s, Crtists- Materials. Hanging, Slant! A Bracket Lamps.
lict(livers anil Cartridges, Paper and Metallic
Shells. Primers, Ac.
-hvT'.i
Musical Instruments, Sheet Music, Music Books.

lames Emery .('■ Son,

<

trade.

23 E3
<-'(■/

bro-

ex-

FALL & WINTER

Plumes, Birds,

unattractive

--AND-

at N«>. To Main St.,
HEARER than any when* else, because we
have just received a NEW Sl'lTLY OF
ran

buy miMTUIK

Parlor and Chamber Sets of all kinds,
Extension and Centre Tables, fancy
Chairs of every kind. Sofas. Lounges,
A--., in fact

r\ cry

thintr ever kepi in
furniture >tore.

a

l'IRST-Cl.

We also leave a I’l FF FINK of

Scotch 4 Thread and 3
Thread.
Saioiiy, Shetland, Germantown and Worsteds
OF

ALL

SHADES.

Childrens' Hoods, Lace Caps, Collars, Handkfs., Hoop Skirts, &c.

j

We are happy to announce that MISS.IACKSON. who gave siii'h general satisfaction last
season, is still with ns, anil will endeavor to
please all who may favor ns.

Agents for EVANS* STANDARD SHEET
Ml'SK

o

cents

a

espy.

42

Mrs. I\ A. (I11. MO HE.
Mrs. II.

17 \v42

BABCOCK.

in

TAX

Essex and Yorkshire

BUCKSPOKT, MAINE.
|

Pigs.

SAI.E AT BAY VIEW STOCK FARM
of
E. A. GROSS, Foreman
May 31, 1882.—23tf

3.YOU
Inquire
Belfast,

T X & *2?

Chvr>'h .{• SSt.... HELb As

of

ISAAC HILLS,
BURGEON
DENTIST.

•.

/•

'•

721

!'.

>'o. l !> Vluin St..

Krirast, Mr.

CALL ON l\S AT

is the Loss of

oaty $50.

A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment and llailieal
ot seminal W eakness. ,»r spermab>nlnet. i
11 in 'c I l»y >clf-Abusc, Involuntary K111 i
i m-, I in
potency. Ncrvou- Debility, amt impediments t’
Marriage generally; Consumption, L'nilep-y and
l’»
Fits, Mental and Fliv-ieal Ineapu'ity, \
INMiKKT .1. (Tl,\ KHW'LLL, M D
author ..i ; n
“tircen Honk,” Air.
The world renoyvned author, in this admirai»!c
Lecture, •dearly proves from hi- »«wn c\].eri
!>.
If \ h
nm
that the .awful con-iMpnoices of
ire:
cll'ectunlly removed without danger'm-a
'■'.■•ualoperations, bougies instruments, ringpointing out a inode of cure at once certain ami t
feetual, by which every sutlercr, nomatti r what liieondition may be, may cure himself ehea|dy, privately and radically.
l his J.orturi trill jtrovr a boon to (housaruls
r}
and thousands.
Sent under seal, ill a plain envelope, to any address, on receipt of six cents or tyv«• po-taire -t imp-.

NOTICE.

To Let-Carriage

Tim: u-\\ i.i. Cakkiai.i-;
will be let for a term oi

1{. II. Coombs.

70

chas. Coombs

FIRE, MARINE

Address

lyl:*.

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO
41 Ann St., New York,

JAMES PATTEE.

TO

THE

American Hotel
Having been unexpectedly called upon

lilt.

IIILI.

W. K. MORISON & CO,
52 Main Street

Belfast.

i:i*

Address

:

mi

\\ asliinixtnfi, 1). (., and roriland, Mr.

h*
linr li s':
IJfltT. l*y
J;f:
II.>:i. Win. !•. Ui.i.i-ll. r, mt1’,
N
II
;i
AVi! 1 i;i!m I*. l-'ryr, l
I
*n,n;iir. li
I
>. -M-ii.tir. lion. It. h -*.»11.t-. t
srii.iti', lli'h
T. It. Ktv'l. M. (.Manir. II.m. \\ \\
i.
M «
! >. <
A M il-iHi. W
Mm--.. '•Iioli.'t! i11'Li
M
T.i\ 1 *»i* A: (
New
-rk cir..
■

and

r-

Will

k

■

'*»

*

I»*:r 3 S’SO

MIIDK n

l,';

IM.

1

»r _rra\

11 :r <
iii'il
>

SO.

TRADEMARK

l'ii
TRADE WlAE'f
“l-iN'.l I'll Kin
!'• T > 111
Wrakur*
rrn
t"ri'h'*'i.
|m*
11!

I iiipofciii'N ,;niihill
Ihnt f*»l-

i<'W

1

<'I ><•; I

1' * S S

..f

■•’«*«l 'lt'lll V
Ai'U-i-. i^
Mruioi'

ait

a

srili-

ap|*lie:;I i

to

<

<

II.

Illfl, II I'.tt,

Mil'’

il

l' 1,'lkt'H

Uj<

lj>e given

away to

ladies who will sell tea lor

■

■

111"

us.

■

—

Commissioners’ Notice.

5000 TEA'SETS
to

dealers.
I'sed extensively by ladies, many biiwiur.as hiyh
as a dozen bottles at a time.
lyeowH*

|

Seiid for particulars.
i

ATM ATI C

3m41

TEA < O
Fitchburg, Mass. !

PEARL8

(Ikkk’s

<

Office si

.Jrt>m vi. Con: i,
Waldo Cotr.vt y,
IIK LAST, Nov. 24, 1 sS2.
i- herehv given of the intended appli
cation of II. K. HAMLIN, of Kllsworth, for
adnjission to the bar in Waldo County, at the term
of Court to hi* holden at I'elfa-t, on the lir.-t Tties
:>wlday jo f danuarv, A. I>. iss:i.
WILLIAM IIKKltY, Clerk.
Attest
i’iikmi:

>

{

)

Xt°TlCK
ly,

1SEAUTIFIES T11E t OM FEEXION’,

ri'RES ALL KINDS OF SKIN
REMOVES

'I

on

tl$»- promises,

4.sj

FRECKLES,

DISEASES*

F.LCTHpatch::, tan, black-worms.

and all Impurities, either witniu or >;* -n the s.-w.n.
r .r CHAPPED HANDS, ROUGH CR CHAFED SKIN ii
indispeitslblo. T-y one Lottie and yen w;.'. n* r !•••
without it.

Tin- two story house and onehalf aero of land on Church and
Court streets, known as the “Sam
InouilV
I K !.
11 A ) NKS' 1*1 Ail."
Of
Mils WAitlM.N HI NT
or of
V V. IIOl'STON.

Use also

PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE SOAP
it makes the skin
white.

s*> a

YVFiSTK
riTAHL
GLY< 1TI15MT tO.

FOR|SALE.
Tlu* dwelling ilouse on Miller
street owned by -Mrs. <;K<>K(.1\
(’< >\.
The lion •< is well litteil.
ill

1»m
a

i"'

.inn,

bargain.
Oct.

aii'i

11". ii

Inquire
20,

of
1SS2.—t.Uf

»»

I
none

hereafter.

Brooks,

Dee.

NOTICE
aiEny (iivKN to the pations of Dr. I*. A.
CI OOKLU, that he .vill be absent from town
until tl e 17tli of this month.
Sears moot, Dec. (5, 1882.—2wl'J

Is

ii

FiltnElM

ami

SO\S

CAN MAKE
During
the

PER MONTH

tall and Winter.
lor particulars, address,
J. C. McCurdy A Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

lvi-20

M !■' -ul-. rthi r h. vebv yives publii notice to ail
concerned, hint so. has been iu! appointed
i taken upon hei -ell the trust of Administratrix
of the *•• late< :

1

C. 'VI ST'S Ni;iiVI

K.
a

specific

for

Hysteria,

1

I, 1882.—•3w4‘J

«

an

AM» r»HVIN TlilvVT
l)i/./.iii« --. ConvulMental
sions, Nervous Headaclu
impression, i
of Mi'iimn Spennatorrliiea, Impotcney, Involuntary Emissions, l'nmature Old .\ -<•. reused by
over-exertion, self-abuse, or >\ er indulirrnr. w hi h
leads to misery, decay and death. One h"\ \ul!
Ivich bo\ contain-- one tnonlIds
Clin* recent cases.
treatment. One dollar a box. or -i\ boxes for live
dollars; sent by mail prepaid on reeeipt of pine.
We guarantee six boxes to cure any ease. Willi
each order received by us for six b< xe-, accompanied with live dollars*, we will semi the purchased
our written guarantee to return tin1 money if the
treatment does not etfeet a cure. Guarantees i-sinr
only when the treatment is ordered direct from us.
IveowM
Sold by It. IJ. Mo(»D V.

Dll.
mum

I release to mv minor son,
EDWAKD LAMi, his lime, and
of his wages or pav any of his
JOHN W. LAND.

■

ri

NERVOUS DEBILITY :
A Cure Guaranteed.

n

NOTICE
a

Commissioners’ Police.
TL tin' -ubseribors, haviny been appoint, d
tin* lion. lA.MK.'s l>. I. \M>«;V lo r«-« eiv*
and examine the claims of creditors
the e -i.o'-- -d
WILLI A M W V K1 >. late of Thorndik.
de, a-ed,
repie-enled insolvent, do !nrcb\ yi\>- to>ii«
si\ month- are all ovcd to -.v j creditors to briny in
and pro\ e their claim-. and tb it \\ e -hail alt*
i
that
rvi. e at I!ie lion
tie lab- William N ard,
•n the fourth Lute-da
1 >• « tnliei. A. 1 >. I"-'-', and
the fourth T:n -dav .>i M tv, I'^a.at out4 oVj,.eU I*, w
IvA 'i Mt >\|>
UK 1L
M AUK 1*. V AI.MKI!. s
N"\.
>.
Thorndik*

;>st.;,

1*111 1,0 II LRSLY.

consideration
ITtoliijLORCK
diaim

■

■

Yew Have:). <
late oi .1 erst y ay NJ.
1

At

111 undersigned having been appoint i
1 lie
1 Hon. JiuUe ->I I’robaU hr the ■•unty ■: W
do, on the fourteenth day of November, A. h h--’.
( omm;--ioiier- to receive and examine elaiteere.liter against the e-tale of IP H’.KI,*'T * Mil !.,
late of I'nity, in .-aid County, deeea ed. repi'e-ee!
ed insolvent, hereby irive notice that six months
from the date of -aid appointment, are allowed l>
-aid credit r- in w hich to pre.-eni and prove then
claim-, and they will h>* in
m
it iIn i. •«i-•
said deee;ised, ia Cnily, in -aid < mnty,
tol|..w.-,
v\/. on the see.-ml day ol January, \
hten o'clock in the forenoon to two ,. 1
|v in tmafternoon, ami the second day ■•! Ma\, V h. 1-from ten o'clock in the forenoon to tw»
lock m
the afternoon.
hated this twentv third dav ol Nov
\ h b'-.
< II Mil I .s p,. M C lit II m
:t
I!l. ! 1A KI > Will I 11 V
•-

STATE OF MAENE.

shall

And

a

*<

iti.vvui.

s'eparate

lviiitoiirc in lii.i-klaml,
II. V LAM AMKIl.
ImiTlcaii Hold, IlclIaM. Me.
lyrU

debts

Everyone, Old
Young.

\".

)

lt«> take charge of the above hotel, 1 hope
with the assistance of Alii. KDWAKDS, the
former clerk, to maintain the jjood reputation heretofore formed by the late land

1

Suit

vni:

Solicitors & PracisiioiiRrs

•!
rtf un irtftisu.
ocirunc ! MRoClia»
t1; 11 •. P. i: 11 i: 111
\ ;
;:
1»: k. 1 > i;: 11
1'
( fleet
tuiv Old Alt, an-1 many other 1 M-ea-• s that \i f
VVashinir is n .{tiir- In-anii or ( on- u nipt ion ami a Pn man -• r n
ed al ter d\ riuir. as
It .a' Full particular- in -nr pan ph t, u hi !• we
me.
) in tin- ease of uthi r ilc.-ire l" -cmi five h\ mail J"
t:lie
11* I 1
a!! m
.t $! pel
dyes. Iti-iiottuo Spec lie .Medicine i
»r six ptieka..
1
artieles ; 1>aek
a '.•ne--in_r
(as are nio>t hair j hv mail on the ivvjp| ot nee
T1IK MiU Ml im INK CO., Buffalo, \. i
lye- but a it nr. I
Oil
m
a-e-.lint
--1'
e-.null
on
w
uranic
■.rimmi'i
rteit-We
ha\e adopted the
<•<mumnation ; ami
perieneoii
bellow Wrapper: the
who have handled all the various dyes, pronoum
genuine, Uuarnutee-t
;
lire i--ued.
it the best simrlo preparation h-rohaiiLiina tinha >idd in Ih last, by li. II Mimiup
of the hair which ha> hern brought to their md
i
Price. 50 cents. Satisfaction iruaranteed iimmi
d
-md
inoiie\
refunded.
or
the
case,
1'repaia
IMS.
W. THOMPSON, dockland, M

Winiterport,

Largest stock in the city and our prices the LOWEST, wholesale and retail.

E.W. METCALFS CLARENCE HALE

Dye.
I lair

requires

fe ^rie

rpilK

Berry's Celebrated
SKATES!

BROKERS,

9 Mr rcnant, Row, Room 4, Up Stairs, Bos'• I"
<■
ton, Pxlass.

hair to a jet biaek,
lark brown or an
burn oolor. It eniitains no alphur or
lead, orotiier del«*l
eriou> ingredient. 11

whomjever

&

s

rhaiurniiirlit

Having t ran.-1 erred my insurance business to
residents in school districts No-. 2 and 10,
JAMES 1*ATT! L, for live years past Register of
town of Wintorport, hereby give notice to
1
Deeds for this County, 1 cordially recommend him
it may concern, that they will petition
to my former patrons and to the public as an ef ! the
Legislature to incorporate them as the Wilder
tb ient and reliable man, in every respect worthy of j
1*I’U OliDKIL
port
Village
Corporation.
i
their confidence.
MILES s. STAPLES.
Nov. 22. 1882.—:>\\ is
Pel fast, Nov. I, l.NS-J.—:<m4(>*

Barney

Whisker

or

BELFAST,

NOTICE.

WHOLESALE AGENCY FOR

-AMI-

LUMBER

<

:

BK1A.TE5S !

►

BEECHER’S

nOI.DKKS

Belfast,
ri nLie

Pusi-niliiv l’.n\. I.'.O.

< >

OF BFLBA>T CITY BONDS are
requested to pre-ent them to the < ity Treasurer or t>» either <>i the Bank- in Belfast tor payment or exchange for secured 4 per cent. !-on«l-.
Al’l.lMTs PKliKY, < it\ lreas.
Belfast, July ID, l>s_\_;{itf

the oiiirc in II \ vi .*ki» I’.lock, heretofore occupied
by Mr. Staples, lb pc-enting s ‘me of the most reliable Insurance < ..npi.mies doing business in the
State, I :eel ronJidcnt that it will he for the interest
of all desiring to effect insurance to give me a call.
IJelfasI,

V.

K
W h i

business

Nov. i, iss_>.

\ <

».*

JOEL KmCNT & CO.,
Commission Merchants

«* 5« % 2

Insurance.

Eire,

\ \«

1

I*.
It

<

~

5SS5SS

FOR SALE,

purchased
.MILES s. >TAI>LI>. I >hall hereafter carry
HAVING
Marine and Life Insurance
at

on

WKU STliKKT
Belfast, known as
miop," i- n<>w vacant

REFUNDING LOAN Hail*

AND-

Life

1

A

B<»ton

|>t -rnii'-u-.i.

■—

and
ear-.
The al ove is a
well established business place, i-\nr\ convenient,
and i-. the most centrally located simp in the city.
By reason of its convenience and locality thi- shop,
is well adapted to jobbing bu.-ine.-s. Apply to
II. V LAM ASTKlt. Ameriean llou-r.
istf
Belfast, Nov.-7, tss-2.

CITY OF

F/lerchanls,
1.

'' iviit

cure

Shop.

(■ MIIIIAIIK SHOP ON UK
'•pill-:
rear of American Mouse.
i

l’KlIK
i;i*u

•'ll. X<

Boston, Mass.

pare to pay on lir.-t leiral notice. <)ltiee hours from
1 to l afternoons, at h to s nVloek evenings, at As.essors’ oiliee over I’oor A. Son’s store, Mil'll .-treet.
F. A. ( A KI.F, Collectin’.
Belfast, Dee. 7, bSS’J.—1 w4'.»*

the

K«

|

HIT

?

Main Street, Belfast

70

Commission

A GREAT CAUSE OF HUMAN MISERY

GUNS.

\ LI, those who have not settled their taxe-for
iT lSs_\ will please rail and ,-ettle pivvdoiis t.>
January 1, ls>:5, thereby -avitiir the di-eount of 1
Alter that date I shall be obliged to irper rent.
sist nii immediate payment, tin* city depending up
on my collections to meet obligations. Those
owinj;
poll and personal property taxes will please pre-

!'(m,
re-

J1 W. CWKO EM IMUM \ will do everything
he can t<» please those who favor us with a call.
Anv calls in this department will be promptly an
swered, I'AY or NIOIIT.
Sunday «»r night calls answered by Mr. DeProux
at tin* New England House.
Rodies embalmed WITHOI T TJJE I SE OF ICE
with perfect success.
Having had so large experience for a number of
years, we feel cmdhh ut that our way of doinghusiiiess au<l prices wid suit customers. Will also attentl P* the whole management of Fl’NERALS,
when desired, FREf of charge.
11

SKATES to

mTOT,

AiK

147 Washington Street,

tss

tin* insurance business of

Fancy Feathers.
CAREFULLY PREPARED,
THOROUGHLY TESTED,
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE.
The Phosphates of the Wheat are its most
valuable food property, and are, when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment
with which to build up the system.
The Blood, Brain and Nerves are the forces
which bear the strain of every day work and
life, and in order to save sickness it m wise to

nei

<

Ingalls. Sole Agent in America.
n
Sold by all Leading Druggists.

-OF TIIF-

CASKETS AND ROBES
<>l' all kinds constantly on hand.

Our friends and flic public to call and
amine our stock of

AND

staiiip for < atal-uur.
J»m
I*.
LOt I I I

IT1I0LSTKRY, DRAI’KRY AND ITRTAIN WORK
Done in the vi m hkst manner, at low prices.

Velvets, Pteles, Rlis,

2 to 5 P. M.

Huehsport. \

I,amhrct|uin Patterns and any information
gard to drapery work free. FRY i s.

as a

LOMBARD,

\o. ll*' smith Market sirrpt.

set.

That you

HATS, BONNETS,

Olllce Hours—#.30 to 12 A. M.

Glasses !

Eye

DO YOU KNOW

MILLINERY,

GEO. F. EAMES, M.

and

A nice pair of hold Spectacles for $5.00.
AlkIN A LVMltKKT’S BOLD PKNS AND PKNCILS,
In hi m ill-signs.
The latest novelties In SILVKK PI.ATKI) aiidSTKIiLIN). SILVKK WAKK, bought especially for the

Curtain Roods of ail kinds at bargains.

Use only Brown’s Iron Bitters made 1 7
Brown Chemical Co., Baltimore. C. rossed
red lines and trade-mark on wrapper.

IH J LD FOR HEALTH.
Wheat Bitters are prepared, not by fermentation but by solution and are richest in tho
Phosphates, while the starch and impure matter are eliminated. These make in themselves a basis, to which is added the best and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
make it a tonic and bitter. It in at once healthful, pleasant to the taste and must not be confounded witix the thousand and one cheap
alcoholic bitters which pro sold as cure-alls.
Medicine is doubly effective when used with
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
Sold by druggists, $1.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTERS CO., M’f’rs. N. Y.

Guns, Rifles, Pistols,

CORNICES & POLES OF ALL KINDS.

gestion, heartburn, sleeplessness, dizziness, nervous
debility, weakness, S:c.

P.

i<

,•

Work.
nr- nmi

Ml,:,,

O.

I yivowic

BALLARD’S RiFLES

■

117' have a FILL LIXEof DOLLS
of ever// descvijdion for the Christmas

I.

xrSend

j.

:v

liti*»

diry

•••>»

Law.

at

T. CuIhurnN Storm t Hy
IBdfast,
Maine.
A.I I'ttsim-'- U-ft with nv will i. « i
\S.

over

m;.

a

•«

-a’ IiKtr! !:•

MfrmE,

flat selected stock of

a

For Ladies and (ientlcmen. botlike> and stem
winding. Prices in gold eases, from $23 to
$100. in siher cases as low as $s.00. Will
send to anj address on receipt of $0.00, a stem
winding, solid nickel watch, good time keeper.

a

D
O
DOLLS
L
S

Dearborn Ave., Chicago, Nov. 7.
I have been a great sufferer from
a very weak stomach, heartburn, and
dyspepsia in its \v< -rstform. Nearly
ate

Inks,

W. O. Poor &L Son,

--)

1

Haw*

Art

Cnnies for the Children,

c.

for the

and

could

Ebony,

short the HI* d .K>T display

system, healing, purifying

and 1

Mezzotypes,

Cutters, Carved

By thorough

everything

8UCKSP0RT,

SKATES

Singing Itirds <('■ ('ages, (Hire
Wood and

inti*

m

THOMAS S. RSUH & CO.,

Goods, Easels, &c.

and
medicinal principles, and
docs just what is claimed for
it—no more and no less.
chemical

t

_

]

Baskets of ad Kinds.

compounded on thoroughly

scientific,

Surgeon,

\. m..

Counsellor

Fault.

’’mon)
SOFTENING of the H ©art. (ver-v
■■'tt
PALPITATION. J
ANGINA PECTORIS, or N
ra. r.:r: of the
Heart. Dr.

AT

Bay View Stock Farm,
Belfast, Ort. 1),

at

HYPERTROPHY, cr enlargement ofthe
d/
Ventricles. 7 .PERICARDITIS, or inflammation of the

AND-

ii'

STYLES.

Christmas Cards,

o.,

MAINE.

Oflieo at re~i
me,
Olli- e hours from
t<* 1"

C:

GOODS

MANY

and

m.

BELFAST,

¥ases, ^c.
PLUSH

johsisoss,

Physician

1 m::7

COLLINS,
MAI
ME.

All Above sold by d"’W'ts.
Mfg. Co., Rochester, IN. YA. Toronto, Ont.

FHEO W. 3HO*H,

-ati^fartion

PRICES.

Hop Hitters

ONE IN THREE HAVE THEM'

sea-

by mail tilled w itIi do?patch, and
l’riec> quoted by teleguaranteed.
graph wlier l**>in d. Address all orders to
m

e.au>tie.

th.ixtx/:i>.j?z
Price 25 cents. For sale fo> all Druggists.
Try it and you will be eon-vinced like thousands
who have used it and u"\\ t. -tily
its value.
Ask for SehlotterheekS (urn and Wart Solvent
and take no other.
ivrjn

>ck

Ail Kinds of Fish

ks",

as-

branch of

M’lOt 1 ALI Y

—

crux is (,'r

Imuorlor of,!. John Yarmoii h Bloaters.
bad
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To Fish Fedlers
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narcotics.

is not

Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for apply in^c in ea«*h bottle.

gallon,

h tnd at L< >WLs T MAUKLT I’UK

or

removes

put upon
or

paid for

a rase tlioy will no? nrn or
c or injurious
fur any Miin a
found m tie m.
lion Pittors am! trv
Ask your druppist fc
tlu ui before you s'.c-p. Take no oilier.

In-ip,

I) T.c 1s an nbsoluteand Irresistible cure for
Drunkenness, use of opium, tobacco and
It

handling Clams tnd Lobsters art*
>ta! *.
My lobsters art kept

fur
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SIOO© m GOLD.

USING

on

Lobsters.
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CURE
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guaran-
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-!V
ri\ ing at lie]fast at Jo. 17 a. m.
L'-ave Barnliatr. at 7.4", j;. in., I,eon;
’-( ro
in.
7.72, I'nity if07, Thorndike ti.20, Knox
Bro
7n. Waldo 7.o 1. rii
1*.int 7 I", a it'vmg at B,da-r
~no
PAY.NON TlThKK, Superintendent.
B. ifa^t, ()< I. hi, 1 ""2
2 111
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I,

have occasionally employed the bc.-t ngem
in
New York, Philadelphia and
Washington, hut 1 .-till
give you almost the whole of my business, in your
line, and advise others to emplov you.
Yours truly,
(.HOUCK DKAPKB.
Boston, January 1, ls>J.—lvrl

tisli

the be-t

tie bu-im

1

the

quality of each grade, and
full weight in packages.

•rlinent.

CHINA M, TOILET SETS,

fact that

attention to the

season

this

FRANK

to its use-

JOSHUA TUT HILL.
“Mv physicians thought that I was paralyzed on
one side.
I was terribly afflicted with rheumatism i
from ist>9 to 18S0. I was cured by Hunt’s Remedv.”
The Bight Sort of a Girl.
STEPHEN <. M \>ON.
My doctor pronounced my case bright’s Disease,
The girly girl is the truest girl, says Progress.
and told me that I could live only forty-eight hours.
She is what she seems and not a sham and a
I then took Hunt’s Remedy,and was
speedily cured.”
pretence. The girly girl never bothers about woM. (.GODSPEED.
“Having suffered twenty years with kidney dis. man rights and woman wrongs. She is a girl and
is glad of it. Site would not lie a boy and grow
ease, and employed various physicians without being relieved, I was then cured bv Hunt’s Remedy.” up into a man and vote and go to war and puzSULLIVAN FENNER.
zle her brains about stocks for a kingdom. She
J have been greatly benefited by the use of
knows nothing about business and does not
Hunt’s Remedy. For diseases of tlm kidneys and
want to know anything about it.
Her aim is to
urinary organs there is nothing superior.”
A. D. NICKERSON.
marry some good fellow and make him a good
wife, and she generally succeeds in doing both.
“I can testify to the virtue of Hunt’s Remedy in
kidney diseases from actual trial, having been niucii She delights in dress and everything that is
benefited thereby.”
Rev. E. G. TAYLOR.
pretty, and is not ashamed to own up t' at site
“I was unable’to arise from bed from an attack of
does. Site is pleased when site is admired, and
kidney disease. The doctors could not relieve me. lets
you see that she is. Site is feminine from
I was finally completely cured by using Hunt’s
the top of her head to the end of her toes, and
FRANK it. DICKSON.
Remedy.”
if you try to draw her into the discussion of dry
“I have suffered extremely with kidney disease;
themes she tells you scjuareh that the conversaafter using Hunt’s Remedy two days, I was enabled
to resume business.”
GEO. F. CLARK.
tion does not suit her. Site is the personificaOne trial will convince you. For sale by all
tion of frankness. There is not a particle of
Druggists. Send for Pamphlet to
humbug in her composition. Here is health to
HUNT’S REMEDY CO., Providence, R. I. the girly girl! .May her numbers never grow
less.
Prices, 75 cents and $1.25.
ly28

USUAL

special

LEGALLY
I

Table Ware

Majolica

BELFAST.

of

reading. It does not coniine
itself merely to giving the meanings of words;
it gives, also, as a rule, some account of tlie
tilings to which words are applied, going more
fully into general and scientific particulars than
lias been hitherto the practice in dictionaries.
The work is complete in England, aud will be
issued here, as it is there, in four volumes of
convenient size, each containing 700 to 800
pages. The price in this country will be lower
than that in England.

\,
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I
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The Des! ant! Surest
Ifvnin:

were all
which I am
aide to offer a bargain in any quantity to suit customer-.
All ti.-h bought of me are

A JOE LOT OF

\

vast

given, many thousands

in

bought direct

Having

Oib

person

them an
and favorable consideration at the Patent Of.
I I CMl ND BUiKK.
I.ate Commissioner of Patent

v

s c ii l o r r /; a ii /; r/v1 s

THE

our a."

o.ir

hand this

offered

ever

Vnti« :i ntino .'n»n our I.AKHK and \ \U!Ki>
"took a rush, we have soeure-d the .services of
extra «*h-rk>, win will De-always ready to >lmw
our goods to tie- pu’oli'-, whether
they wi-h t"

NOW IS YOUR TIME TO SAVE A DOLLAR.

OO
jZ,

call >

on

the market.

I, "-k around it you wi-h, then call on me and l
will cm- viive you that 1 ( Wand WILL sell
you goods at price- that will please v."i.

s

s, .s'

Lobsters,

Wharf, opposite >i. c. Freight Depot.

I wi-h to

HOLIDAYS!

Ready IVSade Clothing!

a

securing

e.

b'e leit.-.ie

bow

the

tra«l

M

tine assortment of

}»::>!

;

.1
ot :
£«»••. ati-l

Open!

FOR

of

An Invigorating Medicine that Mcver Intoxicates

i

loth of .Iitnuar) regardless of profit.

including

I
■

i5 cents.

Paid for

to

now

capable

or more

Boston, Oi toner p.f, l>7o.
II. Ki»i»v, K--p—Dear sir
You pr
iired tor
in I.S40, my tlrst patent
Since then you have
aeo-,1 for and advised me in hundreds of ease-, and
procured many patents, reissues and extension-. I

GINGER T0WSC

Fresli, Sfliokeil, Dry & Picklefl

Plumes, Plushes,

Goods

ever

carl

r^.-ts.

|!,r,'l
25 mill
t

INSPECTOR AND DEALER IN

FURNISHING GOODS STORE! Mrs. B. F. WELLS.
C. W. HANEY

book of reference, and to relieve it
of !he imputation common to dictionaries of be-

KIDNEY aw

Coiored

fore January 1st.

inserted in the present edition for
The encyclopaedic character of

dictionary

F. Soiitkworth.

FRANK W.COLLINS,

And some shapes In HATS LESS THAN COST. All
In wuni of ihese goods should not fall to examine our stock, as they must be sold be-

-AND-

worthy

$1

PARKER’S

I have

CAP

ni.it

<-

r.

at

IVsain Street.

II

4\v 47

THE-

the first time.

TIIE BEST

A.

Lewis

words and the grammatical constructions into
which they enter are generally most clearly
shown

60

“Inventors cannot employ

baldness

prevents

*

>

Commissioner of Patents.

and

o

1

1

iiur at 11.1') oYlo.-k, or on arrh.ii >*i «• j
s
train 1 r< in Poston, f t Pooklami, < 'as! inn, I n r |<U-.
ami "cti.aw it’k, maiit* from > *«l.^rwn-k t
llluohil m
arrival of o.-mh -!■ aim r, 'vjuthu o.-t an i liar li t:
i'i.r-. Mtllbrhlfro, .Pmo-port ami M.mhia ~.11.
Ib't uriling w ill loa m' Maobias'j»ori ovon Mn.Miu
ami Tin i:si»a\ mornings at b.Y oYlook, Mount
!>omti at about lu.un oYkwk, arriving in l’ortl; o
th*• sanu* ovoninjf, oonnootimr with Pullman train
ami oarlx morning trains for I5 »^t«m.
ov<‘>

L

Colored Velvets and Hats,

of "Lit-

Christmas Graphic'

prices

at

1.

arrangement
! Ik steamer
ITV >K IJ!‘ 11
M< »\ I >. < UT iHAMv .N
W ;
m.iki' two trip- per week null)
I..• ,v ii,ur l; o
itiirtln r imlirf.

mt

TEMPLE,

Feathers.

Colored & Black

number

our

branch

yourselves

A.

rcowAo

pid- was published -iniiiiianeou-ly in England
and America on Dee. 4. VII of the illustrations
are printed in colors, and ".lie large plate is from

dent

ihis

far

set

In dose imr stock of IVINTEll MlLLINEIil lie
will for the MAT TIIIItTI lllls sell at
dlsT the following goods :

ra-

tle Mi" Gamp." and is well worth the price of
til- paper. Over half a million copies of the

as

No.

MillinerY!

Lumbago. Backache, Headache, Toothache,
Soev Tl»»•«»:»I. Swelling*. Sprain*, Itrui^es,

v

cf business will be
SHARPLY LOOKED AFTER, we feel confiand

■>

Houghton.

o.'s

*

and

lores

i■

fall

tkstimonfai.s.

i’cnioves

sizes

Bargains

sms mi: inn in:x hat.

Literary News and Notes.

Literary Bulletin contains their anof holiday publications heretofore
noticed.
The specimen illustration from the
holiday edition of the L’oeins of Thomas Bailey

goods

Goods,

X*jBL3LJSf*

were

As a I undesirable

Call

k

A

less.
natur.tl

CURES

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica,

Portland. Bangor, Mt. Desert and
f^achias Steamboat Co.

“1 regard Mr. J'.ddy ;-.s one of the most
capabli and
successful practitioner- with whom I have had of
tidal intercourse.’'
(has. .M\m>\,

in£.
e.uitiyperfumed and Ji..un-

■

»-«,

lyeowl

No. 70 Slate St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Patents in the t inted state-; al.-«» in i.ivai
Britain, h ranee and other foreign countries. < »*t*ii*of the claims of any Patent furnished i»v
remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded t WashingnoT.
-N ° Agency in the f’nited States
possesses superior
Jacititiesfor obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patentability of inventions.
K. II. KDDY, Solicitor of Patents.

perfect chess'

A

Bonnet a« shortest possi-

or

'“U"!;

has hair in front: behind she is
bald.
If you seize her by tin forelock you may
lead her : but, if suffered to escape, Hof Jupiter
himself can catch her again.
[From the Latin.

opening of our NEW STORE
at the head of Main Street, to which we ex-

Hat

a

l\Vl'

Opportunity

an

will lit up

dandruff,

Belfast, Maine.

Great

>

R. H. EDDY,

PALMER,

High Street,

[Swedenborg.

Never hold anyone by the button or the hand
in order to be heard out; for. if people are unwilling to hear you. you had better hold your
tongue than them. [Lord Chesterfield.

J

P.

vs ,,ii«t Fi:ii»avs at j «->!•„ k i*. w.
Dm: I’oini.vNii
n^er.s and ireiirl.! \\ i 1 i I»<•
forwarded t<* I * rt 1 a »d
onnertii u'ai I*
k i; el
\\ ilh steamer I,twi-t« n.
Fas-enger- iea\ ing l*el
la-r Mon<lay, arrive in I'ortland the
tut
night
I ieketm
r,b\ on arh '•teamer ior I* rtland, I o\\
tdl, New 1 ork. and baggage eheeked through.
!) FANK, Agent, I lei fast,
t-nn,,
dT.A
1.1 I I I.FI- I FU >.
Supt., lioston, M.,-lielfast. Dec. 7. ]Ss_\—jp

PATENTS-

BALSAM.

notice ami at I.OW EsT.lMtH KS.

ble

I’lcnse call and examine my slock.

Knowledge, intelligence and wisdom arelikewi-I spiritual nourishment, as food is natural
nourishment: amt they mutually correspond to

tothepublicthaton

GOODS!

DWICHT

SOLD IS BELFAST BV R. H. MOODY.

HAIR

A FILL LINK OK

[Longfellow.

to man.

Jm io

fpARKE?s"
|

YAIHKTY OK TUIMMINH.

WITH i:\T.m

Wr

Holiday

m:si»a

I

MAINE.

-AND-

Nice

The best internal and external remedy ic £
the ‘VOiid. I-. very bottle guaranteed.
Price, L-U cents and S’.Ul
i vbSf}.I‘, ;i!I iil'v; A 00., Prop’rs, I
EPi-i ALO. N. V.. U. S. A.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

Hats & Bonnets Hitriiefl!

Books, Stationery,
FANCY

us

orders, sent free to any address.

commencing Monday. Deo. 11. 1882,
M.earner PKNOI’.st < it,
j steamer K ATAUDIN.
( apt. \\. It. K"'x,
| Capl. OTIS Imikaii.iU,
\'nl make three
trips per week, leaving I»«* 1 t\i^i
M«»N!‘ \i s, Wi:i»m>i»a\-, and Fl;ll) \vsat J
\.w.
Leaving I inrt.ln Whar!, Hoston, Mon i> \ \ \\ i,

Courhs^Colds.f!

Asthma, Catarrh,
Sore Throat, Diphtheria, Burns, ifi
rust
Bites, Tooth, Ear, and:!!
Headache, and all pains and aches, |i

for samples,
by sending
make their selections at home ami order
by mail,
thus receiving the same benefits as those living in
the city.
l«»

can

Bruises,!

Lame Back, Sprains and

.secures

can be found in a Flrst-llass
Furnishing Goods Store, also

How She Saved Her Darling
“I shall not feel so nervous again about baby’s
teething,’’writes a grateful mother. “We almost
l«»st our darling from cholera infantum, but happily heard of Parker’s < Huger Tonic in time. A
few spoonfuls soon cured baby, and an occasional
pose keep* us in good health.”
| Brooklyn Mother.

whereby they

PORTLAND,

-AND——

And cicrjlhing that

R. Steele.

each other.

o

fur- look.

new

*"Cures Rheumatism, Lumbagd^i

Sami aal Mail-Order Dei,

492 <{■ 494 Congress Street,

HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR,

They have got to making rat traps nowadays wit h
looking-glasses in them. We -uppo-e the rat- run
how their

Trimtnod Eats & Bonnets

Hdkfs., Gloves,

Way.

accommodation of ladies living out of
who cannot visit our estahlishment, we
have opened, in eonneetion with our business, a
the

town

mail

Neck Wear, Collars, Caffs.

Inquisitive people are the funnels of conversation. They do not take in anything for their
own use, but nn rely to pass il to another.
[Sir

STORE!

■

Safest

■1,1011

BETWEEN BANGOR & BOSTON
Touching nl Hampden, Winterport, Bm ksp<>ri,
xrarsport, Belfast, Camden and Rockland.

Samples of any of our goods, together with circular containing important information
concerning

TIES in

perior cleanliness.

see

-O F-

our

The safest and surest way to restore the youthful
color of the hair i< furnished by Parker’s Hair
Balsam, which is deservedly popular from its su-

in to

FULL LINE

Including all the LATEST STILES and NOVEL-

truthful friends remarks that, many
families gain ilic reputation of having hcvf.-icak l'v
simple poum'ihgan old dish rag with a rolling pin.
S une thrifty house wives sul»tUnto their husbands
hie of

HAS NOW OX HAND A

Beetle,

Famishing

satisfaction

We cannot write the order of the variable
winds. How can we penetrate the law of our
shifting moods and susceptibilities? [Emerson.

Dry iFancy Goods

cupied

dents’

('. It.
sold
medicine in my life that gave such universal
as Thomas
K< i.i.n iac mi..
In my
own case it nnvd ;i badly ulcerated threat, and in
threatened < roup in my children i; neve.- railed to
relieve.”
For sale bv K. 11. Moody. lJelfa-t.

any

II

SMISS
OUTHWORTlI

A FIRST-CLASS STOCK OF

Speak for Themselves.
Hall, iirayvilh 111., wiites; "I never

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

A. F.

NOW OPEN.

The soul of man is audible, not visible. A
sound alone betrays tbe flowing of the eternal

fountain, invisible

We were

replied

coolv

There is always something that we shall wish
to have finished’, and be nevertheless unwilling
to begin.
[I>r. S. Johnson.

TsT E w

We have

opinion,

True humility, the basis of tbe Christian system. is tin low. but deep and firm, foundation
'f ail real \ irtue.
[Burke.

-OF THE-

announce

same

Facts

The

There is one art of which every man should
be master—the art of reflection.
[Coleridge.

Are happv to

sword, sir, is very troublesome,” said a
very surlily to a young ollhvrina crowd. “All

my enemies are of tin*
tlie young man.”

LADIES!

New Goods!

for the di-h rag.

Thought.

True love cannot be divided, and must be voluntary and unconstrained. [Don Quixote.

price-

a

of

Store!

New Stock!

In New York they call the elevated roads “the L
road."
It is not a sate abbreviation for an English

Who loves me will not weep
When that 1 lie asleep.
Hut rather joy to think such sorrow may
Have end some day.
Isabella (.rant Meredith.in Harper's Magazine
for December.

The work

was done, and the pour
Talk ot soldierly courage:
This showed greater pluck than it takes t<> face a
hundred guns. To restore her gt lieral health and
r

«

email

: New

man.

«111it*11 _\ hut firmly .said "AH rigid, Doctor, hut
don't give me chloroform. L t my husband sit 1>\
de during tlie operation, and I will neither
my
w

Here is n cause to grieve.
wayworn, of trouble so opprest.
Is glad of rest.

so

Feeble Ladies.
Those languid, tiresome sensations, causing you
to feel scarcely able to boon your feet; that constant drain that is taking from your
system all its
elasticity, driving the bloom from your cheeks;
that continual strain upon your vital forces, rendering you irritable and fretful; can easily be removed by tlu* use of that marvelous remedy, Hop
Bitters. Irregularities and obstructions of your
system arc relieved at once, while I lie special cause
of periodical pain ipermanently removed. Will
you heed this?

A scientific chemical compound that gives health
and strength is Brown’s iron Bitter-.

N'av, sweetheart, nay! believe

<

she

cry out

Day.

Some day 1 shall be dead.
Some day Ibis tired head,
W itli all the anxious thoughts it now doth know,
Shall be laid low.
^

j
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STEPPED Pestered.
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'nnfirBhain
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Inssno Persons
HE. ELINE SGREA1

Nerve Restorer
ni:vr.

I>i^k

.sf.s.

Oulu

snr-.

cure.for Fits, Epilepsy awl Xerre. Ajfi'eSous.
BMTnfai i.ihi.f, if taken as directed. X>> Afs after
»■ rirstday'suse. Treatise and $2 tried bottlcfree ro
Kit patients, they paying expressage. Send rame,
^■l’. O. and express address to I>r. KLINE, 9.11
■"Arch St. Philadelphia, l’a. Seeprincipaldruggids.
6w48*

I*. Cl NMNidlAM, late el S -.uvport.
outity of Waldo, dee* a-ed, b\ ytviny bond
as the law directs; she therefore reyue-f- all
per
sons who are indebted to -aid deceased*?, estate t«>
make immediate pa\uiinl, and these who have an\
demands tliereon, to «■ \hi 1 it tie -aim- for settlement
WILLIAM

in

the

<

t*> her.
Nov.

M \UY

II.

l NMNt.ll \M

(

22, lssj._;iw4>

SMIL subscriber hereby yi\ e- public notice to all
A
eoiieerned, that site has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of
\NI)I!KW

1 Y LKU. late id

Winlerpoia,

in the County ot Wahio, dercasi d, by yiviny bond
lie therefore re*jn. -t- all pera- the law directs;
son-w ho are indebted to said deceased’s estate t
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
CAUUIU ll I ’i LL1I.
Winterport, Nov. 2."). 1882.— .‘>w48
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